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Abstract 
 

Making Miracles at the Scuola Grande di San Marco from Bellini to Tintoretto 
 

by 
 

Letha Catherine Ch’ien 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in the History of Art 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Todd Olson, Chair 
 
 
In 1548 Tintoretto delivered the Miracle of the Slave to the Scuola Grande di San Marco. 
It was the latest in a painting cycle focusing on St. Mark, patron of both the city of 
Venice and the eponymous confraternity. Each painting in the cycle negotiates the 
tension of the foreign origins of a saint habitually conflated with the state. Tintoretto’s 
dramatic rendition featured an upturned flying saint and a crowd of spectators gawking at 
the miracle. In tenor, composition, and tone the painting radically diverged from the 
established painting tradition that had embedded miraculous occurrences quietly into the 
quotidian experience of Venetian life. Tintoretto’s painting was initially rejected and the 
painter did not work again at the confraternity for twenty years.  
 
This dissertation argues that the seemingly abrupt pictorial caesura at the Scuola Grande 
di San Marco in fact continues traditional Venetian pictorial strategies but in an avant-
garde visual vocabulary. In the introduction I establish the phenomenological experience 
of Venice and its invocation in imagery temporally and spatially. I contend that Venetian 
understanding of the miraculous referenced a multiplicity of time and space. In chapter 
one I propose that Venetian local identity was intrinsically intertwined with the foreign, a 
conceptualization readily apparent in the processions, architecture, and pictorial 
decorations making up the city’s spectacle. Chapter two delves into the Venetian practice 
of using narrative as historical evidence and as a claim to their possession of the body of 
St. Mark. Chapter three concerns the failure of modernization efforts on Tintoretto’s part 
with the Miracle of the Slave and the more successful examples of Paris Bordone and 
Palma il Vecchio. Chapter four looks at Tintoretto’s paintings at the confraternity from 
the 1560s that insist on the disruptive power of miracles while retaining venezianità 
through invocation of local phenomenological experience. Tintoretto’s Stealing of the 
Slave prefigures St. Mark’s translatio to come by transposing the historical event in 
Alexandria onto the Piazza San Marco thus visualizing the body’s eventual predestined 
resting place in the Basilica San Marco.  
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Introduction. The Watery City 
 
 The pictorial cycles at the Scuola Grande di San Marco in Venice spanning from 
the 1480s to the 1580s partake in the illusory quality of the floating, watery city. The 
paintings focus exclusively on the hagiography of the patron of Venice and the 
eponymous confraternity, St. Mark, whose relics were shipped across the sea from 
Alexandria in the ninth-century translatio, the act of moving relics from one situation 
into another. The fifteenth-century paintings project a sense of Venice as a place of 
expected miracles that continued in the early sixteenth-century paintings even as 
rationalizing technologies such as perspective were introduced in the 1530s. However, 
when the painter Jacopo Robusti, called Tintoretto, began working for the confraternity in 
1548, he introduced a radical new conception of the miraculous. With an adamantly 
materialist painting technique that paradoxically dematerialized form, he reframed the 
translatio of St. Mark and with it a sense of the local or venezianità as efficacious, the 
miracle as dramatic. The paintings of both centuries require a period eye particular to 
Venice’s understanding of local identity as that which contained the foreign within it. It 
was a fragile reading and one unavailable to the non-Venetian visitor and an art 
historiography anchored in other Italian regions, principally Tuscany. 
 Ultimately what we see at the Scuola Grande di San Marco in the course of 
twenty years in decorative projects executed by Tintoretto is a continual effort to render 
the miracles of St. Mark local, modern, efficacious, and above all Venetian as the city 
experienced pressure from competing foreign powers east and west. My discussion in 
Chapter One begins with surface, the experience of the exterior realm of the spectacle in 
Venice, of traversing an aqueous city. We see the pressures of mediating modernity and 
tradition on the façade of the Scuola Grande di San Marco. Chapter Two explains how 
the Other was intrinsically embedded in Venetian identity, an idea demonstrated in 
narrative tactics, specifically that of the polytopic, referral to multiple places 
simultaneously, and the anachronic, when past, present, and future are invoked together. I 
argue that absence of local pictorial strategies in Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave (1548) 
resulted in a failure to adequately express venezianità leading to the painting’s 
controversial reception in Chapter Three. Chapter Four explores the profoundly new 
lexicon of the miraculous Tintoretto invented twenty years after the Miracle of the Slave 
was nearly rejected. I suggest Tintoretto’s paintings of the 1560s assert venezianità using 
traditional strategies with innovative forms to modernize and localize the ancient material 
theft of St. Mark’s body from Alexandria, a city under Ottoman rule by the mid 
sixteenth-century. The success of Tintoretto’s new conceptualization of the miraculous is 
proven by the paintings executed by his son, Domenico, after his death for the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco discussed in Chapter Five. 
 

*** 
 

 Few cities have been as strongly associated with the sea as Venice. Water both 
circumscribes the city and penetrates it circuitously by canals small and large. Built atop 
sunken piles surrounded by water, the city made of 118 conjoined separate islands seems 
to float in the center of its protected lagoon. As travellers arrived by boat during the 
Renaissance, the buildings reflected in the water below appeared in double (fig. 1). Water 
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added sheen and movement to the mirrored façades in the canals contrasting with the 
matte, fixed world above. 
 Venice provided few occupations unrelated to maritime activities and travel; 
water was the conduit through Venice. Canals in the city led to the lagoon, which 
directed away from Venice into the Mediterranean out towards Dalmatia, Crete, and the 
ever-expanding Ottoman east. Water carried Venetians abroad and delivered foreigners 
as merchants, diplomats, sailors, and government officials.1 Contact with the unfamiliar 
was the native condition of being Venetian, both at home and abroad.2 
 Discussions of foreignness in Venice have often focused on the experience of the 
outsider in Venice such as Albrecht Dürer complaining of the city’s protectionist artists. 
Philippe de Commynes, a visiting diplomat, famously commented in 1494 “all their 
people are foreigners.”  The polyglottal nature of the city’s architecture spurred John 
Ruskin’s enthusiastic catalog of window drawings (fig. 2).3 The incorporative multivalent 
politics and aesthetics of collage are perhaps nowhere else so evident as at the Basilica 
San Marco (fig. 3). In the political and religious heart of the city, the church that was 
built to house the relics of the city’s patron saint presents an ancient Roman bronze 
quadriga on the porch atop mismatched columns supporting assorted capitals, spolia 
from Constantinople. The pilgrimage church, legally the private chapel of the doge, 
constructs an identity for St. Mark – and thus for Venice – in assemblage of the foreign. 
An architectural moment at which we would expect the highest assertion of the local 
idiom, we find instead the souvenirs of travel abroad, the appropriation of the foreign, 
and a proud declaration of the foreign within the personal, and the intimate. It is the 
strategy of an empire. Similar enfolding of alterity into the local occurs in many areas of 
the performed city and particularly in the painting tradition of another local phenomenon, 
the active lay confraternities. 
 The culture resulting from the peripatetic lives of travellers abounded in a 
diversity often marked by abrupt juxtapositions of manner, form, and grammar. Contact 
with the foreign both abroad and domestically created an unmistakably cosmopolitan 
culture. “Individual immigration, visual migration, and material acquisition” functioned 
to embed the foreign within Venetian forms.4 Thus, it is unsurprising that expressions of 
venezianità, i.e. Venetianness, contain elements of the foreign and while these 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 For more on identity and Venetians abroad, particularly the odd role of the bailo see 
Eric Dursteler, Venetians in Constantinople Nation, Identity, and Coexistence in the 
Early Modern Mediterranean (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006).  
2 For the Venetian traveller response to the built environment see Deborah Howard, 
Venice & the East: The Impact of the Islamic World on Venetian Architecture, 1100-1500 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). Her argument that Venetian spatial 
consciousness was as important to Venetian identity as historical/temporal consciousness 
is also made by Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice & Antiquity: The Venetian Sense of the 
Past (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996). 
3 Philippe De Commynes, Memoirs of Philippe De Commynes, trans. Sam Kinser, 1st 
edition (Columbia: Univ of South Carolina Pr, 1969), 293. John Ruskin, The Stones of 
Venice (Boston: Little, Brown, 1981). 
4 Deborah Howard, Venice & the East: The Impact of the Islamic World on Venetian 
Architecture, 1100-1500 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 3-4. 
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expressions of venezianità retain traces of alterity, frequent usage eventually naturalizes 
the foreign without neutralizing the Otherness. The Venetian language, too divergent 
from standard toscano to be a dialect proper, blends Arabic, Greek, local Latin, and 
Spanish into a unified and unifying tongue, one recognizably Venetian. Pigments arriving 
from the far ends of Venice’s trading routes made its painting’s famed colorito possible.   
 Despite motley origins, collage-like buildings, and an assemblage language, the 
people in Venice expressed a particular and peculiar venezianità that was crucial to 
maintaining a coherent, cohesive society in a bustling entrepôt of transient people and a 
segregated local population. Images and rhetoric of unity belied a society divided into 
strict classes with most people excluded from power.5 Unlike Florence in which power 
moved more fluidly and wealth could be used to acquire position, the tiny nobility in 
Venice, termed a “hereditary caste” by Edward Muir, had been closed since the Serrata 
of 1296 when the names of all noble families were recorded in the Libro d’Oro. Their 
class alone possessed access to political power in the senate; noble control of overt power 
was near total.6 Political and coercive means remained out of reach for both the cittadino 
and popolano classes even when some families acquired great wealth past 1296, but the 
cittadino class, also hereditary, shared an identity and acceptance as truly Venetian, a 
communal identity unattainable by popolani.  
 Unlike the noble class, naturalization into the cittadino class was a possibility. 
Communal identity surely enticed some citizenship applicants, but the legal trading 
privileges of citizenship paid for a two-step process that could take more than twenty-five 
years to complete. The progression from cittadinanza de intus to cittadinanza de intus et 
extra bore additional taxes, a statement of intent to become Venetian, which entailed 
renouncing other allegiances, and a promise to provide emergency loans to the Republic 
should the government be in need.7 Though arduous, the legal naturalization process 
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5 Those who were not impermanent visitors to the city were divided into three classes: the 
nobili (nobility) making up only 3-4% of the population, the cittadini (citizens) at 5-8%, 
and the popolano (populace) majority including newly arrived inhabitants and those still 
considered foreign even after a residency of multiple generations. 
6 In fact, only noble males over the age of twenty-five could participate in the 
government, but since noble status required two noble parents by the sixteenth-century, 
for my purposes, I will include both genders in those identified as nobili and veneziani. 
For example the only requirement to become a judge in Venice was patrician status; no 
formal training was required. Elizabeth Horodowich, Language and Statecraft in Early 
Modern Venice (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 130. 
7 The requirement to provide loans to the Republic is not unlike the burden on 
confraternities to provide men for ships during periods of war or the confraternities’ habit 
of admitting extra members to balance the budget with the new membership dues. De 
Maria, Becoming Venetian, 25-31. Additionally, since Venetian law required all 
merchants trading “under the Venetian aegis” to be citizens, we see many merchants by 
the sixteenth-century choosing naturalization. Dursteler, Venetians in Constantinople: 
Nation, Identity, and Coexistence in the Early Modern Mediterranean, 19. Indeed, the 
cittadino class had grown from about 5% to 8% from the beginning of the sixteenth-
century to 1563. Andrea Zannini and Istituto veneto di scienze lettere ed arti, Burocrazia 
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indicates a belief that Venetian identity could be assumed and adopted: one could become 
Venetian. Throughout this dissertation I explore moments of naturalization, the operation 
of making the foreign local and how that practice relates to venezianità. 
 Venezianità, Venetianness and Venetian identity, formed through “an ensemble of 
procedures and its space through everyday practice.”8 In Venice, these procedures 
included highly regulated hieratic processions occurring cyclically on the ritual calendar, 
decorative display both public and private, personal and corporate, as well as civic acts 
carried out by Venice’s highly active lay confraternities. In Venice we find both the 
strategic, institutional governance of movement to create a unified whole out of a 
disparate collection of tiny islands and the individual, tactical moment of the rower and 
pedestrian through the city. At processional events and other times, we see an unusual 
interplay between practice of the ordinary Venetians grouped into confraternities and 
governmental prescriptions enforced by the Consiglio di Dieci.  

 
 

Scuole 
 
 
 At the height of the Renaissance, Venice supported approximately 600 lay 
confraternities, six of which were scuole grandi.9 Legally separate and monitored 
differently by the Consiglio di Dieci, the scuole piccole, whose membership often shared 
an ethnicity or guild, acted within a parish or sestiere whereas the scuole grandi drew a 
membership of 500-600 each from all six sesteri across the main city center of Venice 
and performed charity throughout the city. The scuole grandi were governed mostly by 
members of the cittadino class, those disenfranchised from governmental power. The 
smaller confraternities oriented themselves inwards towards care of their own whereas 
the larger confraternities focused externally towards public display. Dedicated to caritas, 
the scuole grandi participated in many areas of state visualization despite their official 
separation from the state.  
 The practice of caritas unified confraternities dedicated to different patron saints.  
Confraternal activities enacted both parts of caritas: amor Dei (love of God) and amor 
proximi (love of neighbor) through visual display and care of the indigent. Confraternities 
funded and ran hospitals, provided dowries for unmarried girls, and acted as a social 
safety net for those who had fallen out of the social network.10 The special status the six 
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e burocrati a Venezia in Età moderna: i cittadini originari (sec. 16.-18.) (Venezia: 
Istituto veneto di scienze, lettere ed arti, 1993), 93. 
8 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 43. 
9 Five of the scuole grandi date to the late medieval flagellant movements and had 
originated as scuole delle battute in response to plague. The Scuola Grande di San Rocco, 
dedicated to the plague figure St. Roch was founded in 1478 also in response to a plague 
and was approved by the Consiglio di Dieci to scuola grande status only two years later 
in 1480.  
10 Brian S Pullan, Rich and Poor in Renaissance Venice; the Social Institutions of a 
Catholic State, to 1620 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971). 
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scuole grandi enjoyed from the government allowed the confraternities to participate 
prominently in religious processions and ducal and ambassadorial funeral processions. 
These processions diagrammed power structures in Venice; the doge appeared in the 
center of the procession with lessening levels of influence radiating outwards. These 
events visualized state harmony and structure as the government wished it to be 
understood. Within that structure, the scuole grandi processed as full participatory 
members of the enacted polis.  
 The Scuola Grande di San Marco, while legally equivalent and equal to the other 
six scuole grandi, nonetheless occupied a privileged position amongst the other scuole 
and within state pageantry. The scuola shared its patron saint with the city of Venice, 
which had shifted its primary allegiance from the minor Byzantine St. Theodore to the 
Mediterranean and far more prestigious evangelist apostle St. Mark. The receipt of his 
relics from Alexandria in 829 CE coincided with the state’s growing independence from 
Byzantium. Since the translation of St. Mark’s relics to Venice, the state and the saint had 
attained fusion. The translation had “achieved a compression of both time and space, by 
situating the physical ‘body’ of the Evangelist in present and future time, in the very heart 
of Venice.”11 David Rosand summarized the logical chain thus: the Lion represented St. 
Mark, who in turn represented the state and therefore when the saint is present so too the 
state.12  
 A confraternity dedicated explicitly to one part of a propaganda triumph could be 
put to use for state purposes in Venice, the city which successfully elided saint and state 
with republican virtues. Founded in 1260, the Scuola Grande di San Marco was among 
the scuole delle battute, flagellant confraternities, founded in the thirteenth century in 
response to plague. They would retain the moniker “scuola delle battute” as did the other 
confraternities but relinquish the actual flagellation to the hired poor. In the 1440s to 
1460s Jacopo Bellini, Gentile Bellini, Giovanni Bellini, Andrea da Murano, Bartolomeo 
Vivarini, and Lazzaro Bastiani were involved in a large decorating campaign of the 
capitolo generale and albergo. Unfortunately all of those paintings, some of which 
depicted scenes from the Book of Exodus scenes, were destroyed in a 1485 fire. The 
years leading up to the turn of the century saw a renewed effort to decorate the rooms 
involving Gentile and Giovanni Bellini, Giovanni Mansueti, and Vittore Belliniano. A 
disruption in funding after the city’s devastating defeat at the Battle of Agnadello in 1509 
postponed the last two albergo paintings, Jacopo Palma and Paris Bordone’s Storm at Sea 
(fig. 4) and Donation of the Ring (fig. 5), until the 1530s. Finally in 1548 Tintoretto 
delivered an upturned St. Mark flying head-first into The Miracle of the Slave (fig. 6) to 
reception controversial enough to cause a twenty year hiatus before he resumed work at 
the confraternity in the 1560s with Rescue of a Saracen (fig. 7), Stealing of the Body (fig. 
8), Miracles of St. Mark (fig. 9), and at last The Dream of St. Mark (fig. 10) completed 
with Domenico, his son, in 1585. After Tintoretto the elder’s death, Domenico continued 
work at the scuola in his father’s mode. The Translatio (fig. 11), The Arrival of the Body 
(fig. 12), St. Mark Blessing the Island Lagoons (fig. 13), and the Apparition of the Relics 
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11 Howard, Venice & the East, 65. 
12 David Rosand, Myths of Venice: The Figuration of a State (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2001), 47-48.  
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(fig. 14) executed by Domenico fill in narratological gaps in the otherwise fairly 
complete cycle.  
 The long execution of the cycle that so exclusively focused on the life and 
miracles of St. Mark attests to the enduring relevance of the St Mark legend. The 
government, institutions, and inhabitants of Venice surrounded themselves with St. Mark 
– in forma leone, in body, and within narratives. The ubiquity of Marcian imagery 
reinforced the spectacular message and like the water, pervaded the experience of living 
in Venice. Even within the walls of the Scuola Grande di San Marco, the paintings acted 
as parts of the venezianità spectacle.  
 
 

Charity, Spectacle, State 
 
 

 Pervasive state control manifested in multiple ways throughout Venice. Standard 
units of measurement, management of local resources, and the ubiquitous emblems of the 
Lion of State Mark found on cisterns (fig. 15), flagpoles (fig. 16), gonfaloni (fig. 17), and 
paintings (fig. 18) served to render the state visible to inhabitants and visitors in a more 
quotidian and casual way than ritual procession.13 Oddly in Venice, the confraternities 
performed many of the visualizations of the state though the boards consisted of cittadini, 
those excluded from governmental power. 
 The aegis of their dedication to caritas justified many of their activities.  
The dual requirement of amor Dei and amor proximi led confraternities to be involved in 
a plethora of activities normally associated with the state. The confraternities performed 
many necessary social aids, care of the poor and unemployed, dowries for donzelle 
(unmarried girls), and hospitals, that managed people who had fallen out of a desired 
social norm of health and wealth. As the confraternities planned their piae causae, 
expenditures for display, meeting halls, carved ceilings, and paintings, had to be balanced 
against expenditures for the poor.  
 Some of the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s service activities explicitly helped 
visualize and support the state and formed a substantial part of their charitable acts. The 
Scuola Grande di San Marco not only participated in ducal funeral processions, but also 
those of foreign ambassadors.14 Lions of St. Mark, the trionfi (symbols of the dogeship), 
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13 For more on visualization of the state see James C Scott, Seeing like a State: How 
Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1998). 
14 The Esequio dell’Ambasciata di Milan can be found in Spese Estraordinarie C Causa 
couvalli in ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.74 1485, which also contains a 
smaller folder of funeralli publici. On dogal funerals: “El primo di se mette el corpo in la 
Sua Sala sul solaro fatto s.a al quande so anche nel Cadiletto con l’abito della Scuola 
sotto el luvsin. El Cad il etto della Scola sua onorevolvi preparato con la Coverta d’oro, e 
dese coltra tolta in prestio dala Corner, et re mette con li abiti Ducal la spade con elro alle 
piedi….” 
ASV.Scuola Grande di san Marco. Registro 8, Ordini. 
Funerali TIT XCIX 
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and careful costume abounded in the processions that articulated the authority structure of 
Venice. French theorist Guy Debord suggested social stability in the twentieth century 
relied on a disorienting, but unifying spectacle. The image of state unity and civic 
mediocritas belied increasing legalized separations in the sixteenth century and 
frustration with a lack of social mobility; the encompassing venezianità spectacle let 
Venetians orient themselves towards the idea rather than towards each other.15 Thus 
Venice maintained social harmony. 
 “A deliberate distortion of the visual world or as a product of the technology of 
the mass dissemination of images…” even more than a “collection of images,” the 
spectacle “is far better viewed as… a world view transformed into objective force.”16 In 
Comments on the Society of the Spectacle (1988) written to clarify his earlier Society of 
the Spectacle (1968), Debord explained “spectacular government which now possesses 
all the means necessary to falsify the whole of production and perception is the absolute 
master of memories just as it is the unfettered master of plans which will shape the most 
distant future. It reigns unchecked; it executes its summary judgments.”17  
 Such a description fits Venice of the sixteenth century and can help elucidate 
what is called the “myth of Venice.” Perhaps Edward Muir put it most succinctly, "one 
must recognize that a myth is no less real than the empirical facts of economic and social 
history."18 I do not wish merely to reiterate the convincing arguments made by scholars 
such as David Rosand.19 Rather, Debord’s spectacle allows us to see the full reach of the 
myth of Venice into the consciousness of Venetians and to examine its paradoxical 
creation by its own spectators.  
 Yes, Venice predates Debord’s implied origin date of the spectacle in 1927, when 
the “modern spectacle,” in which “the autocratic reign of the market economy which had 
acceded to an irresponsible sovereignty, and the totality of new techniques of government 
which accompanied this reign,” came into being. 20 Only once does Debord gesture to the 
history of spectacle, an omission that has drawn comment from later scholars. In an essay 
on counter-memory in The Society of the Spectacle, Jonathan Crary questions:  
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Terminatione de Capi del Cons.o de x.ci 
1640: 19 Luglio 
Funerali della Sig.la Ambasciatrice Consorte del Sig Ambasciator della Maestà 
Christianissima, sia per questa volta tanto à Sodisfattione dell Ambasciator predetto e 
perche cosi si è contentato il Guardian Grande della Scola di S. Marco, alla quale per 
antico privileggio apartène accompagnar li Cadaveri nelle Sepolture Solenni 
accompagnato dalla Scola della Carità senza pregiuditio della detta Scola di S. Marco 
Notat.o 13 de 28t  
15 Guy Debord, Comments on the Society of the Spectacle (London; New York: Verso, 
1990), 22.   
16 Guy Debord, The Society of the Spectacle (New York: Zone Books, 1994), 4, 12-13.  
17 Debord, Comments on the Society of the Spectacle, 10.  
18 Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1986), 56. 
19 Rosand, Myths of Venice. 
20 Ibid. 
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A striking feature of Debord's book was the absence of any kind of historical 
genealogy of the spectacle, and that absence may have contributed to the sense of 
the spectacle as having appeared full-blown out of the blue. The question that 
concerns me is, then: assuming the spectacle does in fact designate a certain set of 
objective conditions, what are its origins? When might we say it was first 
effective or operative? 
 

Into that omission, I would like to propose sixteenth-century Venice as a proto-society of 
the spectacle. All governments deal in representation at the very least in order to establish 
the ideated kinship of community or nationality that unifies a society. Venice, however, 
dealt in the sort of totalizing representations encompassing virtue, social structure, and 
government legitimation that characterized the spectacle. Venice’s startling social 
stability despite its rigid, unequal class structure can be attributed at least partially to the 
power of these representations. We do not find a full capitalistic system in early modern 
Venice as Debord describes in the later “modern” society of the spectacle and therefore 
the situation of the sixteenth century cannot be understood as concentrated spectacle 
marked by full governmental control. However, we do find Venice in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries marked by diffuse spectacle, a more amorphous power “floated above 
real society, as its goal and its lie” and subject to increasing policing of behavior.21 
 That diffuse spectacle in Venice manifests as venezianità and its justification, the 
myth of Venice. I argue that the performative practice of venezianità included not only 
the activities and ceremonial occasions discussed by many historians, and the external 
experience of architecture, but also decorative displays found at the Ducal Palace, the 
confraternities, and most interestingly in a potent convergence of laity and polity in the 
narrative painting cycle at the Scuola Grande di San Marco.22 The paintings themselves 
can be understood as the ‘actualized weltanschauung’ Debord calls the ‘society of the 
spectacle.’23  
 This dissertation examines works in the St. Mark painting cycle at the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco commissioned and executed over the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries as objects participating in the spectacle of venezianità. The viewers of these 
images fortifying a system that removed the commissioners from political power were 
none other than the patrons of said cycle. Confraternity governance was restricted to the 
cittadino class, those perhaps most subject to the deleterious effects of spectacle. Here we 
see them involved in the production of the spectacle for which they were also the 
audience as the spectacle in Venice was participatory in nature and production of it 
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21 Tom Nichols, Tintoretto: Tradition and Identity (Reaktion Books, 1999), 8. 
22 For the Serenissima’s ceremonial occasions see Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance 
Venice. 
23 “The spectacle cannot be understood either as a deliberate distortion of the visual world 
or as a product of the technology of the mass dissemination of images. It is far better 
viewed as a weltanschauung that has been actualized, translated into the material realm – 
a world view transformed into objective force.” Debord, The Society of the Spectacle, 12-
13.  
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unusually shared across class boundaries, even among those disenfranchised from 
government.24  
 Imagery of social harmony regulated by mediocritas, the modesty of hewing to 
the middle, manufactured the spectacle and the myth of Venice, and like the undulating 
image of the city reflected in canals, as insubstantially. Black robes common to citizen 
and patrician alike affirmed a mediocritas that fictively eschewed the class distinctions 
written in law. Sumptuary laws sought to control excessive display by non-nobles and 
courtesans, two tightly controlled groups. The long-standing propaganda of Venice 
promoted a sense of sameness among the citizens, appropriate for a republic. It appears as 
early as Cassiodorus’ sixth-century letter praising the lagoon’s tranquil security and 
equitable society: “The inhabitants have one notion of plenty, that of gorging themselves 
with fish. Poverty therefore may associate itself with wealth on equal terms. One kind of 
food refreshes all; the same sort of dwelling shelters all; no one can envy his neighbour's 
home; and living in this moderate style they escape that vice [of envy] to which all the 
rest of the world is liable.”25 
 The numerous complaints of sumptuary law violations in the archival record 
testify to both the lack of harmonious, regulated display and the government’s increasing 
attempts to control forms of expression not adhering to approved venezianità. The fine 
for small blasphemies jumped from an insignificant three lire to 500 in the brief span 
from 1514 to 1517 when the Consiglio di Dieci began referring blasphemy cases to the 
Avogaria di Comun as blasphemy began to be seen as highly threatening to the state.26 
Not only did the state manifest its ordering power in measurement and currency, but also 
in the personal speech expressions of its inhabitants. The state’s fear of other unregulated 
activity increased in almost every sphere in the early sixteenth century in the wake of the 
demoralizing loss at the Battle of Agnadello.27  
 The government’s increasingly hysterical management of appearance would seem 
to indicate movement away from diffuse towards concentrated spectacle. Blasphemy was 
but one of the disruptive behaviors the government sought to control. Dowry laws 
paralleled sumptuary laws in that they fought to restrain increasingly excessive 
expenditure.28 The bifurcation of the cittadino status in the sixteenth century into the 
naturalized cittadino and the more respected ‘authentically’ Venetian cittadino originario 
illustrates legislative attempts to control what it meant to be Venetian and underscores 
anxieties concerning Venetian identity.  
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24 “…myth…was at least potentially the communal property of every member of 
society… A truth at one time almost universally acknowledges that ritual is in some way 
a cognate of myth.” Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 57.  
25 Cassiodorus, Variae. 12.24.  
26 Horodowich, Language and Statecraft in Early Modern Venice, 61, 63.   
27!In 1509, Venice lost the Battle of Agnadello to the League of Cambrai, a 
conglomeration of powers hoping to restrict the terra firma empire. They included the 
Papal States, the Holy Roman Empire, and France in addition to other states in Italy.! 
28 Titian, from Pieve di Cadore in the countryside and a non-cittadino, was able to give 
his daughter Lavinia in 1555 the princely sum of either 1400 or 2400 ducats (depending 
on the archival interpretation) for her dowry, eight times that of Paris Bordone’s daughter. 
Tom Nichols, Tintoretto: Tradition and Identity (Reaktion Books, 1999), 102. 
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 The subjects themselves did not argue with the hierarchical structure, only their 
own position within it. Disputes over processional order regularly occurred with fist-
fights occasionally breaking out among the confraternities thereby showing once again 
how ardently these objects of the spectacle devoted themselves to its maintenance. Fights 
were punished with fines by the Consiglio di Dieci but also, more damagingly, by a 
prohibition on processional participation for a number of years. The punishment 
effectively removed confratelli from participatory spectacle creation and relegated them 
to the role of passive spectator.29 Venice was a city “organized by appearance.”30 The 
disputes over processional order aroused passion and incurred censure because of the 
import of appearances. Imagery and representations funneled into the spectacle mediated 
social relationships, unifying them, but only in their distinctive separateness.31  
 
 

St. Mark, Patron Saint of Venice 
 
 

 Much of the venezianità spectacle was centered around St. Mark, city patron and 
symbol. The title ‘Protettor nostro,’ as he is often called in the Scuola Grande di San 
Marco notary records, gives but one indication of the personal affinity the confratelli felt 
for their saint. Certainly the members of the Scuola Grande di San Marco expended a 
great deal of time creating and consuming images of St. Mark. The decorations after 1485 
fire that consumed the building and its paintings are only rivaled in thematic unity by 
those at the Scuola di Sant’Orsola where Carpaccio, a contemporary of Gentile and 
Giovanni Bellini, made a series of nine paintings of the Legend of St. Ursula in 
chronological order. The St. Ursula cycle was created in two years, whereas the interest 
the confraternity members of the Scuola Grande di San Marco in a unified painting cycle 
was sustained over a century. The paintings made by many lauded artists incorporated 
their commissioners within the historic tales. 
 The naturalization of St. Mark underscores Venice’s localization of the foreign. 
Depicted in Tintoretto’s Dream of St. Mark, the praedestinatio legend relates that St. 
Mark’s boat was blown off course one night into the lagoon that would later become the 
Venetian Empire while on a missionary trip around Aquileia and the northern Adriatic. 
During his slumber an angel appeared to him speaking with the words that would 
populate endless images of St. Mark around Venice: pax tibi, Marce evangelista meus. 
Hic requiescet tuus corpus, ‘Peace to you, Mark my evangelist, here will your body rest.’ 
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29 See Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 37-38. for more on processional order. 
30 Jonathan Crary, “Spectacle, Attention, Counter-Memory,” in Guy Debord and the 
Situationist International Texts and Documents, ed. Tom McDonough (Cambridge, 
Mass.: MIT Press, 2002), 455–66, 464. He asked if the modern era had passed into a new 
spectacular stage. 
31 "The spectacle is not a collection of images; rather, it is a social relationship between 
people that is mediated by images." “Spectators are linked only by a one-way relationship 
to the very center that maintains their isolation from one another. The spectacle thus 
unites what is separate, but it unites it only in its separateness." Debord, The Society of 
the Spectacle, 12, 29.  
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For St. Mark’s body to find rest, the city of Venice would have to be constructed; in this 
way St. Mark became an origin myth. The city has a destiny as St. Mark’s resting place, a 
city under the protection of the saint long before the city would even come into existence. 
 St. Mark never could have visited Venice because the city did not exist during his 
lifetime; even by legendary reckoning Venice was founded in 421 CE on the Feast Day 
of the Annunciation at the Rialto. In fact, after missionary work around the 
Mediterranean world St. Mark was martyred in Alexandria, Egypt where his body lay 
until 829 CE when two enterprising Venetians, Rusticus da Torcello (or Tribunus 
depending on the source) and Buono da Malamocco, stole the body, wrapped it in pork to 
evade the Muslim port authorities, and transported it back to Venice. This story appears 
in the mosaics at the Basilica San Marco with a pork basket labeled “carne” balanced 
across a rod (fig. 19).   
 As a figure St. Mark proved effective at absorbing many ideas, concepts, and 
virtues and thus, was ideal for spectacular expression. The Venetian battle cry rallied 
with “Marco! Marco!”32 St. Mark allowed contemporary expressions of civic identity to 
connect to the city’s legendary origin. The multiplicity of St. Mark as a figure makes an 
examination of a painting cycle thematically dedicated to his hagiography for an 
organization dedicated to the cult of the saint in service of state propaganda especially 
fruitful; the convergence of actors around the focal painting cycle establishes one of the 
clearest examples of participatory spectacle creation. 
 
 

Translatio, Space, and Time 
 
 

 A transportation of relics at first blush, the translatio of St. Mark performs 
another type of translation: that of Mark from foreigner to Venetian. A journey by water 
with Venetian attendants to the center of Venice corresponded with the arrivals and 
departures daily to Piazza San Marco and like the immigrants who would naturalize into 
cittadini, St. Mark would retain some of his foreignness as he became Venetian. The 
translation naturalization will require that St. Mark retain foreign elements, a fact noted 
by Deborah Howard.33  
 As discussed previously, the local in Venice intrinsically contained the foreign. 
To be entirely Alexandrian or entirely local would have robbed St. Mark of the ability to 
transcend place. A truly Venetian saint had the peripatetic abilities of the Venetian 
merchant. Possession of St. Mark’s body literally allowed Venetians possession of the 
East, an increasingly difficult feat as the sixteenth century watched the Ottoman Empire 
encroach into previously inviolate territories. 
 Marcian imagery had to transcend place as well in order to be convincing. The 
strategy Venetian artists employed relied on assembling local and foreign elements as if 
they were pieces of a collage much like the façade of the Basilica San Marco, studded in 
varied spolia from Constantinople. I propose calling the technique of depicting neither 
one place nor another, but both (or more) simultaneously, the polytopic.  
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 In Gentile and Giovanni Bellini’s Preaching in Alexandria (fig. 20) made in 1504 
for the albergo, small meeting room for the board, in the Scuola Grande di San Marco, a 
large tripartite mosque dominates the picture plane. Various men in headgear rivaling the 
specificity of Cesare Vecellio’s costume book occupy the piazza in front of the mosque 
while a camel and giraffe stroll across the background. Minarets rise in the background; 
an obelisk appears on the left. A group of Venetian men in neat rows wearing senatorial 
and civic costume flank St. Mark supportively from behind. Enumeration, accumulation, 
and detail describe the episode.  
 Many scholars have noted that the strangely shaped mosque can be superimposed 
on Bellini’s own rendition of the Basilica San Marco in his Procession in Piazza San 
Marco (fig. 21), the very painting he promised to surpass.34 The form upon which eastern 
details rest is that of the Basilica San Marco.35 St. Mark’s dais, stepped, curved, bridged, 
more closely resembles one of the innumerable bande style bridges connecting the 112 
discrete islands that make up what we know as the city center of Venice.36 However the 
details we have in St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria are suspicious by twenty first-
century standards of authenticity. 
 At stake is how a painting establishes its history as true, vera istoria. For Patricia 
Fortini Brown the late fifteenth-century narrative paintings set up an “eyewitness” system 
in which an accumulation of banal detail guarantees the accuracy of the painter’s 
chronicle-like report.37 I disagree that the paintings are set up entirely “eyewitness” as 
such. I will argue the truth of the Marcian legend requires invocation of both the foreign 
and the local and the past and present.  
 Should the city in which St. Mark preaches be only and singularly Alexandria, the 
praedestinatio myth would lose its power. Instead, within one image, the figure of St. 
Mark can perform his history and posthumous destiny as the Basilica San Marco hovers 
in the façade of the mosque. For all of the ‘authentic’ Alexandrian elements of the East, 
St. Mark of the first century stands backed by four rows of contemporary fifteenth 
century. The spatial disjunction is joined by a temporal one.  
 An object that can refer to its moment of origin and additionally past, present, and 
future employs the anachronic, a term I borrow from Alexander Nagel and Christopher 
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34 Gentile Bellini pledged to surpass his own work The Procession in Piazza San Marco 
made for the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista when he received the 
commission for St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria from the Scuola Grande di San Marco. 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Registro 17, 28. as cited in Pietro Paoletti, Raccolta 
di documenti inediti per servire alla storia della pittura veneziana nei secoli XV e XVI ... 
Fascicolo I.-[II.] Fascicolo I.-[II.] (Padova: R. Stabilimento P. Prosperini, 1894). and 
Philip L Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550: The Architecture of a 
Venetian Lay Confraternity,” 1980, 282. 
35 Howard, Venice & the East. 
36 The Austrian occupation was responsible for replacing most of the banda style bridges, 
those without guardrails.  
37 Patricia Fortini Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1988). 
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Wood’s Anachronic Renaissance (2010).38 Nagel and Woods define an anachronic object 
as one that refers not only to its moment of origin, but to other temporalities, future and 
past. In this way, the artwork can “resist anchoring in time” and thus, is no longer subject 
to time and its process of decay and obsolescence. Anachronic images align themselves 
with arguments for an eternal Venice, an idea of a city not contingent on historical 
moments, political pressures, or decline. Like the polytopic, the anachronic allows a 
multiplicity, in this case, a multiplicity of time. St. Mark can exist in the first century of 
Alexandria and the fifteenth century populated by the Venetians standing behind him 
simultaneously. Like ritual time that repeats cyclically and refuses any one point of time, 
the anachronic artwork enables St. Mark to serve the past, present, and hopefully the 
future as well. 
 The difficulty with making an object transcend its moment of origin is that most 
eventually become arrested in a temporally bound style. Anachronic techniques allow a 
painting to at least temporarily flit freely among tenses, but eventually Gentile and 
Giovanni Bellini’s Preaching in Alexandria becomes an artifact of the turn of the century. 
The gold mosaics in Basilica San Marco eventually bear the burden of outmoded 
Byzantium. The need to move beyond the recent past, the past of the last generation, led 
to stylistic change and rumination on depictions of the miraculous at the Scuola Grande 
di San Marco and Venice itself despite its generally conservative visual tradition. 
 Modernity increasingly became represented by the invocation of antiquity. In 
Venice, the appropriation of classical forms did not harken to the city’s past, for Venice 
had no Roman past.39 No more local than Byzantine or Islamic forms, the antique capitals, 
columns, and heroic bodies arrived as visual immigrants and like immigrants, their 
origins were suspect. Venice’s political relationship with Rome reached a series of 
nadirs: interdiction, war, the loss to the League of Cambrai at the Battle of Agnadello. 
Erwin Panofsky’s seminal “Renaissance and Renascences” argues that the Renaissance 
took an ahistorical approach to the classical world “as something far off yet still present 
and for this reason, both assimilable and potentially dangerous.” Quite so. By making 
Rome a term of the historical past and not part of the present, it could then become “an 
ideal to be longed for instead of a reality to be both utilized and feared.”40 
 St. Mark’s legend is a Venetian story. The process of seeking the foreign, 
appropriating the other, and making it an intrinsic part of the local repeated in all areas of 
Venetian life and spectacle. The assertions of the façades externally repeat more 
personally and more directly in the narrative paintings located in interiors. The paintings 
at the Scuola Grande di San Marco offer a history of what it meant to be locally Venetian 
in global world from the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries. 
 
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
38 Alexander Nagel and Christopher S Wood, Anachronic Renaissance (New York; 
Cambridge, Mass.: Zone Books!; Distributed by MIT Press, 2010). 
39 Andrea Mantegna would have to venture into the countryside of the terrafirma in 
search of Roman ruins to sketch. 
40 Erwin Panofsky, “Renaissance and Renascences,” The Kenyon Review 6, no. 2 (April 1, 
1944), 226-228.  
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Chapter One. Surface 
 
 

The Scuola Grande di San Marco’s meeting house (fig. 1.1) still stands on one of 
the largest campos in Venice where it has resided adjacent to the Dominican mendicant 
church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo since 1438.1 The current structure, however, was 
completely rebuilt after a devastating fire in 1485.2 Sitting perpendicular to and attached 
to SS. Giovanni e Paolo (fig. 1.2) - called Zanipolo in local dialect - the scuola building 
clad in white Istrian stone catches the afternoon sun setting in the west to blind all 
passersby in with the reflected light from the Rio dei Mendicanti running alongside the 
campo out towards the lagoon and San Michele in Isola. As the interior gold mosaics of 
the Basilica San Marco reflect light back into the eyes of the viewer, the polished stone of 
the scuola’s façade denies form through its insistence on surface. Despite its much larger 
size and heavily articulated western flank (fig. 1.3), the late gothic volumetric brick of SS. 
Giovanni e Paolo cannot compete with the showy, multi-colored inlaid stone of the 
scuola with its heavily encrusted façade. Nowadays the building, even though it serves 
the utilitarian function of civic hospital as it has since the Austrian occupation, continues 
to draw all attention on the campo.3 Its position as religiously subservient to the important 
Dominican church, site of all of the funeral services for doges from the fifteenth century 
onward, can only perhaps be seen in its relative size and not in its relative opulence.4 The 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 From 1260 onwards, the confraternity was situated next to the church of Santa Croce 
and subsequently transferred to Santi Giovanni e Paolo near the Dominican convent in 
1437 after outgrowing its previous location, what Rearick called “una modesta sala di 
reunion.” William R. Rearick, “La Scuola Grande di San Marco: la tradizione artistica del 
passato e le prospettive future,” in La Scuola grande di S. Marco: i saperi e l’arte 
(Venezia: Canova; CISO, 2001), 14, 35. So began a long history of disputes over land at 
the location between the scuola and the friars. Sohm provides a detailed history in: Philip 
L. Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550: The Architecture of a Venetian 
Lay Confraternity,” 1980. 
2 We are told that the confratelli left the building to go to S. Antonio and left some 
candles burning on the altar. An open window and wind probably grew the flames, 
destroyed the roof, and destroyed the scuola in four hours. Rearick, “La Scuola Grande di 
San Marco: la tradizione artistica del passato e le prospettive future,” 14. 
3 After the Napoleonic suppression of the confraternity, the building was incorporated 
into the Ospedale di S. Lazzao e Mendicanti and became the Ospedale Militare in 1808 
and lastly the Ospedale Civile in 1819. Rearick, “La Scuola Grande di San Marco: la 
tradizione artistica del passato e le prospettive future,” 16. As a point of reference, the 
Sala del Capitolo held 111 beds.  
4 Bartolomeo Bon constructed SS Giovanni e Paolo’s portal from 1458-63, dates I 
conjecture must have been in response to the steadily growing confraternity house next 
door. Deborah Howard suggests the church’s cupola, which bears the appearance of 
being tacked on, must have been intended “to emulate the heightened domes of the 
church of San Marco.” Deborah Howard and Sarah Quill, The Architectural History of 
Venice (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2002), 77-78. However, could it not also be 
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combination of yellow carrara marble, grey bardiglio, purple porphyry, green serpentine, 
and white Istrian stone dazzles the eye and refuses to provide a single focal point, as is 
customary in the kaleidoscopic Venetian aesthetic.5  

The importance of the confraternity’s civic role is indicated by its geographic 
position. Political and spiritual power centered at the Basilica San Marco in Piazza San 
Marco. It formed one point of a figure that could be termed a ‘triangle of holiness’ with 
the Franciscan church of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari in San Polo maintaining the 
western point and the Dominican SS. Giovanni e Paolo forming the eastern point of the 
triangle (fig. 1.4).6 The three churches circumscribe the critical elements of civic 
functioning and myth: the Rialto, fabled founding place of Venice in 421 CE on the Feast 
day of the Annunciation, the Mercerie, the commerce street connecting the Rialto to 
Piazza San Marco which housed the seat of government, and the major churches. 
Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries much of the northern regions of sestieri 
Santa Croce and Cannareggio were not highly developed and thus marginal to Venetian 
notions of city.7  
 Close to the Rialto with a view of San Marco’s domes from its second-story 
windows, the Scuola Grande di San Marco positioned itself in relation to the basilica. The 
Scuola Grande di San Marco’s meeting house was self-consciously designed to be an 
attention-catching showpiece with a splendor that would befit its status as the city’s 
preeminent confraternity.8 Then as now Venice was a city experienced by pedestrian or 
boater, such as the person moving slowly at human height versus astride a horse, 
doubling a human’s height as in other cities. The 118 islands that make up the city center 
are connected by bridges constructed in the most fortuitous locations (solid 
embankments), which in turn forces the city dwellers in circuitous pathways. The city not 
only resists straightforward movement, but physically cannot accommodate the direct 
traveller. Each potential pathway is marked by twists, turns, abrupt stops, and inevitable 
close-up encounters with building sides and façades. Those circuitous pathways that float 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
to emulate the cupolas of the Scuola Grande di San Marco that in turn emulated those of 
the Basilica San Marco? Once again, the scuola and the basilica are enmeshed visually.  
5 Paul Hills, Venetian Colour: Marble, Mosaic, Painting and Glass, 1250-1550 (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999). 
6 Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 9. Rituals occurred throughout the city; while 
there are a couple outliers, most ceremonial locations were located within these three 
points particularly before the plague response festivals of Santa Maria della Salute and Il 
Redentore established in the late sixteenth-centuries. 
7 Cityscapes show the Piazza San Marco, the waterfront, the mendicant churches, the 
Rialto bridge, palazzo on the Grand Canal – consumable images of Venice do not deal in 
low income housing blocks found in Santa Croce run by the Scuola Grande di San Rocco 
in the sixteenth century and the reeds of Cannareggio.  
8 Finishing the façade in a timely manner was of great concern. In 1489 Lombardo was 
required to finish by the end of February 1491, a mere fifteen months later. They were to 
be paid a hefty 1,100 ducats and fined 100 ducats if construction were delayed. In 
November 1490, Mauro Codussi and Rizzo judged the work in progress, a verdict which 
must have been negative because Codussi became proto a mere week later. Sohm, “The 
Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550,” 121.  
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the pedestrian or boater through the city also bring them in confrontation with the 
architecture, placing greater pressure on the city to maintain visual coherence. Marvels 
such as the façade of the Scuola Grande di San Marco or the tiny luxury church of Santa 
Maria dei Miracoli punctuate the journey but adhere to well-established civic conventions. 
The scuola’s design credited to Pietro Lombardo and finished by Mauro Codussi relies on 
a combination of architectural elements familiar to Venetian eyes accustomed to the 
remains of Byzantine rule around the city and notably on the façade of Basilica San 
Marco and modern classicizing architectural elements, including perspectival sculpted 
reliefs which would have signaled a self-conscious claim to modernity as represented by 
the stylistic evolutions of central Italy.9  
 Beginning in the fifteenth century, Venetian commissions relied on Romanizing, 
classicizing, Western forms to access possession of the modern. The past lay in the 
Byzantine forms problematically built into the shape of the Basilica San Marco and 
attached to the walls like a collage. The Byzantine forms bore an assertion of local 
identity due to their longer presence in the city and existence at the fulcrum of state and 
saint even as they reminded of past imperial dominion. Romanizing forms in architecture 
could safely refer to the ancient past rather than the politically fraught present and thus 
importation of western architectural elements occurs prior to the arrival of Florentine 
human action-driven istoria and one point perspective in pictorial decoration. Modern 
forms laid claim to the future and the incorporation of the foreign duplicated aspirations 
for the Venetian empire. The foreign was to be inextricably intertwined with the modern 
in Venice. 

The confratelli were justifiably proud of their stupendous façade of colored 
marble and pilasters supporting architraves; document after document in the scuola’s 
records attest to its effect. Its magnificence was used to justify even expenses on interior 
decoration in 1507 when Guardian Grande Giovanni Maza complained that the ceiling 
made of hay then topping the albergo and chapter hall subtracted from the glory of “la 
beleza de la faza,”10 which was particularly egregious in his opinion because, and he 
states quite baldly, their scuola, having been dedicated to the city’s patron saint, was thus 
superior to the other scuole grandi. His plea to raise money for interior decoration – the 
ceilings and altar – was successful; the capitolo generale approved the measure.  

The beleza of the façade they sought to match boasts six arches running across the 
top of a two-story building that serve to unify the asymmetrical arrangement. The largest 
lunette marks the left half of the façade with the main portal. The left side of the façade 
resembles Venetian palazzo tripartite architecture with a larger central portion containing 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9 Sohm notes that a marble façade was planned an entire year before Lombardo was hired 
by the scuola, though he had worked for charity housing for the poor “sponsored by the 
Scuola” in September of 1488, but by November 1489 Lombardo and Giovanni Buora 
signed a contract for the façade. Paoletti assumes work started before 1489, but does not 
cite evidence for this claim. Ibid. p. 118 and Pietro Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San 
Marco: lavoro premiato dal R. Istituto veneto di scienze lettere, ed arti col premio Vanna 
Arrigoni degli Oddi (Venezia: Comune di Venezia, 1929), 28, 102. 
10 ‘The beauty of the façade’ A.S.V., Scuola Grande di San Marco, Reg. 17 fol. 40r-41r 
cited incorrectly as 1504 in Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco. Cited in Sohm, 
“The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550,” Doc 86, 283. 
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the main entryway bordered by two narrower portions. The right side of the façade bears 
three crenellation arches identically sized over three equally spaced portions of the façade. 
A small secondary doorway under the middle arch of the façade’s right half gave easier 
access to SS. Giovanni e Paolo. Each portal serves as vanishing point for a pair of 
perspectival reliefs on either side. Two single lions (fig. 1.8) standing in receding barrel 
vaults flank the main portal while two narrative scenes, St. Mark Healing Anianus (fig. 
1.9) and St. Mark Baptizing Anianus (fig. 1.10), border the smaller entry to the right. 
Sculptures of saints and virtues adorn several of the arches and St. Mark appears on the 
upper register in forma leonis (fig. 11)11 with the book of the praedestinatio and 
additionally in a sculpted relief lunette panel blessing the confratelli (fig. 1.5).12   

The façade’s surface decoration keeps the shadow play, always heightened in 
Venice by the reflections of rippling water, lively (fig. 1.7).13 Lunettes, sculpted lions and 
figures, pilasters, segmental and pedimental window frames break the flatness of the 
surface. The ground story pilasters feature round porphyry disks on the ground floor, 
fluted pilasters on the story above, and miniature decorated ones on the left side of the 
third story. Saints, Virtues, and urns adorn the crests and sides of each arch while the 
repetition of four lions guarantees that the scuola’s dedication to St. Mark will not be 
overlooked. Two columns atop bases sculpted with allegorical putti and vegetable motifs 
enlarge the grandeur of the main portal.  Despite the gestures towards a classical post and 
lintel system, all is moving, unfixed, as rippling as the canal alongside it. Above the 
portal a lunette of St. Mark blessing the confratelli tops a busy architrave. That relief was 
the sole salvaged piece from the earlier façade that had been destroyed by the fire of 1485.  

Fellow Venetians took note. Guidebooks to the city describe wonder at the 
materials, the physical costs, and also at the fineness, the skill, the expense of the material 
display. Sansovino’s 1596 guidebook Tutte le cose notabili della città di Venetia gives 
strong praise to the scuola’s interior decoration and the expensive façade “tutta di marmo,” 
he notes.14 Marco Boschini used verse to praise the sculpted façade in his 1690 guide to 
the city La carta del navegar pitoresco, which otherwise mainly discusses painting: 

 
 Quele istorie de marmo fà stupir, 
 Che al ponto istesso de la prospetiva 
 Encore; e quei Lioni è cosa viva. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11 Similar to the St. Mark sculptural relief in forma leonis on the Porta della Carta, the 
architectural portal that literally connects the Ducal Palace to the Basilica San Marco, 
linking the political and religious power that characterized the Venetian state. 
12 St. Mark also appears in the tympanum relief directly over the main door in the act of 
blessing the confratelli, a typical and traditional decoration for a confraternity in Venice. 
A similar example can be found on the exterior of the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni 
Evangelista (fig. 1.6). 
13 For a discussion of the perceptual effects of living among canals, including the 
doubling of the city in an unstable, inverted second reflection see: Hills, Venetian Colour.  
14 “L’una è la Scuola di San Marco posta a San Giovanni, e Paolo. Questa ha un 
bellissimo salone con belle & honorate stanze, e con maravigliosi lavori dentro, di fuori è 
tutta di marmo, & di dentro è benissimo intosa.” Francesco Sansovino, Delle cose 
notabili della città di Venetia (Libri II) (Venezia: Agostin Zopini & Nepoti, 1596), 49.  
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 Par che i se veda a muoverse, e rugir.15 
He is drawn to the istorie, the narratives, an unusual feature on a façade, 

specifying like Sansovino that they are made of marble, then noting their effect on the 
viewer, “è cosa viva,” “as if alive: and “se veda a muoverse,” “it seems as though they 
could move themselves.” The material grandeur, the marble in a city otherwise clad in 
brick impresses Boschini, as does the technical wonder of the portal lions that seem as 
alive, as though they could move, even rugir, roar, commanding auditory senses as well 
as visual. 

 
 

Tradition, Modernity, Identity 
 
 

 Throughout the fifteenth century Venice maintained a remarkably consistent 
visual tradition characterized by Byzantine visual motifs, a plethora of color, and an 
aesthetic that could be described uncharitably as horror vacui. Essentially, Venice had 
decorated itself first in forms from Constantinople and the east as a small fishing outpost 
at the edge of the empire and then in the actual material, with spolia as Constantinople’s 
conqueror. The layering of pieces, fragments, and particles resulted in a cross between 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
15 These histories of marble stupefy 
 That to the same sea from the perspective 
 Again; and those lions that seem to live. 
 It looks as though they move and roar. 
 
He goes on to praise the scuola’s staircase (a major feature of competition among the 
scuole grandi, and the paintings which will be discussed in further chapters). 
 
 Ec. Semo a San Zanipolo : demontemo,  - Scuola de S. Marco. 
 E andemo in la devota, e degna Scuola 
 Quà de San Marco: ve dago parola, 
 Che del vostro pensier godo in estremo. 
Che fazzadon pomposo, che xè questo, 
 Fato de prospetiva artificiosa! 
 Fatura veramente studiosa, 
 Tuto dorà, decoro manifesto. 
Quele istorie de marmo fà stupir, 
 Che al ponto istesso de la prospetiva 
 Cncore ; e quei Lioni è cosa viva. 
 Par che i se veda a muoverse, e rugir. 
In fin i Vechi haveva un gran giudicio! 
 Intremo, e andemo fuso per la scala, 
 Che ariveremo in quela nobil Sala, 
 E de solievo sarà sto esercicio. 
Marco Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo (Venezia: Per li Baba, 1690), 
246.  
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accretion and assemblage, the best example of which perhaps is Basilica San Marco itself. 
Arabic windows coexist next to early Christian sculpture. Certain characteristic forms 
carrying political import, such as the ogive arches found on the Palazzo Ducale (fig. 1.12), 
repeat throughout the city on buildings public and private creating an effect of cohesion 
and conformity. 16 Though the parts originated abroad and still retained residue of their 
origins, in the totalizing visual homogeneity throughout the city, a local idiom emerged. 
Consistency – visual, ritual, hereditary – attested to the purported political homogeneity  
the spectacle projected towards foreign visitors as well as to the local population 
navigating the city. In a feedback loop, repetition of a local idiom produced with foreign 
elements reassured spectators of the status quo. The unusual stability the aqueous city 
enjoyed can be attributed partially to the strong value Venetians placed on unity, their 
group identity. The ubiquity of collective harmony in spectacular imagery expresses an 
intense fear of individual aggrandizement that if left unchecked, could topple 
governments as it frequently did in Florence, a city plagued by destabilizing rivalry 
between families. Whereas Florentines identified by family – Strozzi, Medici, Ricardi – 
Venetians were encouraged to identify primarily as Venetian before claiming familial 
affiliation.17   
 The larger term “Venetian” divided into classes and also into confraternities, 
which supplied a smaller, more manageable vehicle for expressions of venezianità.  
Within the collective protection of the corporate organization, competition, i.e. difference, 
could be asserted either through attempts to surpass other confraternities in decorative 
display or in acquiring/achieving prominence in the frequent civic processions, which in 
diagrammatic ambulatory form outlined the hierarchy of government as in Matteo 
Pagan’s woodcut from the mid sixteenth century (fig. 1.13).  
 The confraternities provided a channel for spending apart from the taboos of 
individual expression. As a collective organization, a confraternity could make a 
statement decorative, processional, or otherwise to garner praise for themselves as an 
organization and also to glorify the city. It was not an anything-goes spending frenzy 
though, for the government strictly controlled display throughout the city in matters small 
and large and on occasions when the city was on display to foreigners. Strictest 
enforcement concerned the performance of venezianità, occasions of cyclical ritual 
expressing the stability, permanence, and order of the republic. Processions diagrammed 
Venetian order while simultaneously creating it through the arranged government 
officials and confraternity members, which explains why violations of that perfect 
expression were so harshly punished by the Consiglio di Dieci, the governmental body 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16 The pointed gothic trefoil ogive arch topped by a quatrefoil encased in a circular 
lunette was the most easily repeated feature of the Ducal Palace architecture.  
17 Though of course families did find ways around the strictures. The patriciate had been 
closed since the Great Serrata of 1296 and consequently government was dominated by a 
fixed group of families. Byzantine election procedures sought to prevent familial 
dynasties or monopolies on the dogeship. Moreover, the fifteenth century was highly 
allergic to anything that hinted of a robust sense of individuality. We will see that the 
sixteenth century, concessions towards personal display – particularly in the case of 
Tommaso Rangone – were made despite ongoing concerns of the threat of individual 
aggrandizement. 
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overseeing processional order and propriety. Fines and punishment frequently entailed a 
less prominent position in processions for a number of years or even proscriptions against 
attendance. I have found entries in the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s records that attest 
to the number of mid-century proscriptions corresponding to previously published 
accounts in the Consiglio di Dieci’s notes.18 Sumptuary laws such as those concerning the 
number of pearls women would wear while visible on their balconies were more strictly 
enforced on processional days.19  All activities and peoples were subject to the control of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Nelle Processioni andando, ò tornando non possi una Scola andar contra l’altra né 
interromperla attraversando la Strada, mà quell ache prima entrerà in una Cale sia lassada 
passar, e l’altra aspetti fin sarà passada; E cosi s’osservi in Piazza, sorto pena di privation 
dale Scole, e alter ad Arbitrio del Cons.o di X.ci 
Mandato de Capi del Consiglio di X.ci  
1559: 29 Mrzo 
Nella procession del Corpus Domini non possino le Scole portar Solari con persone, o 
arg…. Sopra potendo li huomeni di dette Scole portar in mano alcun pezzo d’Argento. 
Mariegola S. Marco de 87.  
Nelle processioni ogni volt ache quelli delle Scole. Non veniranno à tempo ò passando 
interromperanno l’ordine dei fratti cada quella Scola in pena di ducati dieci che 
contrafarà da esser pagati insolidum dal Guardian Grande e Banca; Et accadendo alcuna 
difficoltà per il preceder debbano obbedir à quello li sarà ordinato dal Maestro di Coro 
senza pregiuditio delle lorora giorni avanti SS EE E siano nelle processioni obligati tutti 
quelli delle Scole portar li Torzi sorto pena eccetto li Guardiani Grandi 
Mariegola Carità de 72t 
ASV.Scuola Grande di San Margo. Reg. 8, Ordini, Consiglio di X.ci 1451: 19 Maggio 
• ASV. Consiglio di Dieci. Reg. 35 concerns scandals and embarrassment caused by 
“undevotion” and misbehavior accompanying a lack of solemnity. 
• 4 Terminatione de Capi del Cons.o di x:ci 
1562 22 Marzo  
Scuole Grandi non venendo a tempo nelle Processioni a passando romperanno l’ordine 
delli Frati, cadano quelli della Scola de trasgredira in pena di ducati dieci orgni volta da 
esser pagati dal Guardian Grande, e Banca insolium. 
Accadendo alcuna dificoltà trà le Scole nel precedernei funerali ò altra simil occasione, 
debbano obbedir à quello li sara ordinato dal Maestro d Coro senza pregraditio delle loro 
ragioni accanti S.S. F.F. 
ASV.Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 8, Ordine.  
19 A 1562 Senate decree required pearls to be registered at the Provveditori sopra le 
Pompe within eight days of the October 15th declaration. “These pearls, duly registered 
and sealed, may be worn round the neck on a tight string only by the wives of those in 
whose names they are registered, for a period of ten years and no more, which shall be 
reckoned from the day of their marriage.” David, Fletcher, Jennifer Chambers, Brian S 
Pullan, and Renaissance Society of America, Venice: A Documentary History, 1450-1630 
(Toronto: Published by University of Toronto Press in association with the Renaissance 
Society of America, 2001), 178. One might conjecture the Senate in an act of misogyny 
wished to prevent older, assumed to be less attractive, women from engaging in civic acts 
of display. 
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the state.20 The Consiglio di Dieci’s paramount concern was the presentation of a 
coherent demonstration of the Venetian virtues of mediocritas, prosperity, and order. 
Good government resulted in placidity. It can be argued that the procession was for an 
audience of foreigners, to be sure, but also for the Venetians themselves.21 This cohesive 
visual ritual spectacle throughout the city turned the city into something of a traversable 
image, a walkable and navigable propaganda piece.22  
  
 

The Ca’ d’Oro: the case of perilous individual aggrandizement 
 
 

 In the early fifteenth century, Marino Contarini, a man with well-known 
ambitions to the dogate, the office of the doge, embarked upon a personal palazzo project 
of grand design (fig. 1.14).  A member of one of the oldest and most honorable patrician 
families,23 he harbored a reasonable expectation that he would be elected doge. The 
façade’s piano nobile porch at the Ca d’Oro replicates the view he would have had from 
the ducal palace himself, looking out at the water from behind a screen of ogive arches.24  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
20 The state’s obsession with monitoring the activities of its habitants became truly 
remarkable. “Potential local political and social power for citizen and patrician men was 
redirected to organizations overseen by the state, and similarly all land expansion was 
subject to state control or surveillance." Bronwen Wilson, The World in Venice Print, the 
City and Early Modern Identity (Toronto [Ont.]: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 33. 
21 See also ASV. Consiglio di Dieci, Reg. 35, p. 161v MDXIII Die xxxj Martij in con x.  
Patricia Fortini Brown has suggested that the mediocritas practiced by the wealthy was 
yet another means of keeping class strife in check. Patricia Fortini Brown, Private Lives 
in Renaissance Venice: Art, Architecture, and the Family (New Haven; London: Yale 
University Press, 2004), 189. 
22 In Venice, pathways taken by individuals through the city served to reinforce the 
spectacle rather than create personal usages of the city contrary to its governmental 
intended purpose as argued in Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984).  
23 For more on the Ca d’Oro see Howard and Quill, The Architectural History of Venice, 
103-106. and Richard J. Goy, The House of Gold: Building a Palace in Medieval Venice 
(Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992). 
24 As Philippe Commynes, the French envoy described it in 1494, “They conducted me 
along the greet street which they call the Grand Canal, which is very broad. Galleys often 
cross it, and I have seen ships of over four hundred tons near the houses; and it is the 
most beautiful street, I believe, and furnished with the best houses, that exists in all the 
world, and it goes right through the city. The houses are very large and tall, and built of 
fine stone. The old ones are all painted; the others, built within the last hundred years, are 
all faced with white marble, which comes to them from Istria, a hundred miles away, and 
there are also many great pieces of porphyry and serpentine on the façades… And it is the 
most triumphant city I have ever seen.” Martin Garrett, Venice: A Cultural and Literary 
Companion (Signal Books, 2001). 93.  
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But like a woman wearing too many pearls on the balcone, the façade of the Ca 
d’Oro too plainly revealed its individualistic intentions with ridiculously ostentatious 
decoration included oiling and adding lead to marble to bring out the veining, 
polychrome, gold leaf on the balls of the parapet, sculpted lions on the corner capitals, 
and much of the molding. The splendor led Venetians to dub the building the “house of 
gold,” “ca d’oro” referring to actual gilding and lapis lazuli. Proclaiming plainly wasteful 
conspicuous consumption, the surface materials were guaranteed to disintegrate in the 
salty humidity of Venetian lagoon air especially on a building situated directly on the 
Grand Canal.25  

The failure of the Ca d’Oro’s façade leads us to understand the façade of the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco as a careful mediation of tradition and modernity. The 
confraternity’s grandeur impressed in service of St. Mark and thus, the state rather than 
the individual or family. Appropriate, laudable local expression required display to be 
performed by a collective. The traditional local idiom evoked by the multicolored frenetic 
stonework and antico relief carving that predated the 1485 fire authenticated the scuola 
as Venetian, as connected to the ongoing past that replicated itself in the present.26 The 
claims to modernity in Romanizing segmental arches are a bit more problematic. Though 
claiming the mantle of ancient Rome would become the explicit goal of Venetian 
government in the mid sixteenth century under Doge Andrea Gritti, such visual 
statements risked signaling an allegiance with papal Rome, self-promotion, or even a 
certain lack of fidelity to Venice in a city so concerned with visual conformity. Modern 
elements, inflected with the foreign with the potential to be read as counter to the state 
combined with local elements retaining a foreign past.  

Despite the attempt in the Ca d’Oro façade at careful mediation of tradition and 
modernity the Scuola Grande di San Marco had managed, Contarini never achieved the 
dogate. Quite possibly, the ostentatious display undertaken on a personal home rankled 
with the Venetian ethos of mediocritas that demanded the individual absorb into the 
matrix of the society as a Venetian first, foremost, and in a way, solely. Contarini did not 
set himself up as a ‘big man,’ but rather built himself a cause for censure – a large, showy 
blight seated on the Grand Canal near the Rialto bridge. Others building palazzi in 
Venice attentively sublimated their grand designs with biblical inscriptions referring to 
their pious intentions. The Trevisan palace on the Rio della Canonica behind the ducal 
palace built around the turn of the sixteenth century cited 1 Timothy 1:17 “SOLI DEO 
HONOR ET GLORIA” inscribed across the façade. The palace now known as the 
Palazzo Vendramin-Calergi that Mauro Codussi built for Andrea Loredan let “NON 
NOBIS D[OMI]NE NON NOBIS” from Psalms 115 which finishes with “but unto Thy 
name be the glory given” counteract the effect of three stories of Codussian windows (fig. 
1.15).27 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25 Howard and Quill, The Architectural History of Venice, 103-106.  
26 For a discussion of the cyclical nature of ritual time as regards procession see Muir, 
Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice. 
27 Patricia Fortini Brown, Venice & Antiquity: The Venetian Sense of the Past (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 261. Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 
33.  
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Romanizing Modernity 
 
 

As the sixteenth century progressed both the city government and individual 
patrons commissioned more and more work in a Romanizing mode. 28  The use of 
engaged columns, rounded arches, and clear post and lintel systems invoked the glory of 
the ancient Roman Empire and its pax romana. The use of distinctly foreign imagery and 
occasional literally appropriated foreign objects such as the Byzantine spolia on the 
Basilica San Marco’s façade strikes me less as a statement of victory over the enemy à la 
Trajan’s column than an absorption of the other regime into the fabric of venezianità. The 
city can claim for itself the glory of Byzantium and Rome. The additive appropriation 
never choosing between options, but always claiming both/and continued the precedent 
set by the translatio. The importation of St. Mark’s relics transported the foreign material 
into the local environment in an act of thorough translation. Appropriating Rome gained 
Venice the imagery of empire and simultaneously localized the threat of contemporary 
Rome, heightened when the Papal States under Julius II formed the League of Cambrai in 
1508. 

Most prominently and aggressively political was the “renovatio” begun in the late 
1520s by Doge Andrea Gritti that completely transformed the Piazetta and how we 
experience the city of Venice today.29 The project included Jacopo Sansovino’s Loggetta 
faced in reliefs of nereids and classical sea gods around the base of the medieval 
campanile (fig. 1.16), the heavily columned Libreria, now Biblioteca Marciana, (fig. 
1.17) built at last to finally house the collection of Cardinal Bessarion bequeathed to the 
city in 1468, and the fortified rusticated walls of the Zecca (fig. 1.18), the mint of Venice. 
Consolidated at the ceremonial entrance to the city across from the gothic Palazzo Ducale 
were the financial power, the temporal power, and the intellectual power wielded by the 
government.  

To use the forms of a military adversary and political rival could be seen as 
perverse. However, we see in the sixteenth century an increasing shedding of the forms of 
the Byzantine empire as Venice asserted its independence from its former colonial ruler. 
St. Theodore was marginalized and those pointed windows too. Patricia Fortini Brown 
argues that "the Venetian renovatio" was grounded in the idea that the city was born in 
perfection and that all returns were to that original perfection and not to the borrowed 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
28 The Venetian government’s turn towards a claim of being a “new Rome” rather than a 
“new Jerusalem” is discussed in Chapter 3 of David Rosand, Myths of Venice: The 
Figuration of a State (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2001). 
29 Gritti’s reforms included a number of anti-blasphemy measures in concert with his 
architectural renovations. Both served to unify the city through consistently decorous 
expression. Elizabeth Horodowich, Language and Statecraft in Early Modern Venice 
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 120. 
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glory of another civilization such as Rome. It was a deeply conservative - and conserving 
- notion, and one that allowed the incorporation of modern - that is, antique - elements 
into the prevailing Byzantine-Islamic-Gothic scheme, without rejecting what was already 
there."30 Such an argument indicates the seamless global incorporation of foreign, 
disparate elements without conflict. Surely Venice’s government would have preferred 
the viewer notice no apparent conflict of interest in Piazza San Marco. Nonetheless, 
Rome’s dual nature as an aspirational myth and military adversary complicated usage of 
the visual indicators of Rome in the local environment of Venice. The vocabulary of 
antiquity was recovered into a contemporary style, one that professed the avant-garde in 
Venice. Mediating the danger and invoking the glory of ancient Rome and the modernity 
of contemporary artistic developments proved a challenge for many buildings. 

The design of the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s façade had put forth in 1485 a 
remarkably aggressive classicizing romanitas for the traditionally conservative city. The 
shift in styles and mores is made all the more evident given its spatial opposition to the 
gothic SS. Giovanni e Paolo beside it. In many ways it is classical form as ornament 
without classical restraint. Dental molding crowds next to vegetal relief on pilasters. 
Fluted pilasters too closely flank window frames. And throughout there is an unremitting 
cadence of Venetian tones. Purple porphyry discs intertwine with green serpentine discs 
around the sculpted lion avatar of St. Mark in the upper register or in the lunettes of the 
faux barrel vaults above the sculpted lions on either side of the main portal. The 
asymmetrical façade is itself a Venetian feature found in the same proportions of that of 
the Ca’ Dario (fig. 1.19) on the Grand Canal while the multi-colored stonework is 
characteristic of Lombardo’s work and can be found through Venice.31 The play of color 
and sculpted surface creates an active surface pattern in tension with the narrative 
reliefs.32 The overall effect is quite grand. 

In Venice, group identity was formed by the practice of sameness under the guide 
of moralizing mediocritas, invoked as a political virtue repeatedly in the visual 
performance of the city. Buildings, processions, and personal dress had to hew to 
venezianità, as defined by an affirmative mediocritas. Disruptions, violations, and blatant 
disregard for the mores of the commune led to censure, often the loss of political fortune, 
and quite a bit of opprobrium as we shall see in the case of Tomaso Rangone and his 
patronage of Tintoretto’s later paintings for the Scuola Grande di San Marco.  

 
 

Mediocritas and Caritas at the Scuola Grande di San Marco  
 
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
30 Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 34-35.  
31 Cf. Santa Maria dei Miracoli and palazzi on the Grand Canal. Here at the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco yellow carrara marble, gray bardiglio, porphyry, and serpentine 
were used in addition to white istrian stone. Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 
1437-1550,” 112. 
32 The Healing of Anianus and Baptism of Anianus are reminiscent of the narrative panel 
above the portal on the Scuola dei Camerlenghi, which are nearby but not politically or 
physically connected to Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari.  
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All confraternities were dedicated to the virtue of caritas, charity, as well as their 
individual patron saints. Like the other confraternities, the Scuola Grande di San Marco 
was expected to perform caritas, maintaining parity between the dual aspects of charity: 
amor proximi and amor Dei. The one obligated expenditure on the poor, indigent, and ill, 
the other on masses, ceremonial objects, architecture, and decoration. Balance posed a 
continual conundrum in the confraternity’s budget. The tension and efforts to combine 
the two can be seen in the interior lintel inscription in Scuola Grande di San Marco’s 
albergo: VBI CHARITAS ET AMOR IBI DEVS EST (fig. 1.20), “God is where charity 
and love are.” The phrase neatly elides the fundamental budgetary contradiction. 
 The Scuola Grande di San Marco’s façade’s opulence undeniably speaks to the 
desire to attract attention by means of ostentatious wealth, but interestingly the 
competitive assertion of the scuola’s primacy in Venice was something the confratelli 
could not address directly. The principle of equality was so sacrosanct to Venetian 
identity that most calls to decorate the scuola were couched in expressions of a desire to 
maintain equality, appearing to espouse mediocritas, mere parity with other decorative 
programs while in actuality hoping to surpass them in splendor.33 The arguments made at 
internal meetings amongst the confratelli themselves when deciding to spend money on 
the joint virtues of amor dei/proximi were always made in terms of the necessity of 
expenditures on caritas.34 The many protestations of a pure desire to maintain parity with 
the other scuole shrouds the latent desire to surpass other confraternities in splendor. The 
confraternities referred to their own projects as ‘piae causae.’ In the Renaissance, both 
expenditure of display and care of the poor were necessary, inseparable but distinct parts 
of caritas, the virtue of Charity.35  

The state in Venice ran very few public welfare programs apart from mandating 
quarantines during times of plague and thus relied upon the scuole’s actions of amor 
proximi to assist the poor, the sick, and unemployed. The Scuola Grande di San Marco 
did support low income housing, hospitals, and dowries for donzelle, girls who otherwise 
lacked the means to marry, charity that was utterly common, expected, and dutifully 
performed by both the scuole grandi and the scuole piccole as well though on a smaller 
scale. The members of the Scuola Grande di San Marco also maintained prayers, 
purchased candles, and funded masses at SS Giovanni e Paolo as was habitual and 
assumed. 
 Visual representations clarify the dual nature of caritas. Giotto’s 1305 fresco of 
Caritas in the Scrovegni Chapel (fig. 1.21) neatly joins the paired requirements as the 
allegorical figure’s right arm bends downwards holding a basket laden with fruits, 
presumably for the poor, as her left arm reaches skywards holding a purse accepted by a 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
33 Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice. Brown also addresses mediocritas and 
foundational myths in Patricia Fortini Brown, “Born Free and Christian: The Origins of 
Venice According to the Chronicle Tradition” (academia.edu, 2007). 
34 Brown, “Honor and Necessity: The Dynamics of Patronage in the Confraternities of 
Renaissance Venice,” Studi Veneziani XIV (1987): 188. 
35 Brown cautions that “piae causae may not have always been equally sincere each 
occasioned it was used. Ibid., 182. See also Brian S. Pullan, Rich and Poor in 
Renaissance Venice; the Social Institutions of a Catholic State, to 1620 (Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971), 125.  
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small figure of God himself entering the corner of the picture frame. In practice, however, 
the dual nature of caritas caused irresolvable tension. While a Venetian never would have 
admitted to finding the two in conflict, in practice the budget often failed to provide for 
both in measures as generously as the confratelli might have wished.  
 The Scuola Grande di San Marco notary records at the Archivio di Stato di 
Venezia list entries voting to fund decoration projects followed by pages of donzelle, 
petitions, unmarried girls requesting dowries. Inventories of silver objects, and leather 
bound books follow petitions from widows asking for financial assistance. The 1541 
Inventario Scritture of the Scuola Grande di San Marco records their gilded leather 
bindings and the Inventario de Mobili the furniture,36 and a separate book records the 
endless number of candles (a constant expense),37 sonadori, and vestments the scuola 
kept in armade.38 The objects include small paintings such as “un quadretto della 
Madonna di Terva,” large Crucifixes, small crucifixes, well described fabrics, e.g. “Una 
Borsa da riponer il detto Manto, la qual è di panno scarlato” and “Cussini quatro rossi di 
Veludo con S. Marco d'oro” and “Due detti tessuti d'oro con suoi S. Marchi.” Materials 
are always noted – silver, copper, or gilded silver: 
 

Due detti rossi d'oro per l'Altare 
Una Croce di Diaspro legato con   
Rame et un poco d'Arg.to [argento] 
con va chisso d'argento e da dicon un San Marco d'Argento  
nella sua Casella con due Cassini 
Un Calice grande con su Patenda d'Argento dorato 
Un altro piccolo d'Argento con patena dorato con pie di Rame dorato 
Tre Tollello d'Altar con suoi tachetti d'oro39 
 

In addition to their pictorial decoration, the confraternity members furnished their 
meetinghouse with objects of every type in the most luxurious materials. 
 Surprising to a modern sensibility, even administering plague hospitals faded in 
importance to the need to demonstrate amor Dei through conspicuous, visible display. 
This was not only a pressure for the Scuola Grande di San Marco but for other scuole as 
well. The Scuola Grande di San Rocco attracted particular criticism in the form of 
Alessandro Caravia’s sarcastic poem of 1541. The sincerity of the confraternity’s 
dedication to a plague saint failed to convince fellow Venetians despite the many 
hospitals the Scuola Grande di San Rocco administered because of its very expensive 
façade (fig. 1.22) that notably outshone the Chiesa di San Rocco, which contained the 
relics of St. Roch. Caravia criticizes the scuola for wasting money on an ornate façade – 
arguably an expense for amor Dei, instead of aiding the poor, amor proximi:  
 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 46, Inventario Scritture B. 46, Inventarii de 
Mobili contained in the same busta 1681- 1744.  
37 An entire trove of documents on the cost of candles can be found in ASV. Scuola 
Grande di San Marco. Reg. 73, Luminarie. 
38 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 80. 
39 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 46, Inventario. 
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Ducati ottatamila spenduto hanno 
Che gli basteva ben spenderne sei 
Il resto sparagnar, che spesi è in vano 
Per scalci, e nudi, che gridano ohimei 
Di fame, e de la vita ogniun mal sano 
Una parola pur di ti vorrei 
Io non mi meraviglio; se calate 
De le casselle hormai gli son pentrate.40 
 

Caravia’s criticism predicates itself on the notion of charity, requiring that both 
expressions coexist in expression in a balanced fashion. He does not argue for the neglect 
of amor Dei through display, but rather for a more balanced approach.  It would seem 
churlish to doubt the confratelli’s sincerity, but a certain disingenuousness cannot be 
denied.  
  
 

The Confraternity and the State 
 
 

The Scuola Grande di San Marco had originated, like the other scuole as one of 
the original scuole delle battutte in the twelfth century as a response to the plague. 
Groups of Venetians in hooded anonymous white robes would process in order through 
the streets of Venice abjecting themselves with self-flagellation. Rather quickly wealthier 
Venetians grew tired of the practice of self-flagellation and began to pay the poor to 
flagellate themselves by proxy. In the sixteenth century, Venice had six scuole grandi.41 
Its size and category an official legal status, a “scuola grande” enjoyed special privileges 
by the government in terms of membership size, legal rights, and most importantly their 
role in public processions, Venice’s most visible form of civic participation. A scuola 
grande occupied a grand freestanding meetinghouse, noteworthy in Venice where space 
was at a premium. Of the large confraternities, the Scuola Grande di San Marco occupied 
the most symbolically and politically important place within the city of Venice. The 
scuola added weight and color to city rituals, particularly events commemorating the 
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40  Il Sogno di Alessandro Caravia 1541 Vinegia. 
“Four-score thousand ducats they happily spend 
Where no more than six would achieve the same end. 
The rest they hang on to: it’s pointless to send 
Cash for the shoeless, the naked, befriend 
All those groaning with hunger, for whom life is rough. 
One word I would say to them, one – that’s ‘Enough!’ 
For, as charity goes, it’s clear theirs is the cause 
That fills up the coffers –but never withdraws” 
(1541) As cited in Chambers, Pullan, and trans. Richard Mackenney, Venice, 214.  
41 The Scuola Grande di San Rocco was founded in 1478 and approved as a scuola 
grande quite quickly by the Consiglio di Dieci only two years later in 1480.  
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Feast Day of St. Mark on April 25 and the inventio memorial of June 25.42 They even 
paid for the funeral arrangements of the Ambassador of Milan in addition to regularly 
participating in funding ducal funerals.43 Their records in the Archivio di Stato reference 
their “antico privileggio” to accompany the body.  

The organizational structure of a scuola mimicked that of the city government. 
The banca paralleled the Council of Ten with the capitolo generale paralleling the senate. 
The long conjecture among academics is that the confraternities enabled those who were 
being politically disenfranchised to “play-act” self-government. The confraternities’ 
special role in Venice as processional in state occasions and integral to religious 
festivities has been credited frequently as a major cause of Venice’s famous record as the 
world’s longest republic. While there is a kernel of truth to this and the size of the 
political accomplishment cannot be disputed, the idea that confraternities were 
consolation prizes for those without actual power underestimates their role, particularly 
that of the scuole grandi, in Venetian society and creating the spectacle. 

Indeed, it is telling that the confraternities were open to all members of society – 
nobili, cittadini, and popolani - but by 1410 the leadership had been restricted by the 
Council of Ten to only cittadini originari.44 The composition of each scuola’s 
membership was of concern to the Council of Ten, because of its preoccupation with 
surveillance and information control. Still, the scuole grandi in particular provided an 
effective means for Venetians who were legally disenfranchised from government 
positions restricted to the nobility, what Edward Muir called a “hereditary caste,” to 
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42 Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 88-89.  
43 The Esequio dell’Ambasciata di Milan can be found in Spese Estraordinarie C Causa 
couvalli in ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 74, 1485 which also contains a 
smaller folder of funeralli publici. On dogal funerals: El primo di se mette el corpo in la 
Sua Sala sul solaro fatto s.a al quande so anche nel Cadiletto con l’abito della Scuola 
sotto el luvsin. El Cad il etto della Scola sua onorevolvi preparato con la Coverta d’oro, e 
dese coltra tolta in prestio dala Corner, et re mette con li abiti Ducal la spade con elro alle 
piedi 
•ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.8, Ordini. 
Funerali 
TIT XCIX 
Terminatione de Capi del Cons.o de x.ci 
1640: 19 Luglio 
Funerali della Sig.la Ambasciatrice Consorte del Sig Ambasciator della Maestà 
Christianissima, sia per questa volta tanto à Sodisfattione dell Ambasciator predetto e 
perche cosi si è contentato il Guardian Grande della Scola di S. Marco, alla quale per 
antico privileggio apartène accompagnar li Cadaveri nelle Sepolture Solenni 
accompagnato dalla Scola della Carità senza pregiuditio della detta Scola di S. Marco 
Notat.o 13 de 28t 
44 Beltrami lists the 1581 population at 4.5% nobili, 5.3% cittadini, and 90.2% popolani. 
Daniele Beltrami, Storia della popolazione di Venezia dalla fine del secolo XVI alla 
caduta della Repubblica. (Padova: CEDAM, 1954), 72. For regulations by the Council of 
10 concerning the cittadino class at confraternities, see William B. Wurthmann, “The 
Scuole Grandi and Venetian Art, 1260-C. 1500,” 1975. 
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participate in civic life and in a leadership role no less. 45 Insofar as the bureaucratic 
structure of banca, capitolo generale, etc. mimicked that of the Council of Ten and 
Senate of the actual republic’s government, some have suggested that the confraternities 
were a ersatz republic in miniature, but I would like to argue that they were not merely a 
false replica in miniature of a functioning polis but an active, even indispensable part of 
the government and most importantly, a part of the performed government.46 Certainly 
the confraternities provided a safety valve releasing pressure that could have caused civic 
unrest in the world’s longest recorded republic, but members of the confraternity would 
not have necessarily felt lesser or disenfranchised: they were members of the “seconda 
corona,”47 empowered to participate in civic expressions of venezianità and valued. 

Many of the Council of Ten’s actions indicate the government in Venice 
understood the scuole as civic institutions primarily rather than religious institutions.48 
While all of the scuole grandi were regulated by and of great concern to the Council of 
Ten, because of its prominence the Scuola Grande di San Marco bore greater scrutiny 
from the council. Because of the strong conflation of St. Mark with the state itself, the 
scuola by right of dedication bore a symbolic import greater than those of the other 
scuole grandi. In this way it was a primus inter pares.49 The Scuola Grande di San 
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45 Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 19.  
46 William J. Bouwsma, Venice and the Defense of Republican Liberty; Renaissance 
Values in the Age of the Counter Reformation, (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1968); Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice. 
47 Cittadini in Venice were also known as the "second corona," ‘the second crown,’ of 
the republic. Biblioteca Museo Correr, cod. Gradenigo 83, "Corona secona della veneta 
republica" cited in Brown, Private Lives in Renaissance Venice, 189.  
48 Wurthmann, “The Scuole Grandi and Venetian Art, 1260-C. 1500, ” 81. 
49 La nostra schuola del glorioso Protettor nostro m [misser] s [san] Marco è de grado, de 
dignita, et de honor, la prima de tutte le altre cinque schuole gra[n]di de questa citta: Et 
anche de sitto et de prospetiva, [The following margin note is not transcribed by Sohm]: 
Di fov xij dipinti m/4/ cierij la principal veramente, et la piu degna de tutte le altre. 
Peroco[n]veniente et honesta cosa, saria, chi nella proceßion, et nelle publiche solen'ita, 
essa preditta nostra schuola, fosse anche de ornamenti nobeli o superior alle altre, o al 
manco equal. ma questo e tutto al co[n]trario perche no[n] vi e pennello, no[n] vi e 
solaruol, non vi sono cierij, non vi sono dopieri, et finalmente non vi è ornamento alcuno 
che sia degno della honorevolea della nostra paterna. following not transcribed in Sohm: 
Ilip/ come è malissimo corrispondente alla dignità della schuola, cosi anche è con 
qualch[e] nota di noghigentia or nogligentia di quelli, chi la governano. Però desideroso 
m. Ant.o Pellegrini nostro Guardian, di far alcuno di quei molti ornamenti, di chi ha 
bisogno la schuela [sic], et far qualch[e] cosa, chi al momco in parte corrisponda alla 
dignita, et alla honorevohoza di quella, mette parti chi li sia dato licentia di far far dodese 
dopieri, et quatro cierij doradj [see marginal note above], con quel piu avantazo, chi sara 
posibile a beneficio della schuola: da eßer portadj nelle proceßion, et nelle solen'ita, chi 
accaderano per reputation, et honor, et mag.'tia de eßa nostra schuola: 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco, Reg. 20, fol 186 
1552, November 20. Cited in Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550.” 
Doc. 122  
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Marco’s place in processions was primary; their needs were addressed with special 
alacrity by the government. After a fire that destroyed the entire meeting house on March 
31, 1485 the Signoria intervened to aid the confraternity with grants and credits of a 
staggering 4,000 ducats. The confraternity was also permitted to admit extra members 
garnering extra revenue from the membership dues that could fund rebuilding.50 The 
appearance of the confraternity was understood to both contribute to the grandeur of the 
Venetian state and attest to the state’s strength as well.51 
 All governments deal in representations. The kinship of nationality units seperate 
peoples in a fictive bond unlike a biological one. In Venice representations reinforced the 
spectacle and united disparate peoples in venezianità. The imagery proved the truth of the 
image simply by representing it. Venice’s startling stability can be attributed at least 
partially to the power of their representations, the effective layering of civic virtue, 
religious myth, and state and the participatory creation of many of those representations. 
The many forms of participation – the Scuola Grande di San Marco was involved in 
processions, funerals, painting cycles, care of the sick, aid to the poor, and dowries for 
unmarried girls – accumulated into an enactment of venezianità that was at once both a 
representation and a creation of the idea it represented.  
 Venetian legal distinctions among the classes were beyond strict, but social 
harmony continued without class warfare. Unlike the nobility, which had been closed 
since 1296, the cittadino class permitted a few pathways to citizenship. Immigrants in 
certain professions with consistent tax payments could apply for citizenship.52 General 
prosperity that left few desperately poor certainly helped, but the ritual calendar with its 
processions and seamless blending of religious and secular meant a way of promoting a 
sense of group veneziniatà beyond and through class distinctions. Each participant in the 
procession had a precise position, a place in the overall order that formed the microcosm 
of the Venetian government enacted publicly throughout the city. This is why the 
Consiglio di Dieci invested so much into the maintenance of order, why the 
confraternities occasionally vied for better positions, and why the order was represented 
in Marcello Pagan’s woodcut (fig. 1.13) places each figure in a neat space with label 
underneath appearing in boxes that correspond to the pavement patterns of the Piazza San 
Marco. Women and foreigners can be seen watching the procession from the 
procuratorie arcades above the Piazza San Marco. Running approximately four meters in 
length across eight folios, the woodcut invites viewers to walk alongside it, mimicking 
the act of the procession depicted. The procession too was an enactment, that of the state. 
It was a performative and visual display of the Venetian government in strict hierarchy 
radiating outwards from the Doge at its center. Easy to lose in the pageantry and formal 
hierarchies is the fact that a procession itself was a form of caritas. The pictorial 
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50 Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco and Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San 
Marco, 1437-1550.”  
51 Brown, “Honor and Necessity: The Dynamics of Patronage in the Confraternities of 
Renaissance Venice,” 195. The Council of Ten granted five year exemptions from certain 
charitable contributions to the scuole grandi in 1492 so that the money could be used for  
general building and decoration instead.  
52 Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice, 37-38.  
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decorations statically expressed amor Dei and the processions performed it. Women and 
foreigners as witnesses whose act of seeing justifies the existence of the government.  
 The value and importance of the Scuola Grande di San Marco was not only 
apparent to the government and foreign visitors but to the confraternity members 
themselves. Their arguments for decoration projects habitually cited their special role and 
their aesthetic responsibility to the city. As an act of caritas, they could display their deep 
piety, their amor dei towards the glory of the polis through attending to the appearance 
and grandness of their meeting houses.53  Because of the need to present a dignified 
appearance befitting both themselves and the city, they understood that a decorative 
program was a necessity.54 Their fear of being surpassed by the other confraternities 
manifested not only in the usual things like competitive staircases,55 but also in the 
Guardian Grande of San Marco proposing in 1526 to order a processional float “in order 
not to be inferior to the other confraternities.”56  
 External display drove commissions in Venice. The Scuola Grande di San Marco 
sought to establish itself as a seamless - but notable - feature of the rippling spectacular 
façade that covered a city in conflict with foreign enemies and at the beginning of an 
economic downfall that would persist throughout the sixteenth century. The 
confraternity’s insertions into the spectacle supported the idea that venezianità contained 
and quelled the foreign.  
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53 Sohm, “The Scuola Grande Di San Marco, 1437-1550.” Doc 1507. 
54 Brown, “Honor and Necessity: The Dynamics of Patronage in the Confraternities of 
Renaissance Venice.”  
55 Patricia Fortini Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1988). Notably, the confraternity always capitalized 
“Scala Maestra” in their records. ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Registro 46, 62v. 
56 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.18, 3, 18 Nov. 1526.  
Havendo la schuola nostra bisogno di molte cose si necesari per il culto divino, come per 
adornamento di quella; ex essendo cosa ragionevole di proveder con tutto el cose a tal 
necesita, et bisogno; et etiam per no[n] esser inferiori all’altre schuole …” ‘Our scuola 
being in need of many things necessary for the divine cult, like for adorning this, it is a 
reasonable thing to provide all the things that are necessary and needed and also so that 
we are not inferior to the other scuole.’ 
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Chapter Two. di far istoriar 
 
“Every story is a travel story – a spatial practice” 

– Michel de Certeau57  
 

 Venice’s primary origin myth dating to the ninth century relates a story of two 
unauthorized men stealing material human remains from a group of fellow Christians in 
foreign territory, wrapping the body in pork, and putting it on a boat.58 Upon arrival, the 
western St. Mark supplanted the Greek soldier St. Theodore as patron of Venice. The 
substitution gave Venice a powerful patron, but the illicit means of acquisition required 
assiduous framing. Shortly after the translatio, narratives framing, justifying, and 
explaining St. Mark’s presence in Venice appeared in textual and visual form. The entire 
story of St. Mark’s journey to Venice was placed in golden mosaics on the walls of the 
Basilica San Marco (fig. 18). Several of the scuole piccole commissioned paintings or 
reliefs, but none of the scuole were to create a cycle as uniformly focused on St. Mark 
and his relationship with Venice as the Scuola Grande di San Marco. 
 The narration following problematic circumstances as can be expected; the new 
praedestinatio myth retroactively authorized Venice’s claim to a saint’s body already 
safely in Christian possession. Patricia Fortini Brown has summarized some reasons 
confraternities commissioned istoria and narrative’s importance to identity, “Real events 
are untidy and incomplete in comparison to the stories that we tell (or paint) about them. 
Narrative forms can make ambiguities tolerable, provide linkages and give structure to 
amorphous happenings. To confer coherence, wholeness, closure, and – perhaps most 
importantly – moral significance on the events that clutter our imperfect world, it is 
essential to narrate.”59 More interestingly, because of St. Mark’s seamless elision with the 
state, assertions for the saint extended to the state and the city. Therefore, narratological 
claims shape Venetian identity in multiple facets. 
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57 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 115. 
58 The text underneath the mosaic in Basilica San Marco reads: “CARNIB ABSCONSV 
VVERVNT FVGIVNTQ.” They absconded with the carne, the meat, that of St. Mark’s 
body and that of the pork wrapped around it. The visual sources emphasized the 
materiality of St. Mark’s body. Venice, like most of Europe, claimed special protection 
from the Virgin. The Rialto bridge divides the Annunciation in two sculptural reliefs on 
either side of the archway so that pedestrians trace the trajectory of the Holy Dove daily 
as boaters cross on the water between the genuflecting Gabriel and Virgin in a physical 
crossing of the city’s legendary date of founding on the Feast Day of the Annunciation. 
Whereas the Virgin could be shared in part because she left no bodily relics during the 
Assumption, St. Mark was to be a protector of a single polity, the one who housed his 
material remains, his relics.  
59 I accept Brown’s formulation of narrative as a ritual repetition and then complicate 
ritual’s relationship to time pictorially in the cycle at the Scuola Grande di San Marco. 
Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting, 3-4. “Pictorial narrative looks forward as well as 
backward. It not only creates the historical record; it also provides scripts for future 
action.”  
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 The foreignness of the saint necessitated patriation. The temporal disjunction of 
the praedestinatio, when St. Mark received the angel’s message that his relics would rest 
in Venice, and the city’s actuality called for the repeated insistence of the saint that he 
had chosen Venice as his city. In its history the body contained alienation and through St. 
Mark’s legend, Venetians repatriate his relics again and again. The problems of St. Mark 
were those of Venice: how to relate the local to the foreign, ever volatile, and how to 
exist as a city with a Byzantine imperial past, and a longed for Roman one.  
 The visual, pictorial, narration of St. Mark’s hagiography in Venice thus had to 
make him and his life Venetian. To patriate Mark, the confraternity narrative paintings 
embedded him in a world of ritual life. The repetition of ritual connected past and present 
as did the artists’ inclusion of contemporary and historical figures. The flexible 
temporality retained St. Mark’s status as a venerated historical figure while placing him 
within a contemporary context. The decorative program at the Scuola Grande di San 
Marco would not merely fill the ample wall space of the new meeting house; the 
narration of St. Mark would not only resolve his ambiguities. Two centuries of unified 
painting at the confraternity proclaimed St. Mark’s efficacious relationship to Venice as a 
site of the miraculous even as the terms of the miraculous changed.  

 
 

Before the 1485 Fire 
 
 

 Having moved into their new meeting house at the Campo SS Giovanni e Paolo in 
1438, the confraternity decided shortly after in 1444 to turn its attention to decorating its 
interior general chapter hall. It was not the first large project undertaken by the 
confraternity and certainly not the last beset by difficulties and delays. The Scuola 
Grande di San Marco decorations that predate Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave in the 
1540s and predate the post-fire of 1485 paintings treat St. Mark in some canvases, but not 
all. This was not an entirely unusual practice. The scuola piccola of S. Giorgio degli 
Schiavoni treats St. George but also St.s Protasio and Tryphon. Multiple narratives did 
not distract from the overarching projection of the history painting ringing the walls: a 
uniquely Venetian notion of the past and present. The confraternity as a group could be 
the theme as in the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista’s cycle about their very 
own relic of the True Cross or Venice itself and experience of being Venetian could form 
the undercurrent. Underneath gilded wooden sculpted ornate ceilings in cycles set in 
other times and places, intricate patterns of inset Venetian colored stone intarsia and 
repeating bridges echo the communal experience of the known world. 
 When the scuola initiated the decoration of their new albergo at Campo SS 
Giovanni e Paolo, they did so with a planned series of istorie. Not icons, not altarpieces, 
nor portraits, but narratives. The confraternity’s records even use ‘istoria’ as a verb. On 
the fourth of October in 1444, the chapter general voted ‘di far istoriar el nostro albergo 
dela schola de miser san marco per lo mior modo li parera, ttuttj fono di questo pare,” 
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‘to historiate our scuola of St. Mark’s meeting room to present in a better way, everything 
will be equal.’60  
 “Di far istoriar.” The Scuola Grande di San Marco understood its project to be a 
verb, an action. The walls were to be covered in historiating, the decorative narrative 
elaboration of past events. The verb istoriar implies a very active sense of history in a 
participatory sense. History will be made on the walls of the albergo. These will not be 
walls of Albertian windows with istorie happening as viewed moments. History, istoria, 
in the Venetian sense encompasses much more than simply what has happened or a 
moment of what has happened. The paintings require a period eye of great specificity 
with a knowledge of the world of ritualized historiated time. 
 The august Jacopo Bellini, creator of numerous fantastical cityscapes in his 
notebooks and progenitor of the Bellini workshop, is the only artist we know who was 
connected to the first albergo cycle. There is no record of the subject matter for these 
paintings executed in the 1440s although William Wurthmann has claimed they were 
biblical in subject or taken from the life of St. Mark.61 A second campaign began in the 
1460s when the banca shifted focus from the decoration of the albergo to the larger Sala 
Capitolare. Two to three istorie were commissioned initially and the 13 April, 1465 
inventory record cited by Paoletti reads, “al altar de misier san marcho suxo la salla [del 
Capitolo] son do teleri compidi per maestro Jacopo belin pentor: la palla de l’altar con 
Misier san Marcho dorado,” documenting Bellini’s work at the confraternity telling us at 
least that from an early date the decoration featured St. Mark. 62 
 Jacopo’s work is documented as continuing in July of 1466 when the scuola 
commissioned from him two more large teleri, this time in the sala capitolare at the 
south wall at the end of the room.63 6 July 1466 the president and the banca of the 
confraternity considering that "in capo della Sala Capitolare" siasi principiato e fato do 
telerj, za da piùj tempo, asked the capitol generale to allow them to ‘historiate’ the scuola 
with three or five paintings:  “lizenzia de seguir l'insthorie chomenzade e di poter fare da 
3 fin a 5 telerj.” Eleven days later Antonio Civran, guardian grande at the time, and his 
compagni made an agreement with Jacopo Bellini that he would deliver a Passion of 
Christ on the cross (“una passion de christo in croxe richa de figure”) and a Jerusalem 
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60 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco, quoted in Giovanni Stringa, Vita Di S. Marco 
Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con Una Breve Descrittione Della 
Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco Rampazetto (Venezia, 1610), 29-31.  
61  However, this cannot be substantiated. William B. Wurthmann, “The Scuole Grandi 
and Venetian Art, 1260-1500,” Dissertation. 1975.  
62 Museo Civic. Misc. Perg. IV. N. 19 Inventario del Tesoro della Scuola Grande di San 
Marco incominciato nel 1421 cited in Pietro Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco: 
lavoro premiato dal R. Istituto veneto di scienze lettere, ed arti col premio Vanna 
Arrigoni degli Oddi (Venezia: Comune di Venezia, 1929).  
63 The subjects were to include “a Passion of Christ on the cross, rich with figures, and 
other things that would be fitting” and a “story of Jerusalem with Christ and Thieves.” 
Patricia Fortini Brown thinks that this would refer to a Road to Calvary scene and while I 
find no reason to contradict her, I find no reason to necessarily support this either. 
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with Christ and Thieves (“la Instoria de Jeruxalem con christo e i ladroni”), for which he 
was paid 375 gold ducats, a respectable amount.64 

Jacopo Bellini’s serial employment with the confraternity of which he was a 
member would be repeated by his two sons who carried on his professional legacy at the 
end of the fifteenth century and into the beginning of the sixteenth. A cittadino originario, 
Jacopo was in a particularly good position to wield influence at the Scuola Grande di San 
Marco. Later Tintoretto would attempt the same process to gain membership for his son 
Domenico, also a painter and inheritor of his workshop. 

Gentile Bellini, Jacopo’s son, began work at the confraternity for the sala 
capitolare with a commission in December 1466 for scenes from the life of Moses before 
Jacopo Bellini’s death in 1470/71. The works were to be a Pharaoh drowning in the sea 
with his army and a second of the Israelites escaping into the desert. The contract 
stipulates that Gentile was to “equal or exceed” his father’s paintings, which was typical 
language for a contract in Venice at this time.65  

Other respected workshops contributed additional Old Testament scenes. One 
month after Gentile’s contract in December of 1466, Andrea da Murano and Barolomeo 
Vivarini received a commission for scenes from the life of Abraham.66 In Jan. 1470 
Lazzaro Bastiani was commissioned a story of David with Giovanni Bellini of the same 
Bellini workshop that was commissioned to do a two-part painting of Noah’s Ark and the 
Flood, which he had not finished by August of 1482 and possibly had not yet even begun 
with Bartolomeo Montagna took over the commission. 67   

Jacopo Bellini was chosen because his work at the Scuola Grande di San 
Giovanni and at the Ducal Palace that conferred an official sanction, beginning a series of 
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64 Discussion in Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio, 47-48. The 
contract text can be found in P Molmenti, Studi e richerdi di Storia ed Arte (1892):126-
128.: El dito Maistro promete de far in la testa dela Schuola varda suxo el campo tuta 
quela faza (interna) nela qual ne entra una passion de christo in croxe richa de figure et 
altro che stia =benissimo. Item uno teler dal chanto sopra la porta de l'albergo che 
prinzipia a mezo el volto, e va, fino alla finestra per congiungersi con l'altro quadro, 
raffigurandovi invece la Instoria de Jeruxalem con christo e i ladroni. I quali dipinti 
dovevano esser eseguiti melio che mai lavor l'abia fato de bontà e de cholori perfet de 
azuro e de altri cholari, obbligandosi de non tuor per fin el farà questi lavori altro lavor 
de alguna condizion, ecc.; opere per le quali Jacopo Bellini doveva avere de suo 
manifatura e spexe de cholori chola e horo e zeso ed ogni altra chaxon aspeta ala 
pentura, per tuti do lavori ducati 375 d'oro... El pagamento de diti die aver al prexente 
per chapara ducati X d'oro e designado l'averà el quaro davanti de l a pasion abia duc. 
XXV e disegnà l'averà l'altro quaro abia altri duc. XXV, et chusì de tempo in tempo 
segondo chomo lo lavorerà, ecc. 
65 Ibid., 48. 
66 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Margo, Reg.16 bis. I agree Patricia Fortini Brown about 
the word Paoletti describes as ‘buram’ that she reads as ‘bramo.’ Ibid., 269. 
67 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco, Reg 16bis. See Daniel Wallace Maze, “Giovanni 
Bellini: Birth, Parentage, and Independence,” Renaissance Quarterly Renaissance 
Quarterly 66, no. 3 (2013): 783–823. for new evidence that Giovanni Bellini was 
Gentile’s uncle.  
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conservative artistic choices by the confraternity. 68 The artists hired after Bellini also had 
respectable establishment resumes and had worked at the Ducal Palace, other scuole 
grandi, and S.M. della Gloriosa dei Frari. Though Venetian patronage tended towards the 
conservative and Venetian society towards mediocritas, I take issue with Patricia Fortini 
Brown’s assumption, “one might expect that the joint enterprise tended to enforce a 
normative style and the development of a common narrative mode,” a statement that 
assumes togetherness breeds commonality – the opposite assumption of Florentine 
competition meant to encourage difference e.g., Leonardo and Michelangelo at the 
Palazzo Vecchio or Ghiberti and Brunelleschi’s baptistery door competition. 69 The 
Florentine model presents difference to illuminate the individual creator rather than the 
development of a common narrative mode. In Venice where collective identity was 
formed through consensus, we see a far more standardized mode of representation.  
Emulation, stability, and continuity made up the values of Venetian confraternity painting. 
However both cycles were lost in 1485 on Good Friday in the fire that consumed the 
entire meeting house. 

 
 

After the Fire 
  
 

After the fire, the confraternity quickly rebuilt the meeting house aided by state 
funds. The two story building conforms to typical meeting house design (fig. 2.1). The 
long sala inferiore on the ground floor copies the checked red and white tile found in 
churches throughout Venice (fig. 2.2). Two rows of columns atop carved tall ornately 
carved pedestals over human height with capitals continuing the vegetative motif of the 
pedestals support a flat ceiling of wooden beams. Very little furniture would have 
occupied this space to allow ample room for the confratelli to assemble for processions. 
At the far end of the sala inferiore from the exterior entrance, a heavily carved portal (fig. 
2.3) marks the great staircase leading upstairs to the sala capitolare, and the albergo on 
the piano nobile level (fig. 2.4). Entering the sala capitolare, the confraternity member 
entered a long room with windows on the opposite wall facing the canal and two 
windows on the short wall facing the campo. The sala capitolare, necessarily larger than 
the albergo, was used for meetings of the chapter general when more than thirty members 
were in attendance. However, rarely more than thirty members attended meetings, which 
were held in the albergo leaving the sala capitolare to function as a chapel for masses 
held every Sunday and vespers sung on the feast day of St. Mark.70 An ostentatious 
carved gilt ceiling (fig. 2.5) finished after many delays in 1535 kept the Scuola Grande di 
San Marco on par with other similarly elaborate ceilings at the other scuole grandi. At 
one end of the sala capitolare a small chapel area (fig. 2.6) extending the room by 22 
piedi was planned beginning in 1498, but only begun in 1523, and finally completed in 
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68 Jacopo Bellini’s had acquired accolades such as ‘the new Phidias’ and references to 
Apelles and Polyclitus as well. Patricia Fortini Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the 
Age of Carpaccio (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 45.   
69 Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio, 48. 
70 1509. ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 17, 27v.  
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1546 under the supervision of Jacopo Sansovino.71 The long room corresponds to the 
more pronounced left side of the façade marked with the higher arches and Lion of St. 
Mark and in shape is like the androne, the long room of a palazzo lit at its narrow end by 
windows facing a canal. While the large chamber was used for meetings of the capitolo 
generale and was more accessible to normal use by the confratelli than the albergo (fig. 
2.7), the zonta met in the adjacent smaller room, which had its own windows onto Campo 
SS Giovanni e Paolo. The albergo was reached by ascending the staircase from the 
ground floor up to the first story, walking the length of the sala capitolare from where 
the staircase entered near the altar wall towards the wall facing the campo and turning 
into the small doorway on the left in which would frame Bellini’s St. Mark Preaching in 
Alexandria (1504) (fig. 1.19). Inside, eventually, paintings would hang torno à torno 
above dark wooden wainscoting. 
 
 

Venezianità: Time and Space 
 
 
 The paintings for the scuola had to serve as expressions of amor Dei, reflect the 
glory of the scuola, and authenticate the stories of St. Mark while promoting a corporate 
ethos. The legend of St. Mark bore a greater pressures than the narratives commissioned 
by other scuole because it was not merely a religious tale like that of Carpaccio’s St. 
Ursula cycle, but that of St. Mark, their protector, protector of the state, and for most 
rhetorical purposes, the state itself.72 The myths of Mark provided the very justification 
and foundation of the state. Venetian churches mostly held non-narrative altarpieces,73 
which, apart from the Basilica San Marco, left the confraternities as the guardians of 
narrative cycles in the city.  
 A mere recitation of history across the walls would not suffice. On the one hand, 
the performative local rituals were expressions of venezianità; group activity and 
corporate action graphed enacted structure of the government. On the other, mediocritas 
insisted that even a doge appear in shape and form equal to other figures. For example in 
Marcello Pagan’s woodcut of the ducal procession (fig. 1.13) the doge, though marked by 
the ceremonial umbrella, stands at completely even height with his umbrella carrier. The 
paintings had to satisfy an affirmation of mediocritas, a hewing towards modest 
conformity and stability. At the same time, Romanizing elements judiciously blended 
with traditional Venetian forms and values bestowed a mantle of modernity on the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco’s façade. Innovation in decoration came Romanizing forms, which 
carried the dangerous charge of a foreign power and the capacity to damage the 
uniformity mediocritas demanded. 
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72 David Rosand, Myths of Venice: The Figuration of a State (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2001). 
73 Narrative altarpieces would be introduced in Venice by Titian with the Martyrdom of St. 
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 The narrative paintings at the Scuola Grande di San Marco also activate ritual 
time, time that folds past into present and future. The confraternities followed a 
ceremonial calendar of processions and masses in a continual cycle. During the 
enactment of a ritual, the participant possesses the knowledge that he repeats his own 
action from the year prior, his father’s from the decade prior, and his son’s in the future. 
The repetition of time guaranteed the stability of Venetian practice, and thus venezianità, 
Venetian identity. Contemporary figures are often present in paintings as witnesses to 
historic events. This anachronic strategy linked the present confratelli to past and future 
brethren. In this way, the paintings have an “ability to “fetch” a past, perhaps even fetch 
the future;” they are “anachronic” in the sense in Nagel and Wood use in their book 
Anachronic Renaissance.74 In their study they put forth that an anachronic artwork is that 
which is capable of holding “incompatible models in suspension without deciding…” A 
work of art can “resist anchoring in time” despite a process of alteration and modification. 
It can also as a result of that process relate to a moment of origin, a moment ‘outside of 
time, in divinity’ or even a future moment. 75 This straddling of time is what the interior 
confraternity narrative paintings will aim to create within contained rectangles on the 
walls.  
 Processional pathways inserted the confratelli ritually across the city as they 
passed through significant locations year after year. In such a way they could embed 
themselves in the city spatially as well as temporally.76 Pictorially, the spatial realm 
encompasses even more territory. Painters Venetianized far-flung locales including 
Brittany and Alexandria in such a way that the space is not defined as one place or 
another, but a multiplicity I call the polytopic. Like the anachronic, the polytopic refers to 
not one location, but a plurality. For Venetians, those who traveled and accepted 
foreigners from many different places, polytopos was a constitution of the local. A 
commonly used approach in Carpaccio’s generation of confraternity painters, the 
polytopic will appear throughout the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s decorations in the 
sixteenth century. 

 
 

The Legend of St. Mark in Venice 
 
 

St. Mark’s hagiography in Venice is a curious thing. Firstly, St. Mark’s history in 
the city in his role as protector begins with the displacement of St. Theodore, a minor 
Byzantine saint of confused narrative, who originally protected the city of Venice during 
its youth as an outpost of the Byzantine empire. As the naval city asserted its 
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Cambridge, Mass.: Zone Books!; Distributed by MIT Press, 2010). 
75 Ibid., 7-8. 
76 I wholeheartedly agree with Lefebvre that space is a social construction. The 
interesting aspect of the Venetian case is that space contains a multiplicity of social 
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independence and grew, St. Theodore became been less than impressive even a liability. 
An apostle, nay an evangelist even, placed Venice in the company of Rome, the rival 
Venice sought to surpass, subsume, and absorb.  

The Basilica San Marco, legally the private chapel of the doge, housing the body 
of St. Mark, and literally connected to the Palazzo Ducale architecturally by the Porta 
della Carta (1442) (fig 2.8), related St. Mark’s story and consequently, that of Venice’s in 
opaquely colored mosaics set in a matrix of shimmering gold (fig. 2.9) among other 
biblical stories. Paolo Veneizano’s Pala Feriale (1345) (fig. 2.10), the wooden altarpiece 
cover repeated scenes of the life of St. Mark at the main altar. The enameled, jeweled, 
gold Pala d’Oro (fig. 2.11) covered by the Pala Feriale mixes saints with narrative 
panels treating the life of Christ and, once again, the life of St. Mark (fig. 2.12). The 
space inside the basilica joined the state with the cult of St. Mark and placed the saint’s 
extended mythology on par with biblical narratives and representations of the apostles in 
the central dome.  

The primary Venetian source on St. Mark’s life, the Vita di San Marco, was 
written by Giovanni Stringa Vita di San Marco (1610) consistently explains, justifies, and 
reiterates the Venetian position that St. Mark is a Venetian saint whose ardent desire is to 
have his relics remain in Venice, the city of his especial protection. After each description 
of an episode, Stringa lists where the reader can go to see representations of that event in 
Venice. For Stringa, the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s pictorial program carries the 
same heft as that of the Basilica San Marco attesting to the scuola’s role as a guardian of 
the state’s saint and legends.77 It reads halfway between a standard hagiography and a 
laundatory guidebook to Venice; Stringa wrote a pilgrimage itinerary featuring art works 
instead of relics as destinations. The efficacious miracle-working contact relic in Venice 
was the historiating painting and mosaic. 

Mark’s early history begins much as other apostles did. Sent by St. Peter to 
evangelize, St. Mark dutifully converted many around the Mediterranean including 
Hermagoras who became the first bishop of Aquilea. Stringa’s text refers to Mark’s 
mission as “ambasciatrici della verità,” “ambassadors of truth,” notable words for a city 
heavily invested in diplomacy and the terms of truth.78 After some time in the northern 
Adriatic region of the Mediterranean, St. Mark travelled to Alexandria where he healed 
the cobbler Anianus who became the bishop of the Egyptian city. Two years later while 
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77 Stringa only mentions one artist by name: Tintoretto. Giovanni Stringa, Vita Di S. 
Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con Una Breve 
Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco Rampazetto 
(Venezia, 1610). Biblioteca Marciana 
78 Crescendo ogni giorni vie più il desiderio in S. Pietro di ampliare, & allargare in più 
parti del mondo la santissima Fede di Christo, deliberò di mandare in diverse Provincie, 
& luoghi della terra, persone, le quali, come ambasciatrici della verità invitassero, & 
riducessero fatto il nome Christiano tutte le nationi del mondo. Et havendo con molto suo 
piacere inteso, quanto grande all'hora la fame, la nobilità, & la illustrezza della Città di 
Aquileia foße, & insieme anco la frequenza del popolo, piacque al vigilantissimo Pastore 
della Chiesa di Dio di commetter specialmente à S. Marco cosihonorata, & lodevole 
ambasciaria; perche conosceva. Stringa, Giovanni. Della vita, translatione et apparitione 
di S. Marco Vangelista... libri tre... In Venetia, appresso Domenico Maldura, 1601, 
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celebrating Easter Mass at the church of Boucolis in a suburb of Alexandria, St. Mark 
was dragged by a rope around his neck through the city, imprisoned, and finally 
martyred.79   

Stringa’s account adds an episode in which St. Peter recalls St. Mark to Rome 
where both his own martyrdom and the foundation of Venice is foreseen. Like the 
praedestinatio, the incident strengthens the city’s claim to the relics and augments it by 
including St. Peter as a witness and Rome as papal legitimation of St. Mark. 

 
S. Marco è richiamato à Roma da S. Pietro & in questo suo viaggio apprédogli 

 l'Angiolo del Signore, gli predisse la fondatione della Città di Venetia, & 
 insieme il suo martirio; & che dovevano quivi l'ossa sue roposare fino al dì 
 del Giuditio.80 

 
While the relics were not actually contested by Rome, this particular telling grants an 
antique Roman papal “stamp of approval” on Venice’s actions narratives.81   

The episode of the martyrdom, the passio, encompassed not only Mark’s death 
but the fate of his relics. When the pagans attempted to cremate the body against 
Christian custom, a supernatural storm arose, scattering the infidel who were forced to 
find shelter. Consequently the Christian minority was able to secure the body and guard 
Mark’s relics until two enterprising Venetians arrived in 829 CE. Stringa’s text ripples 
with description of the violent storm and how “il Cielo,” homonym of both sky and 
heaven, ‘liberated’ St. Mark’s body. 

 
 perciò che manda'do egli subito giù dal Cielo conveniente aiuto lo liberò, & 

 salvò benignamente dalle lor mani. Poiche dicono, che nacque nell'aria una sì 
 horribil tempestà; & che certi nuvoli densissimi, & oscurissimi coperto in giusa 
 havevano il Cielo mandando giù & pioggia & tempesta spessissima, 
 accompagnata da folgori, lampi, tuoni, e saete sì horrende, & spaventevoli, che i 
 predetti m alvagi, & scelerati ministri, i quali rapir il Sacro Corpo volevano per 
 abbruciarlo82 
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79 Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, Vol. 1, trans. 
William Granger Ryan, First Edition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1995), 
243-244.  
80 ‘St. Peter was called to Rome by St. Peter and on his journey, he was approached by an 
Angel of the Lord, who predicted the foundation of the city of Venice and also his 
martyrdom, and that his bounds should find their final rest here on the day of Judgement.’ 
Stringa, Vita Di S. Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con 
Una Breve Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco 
Rampazetto, 11.  
81 Much like the legend of Pope Alexander III and Frederick of Barbarossa found in 
pictorial cycles around the ducal palace. 
82 Stringa, Vita Di S. Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con 
Una Breve Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco 
Rampazetto, 24.  
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In 829 CE, according to a story told propagandistically across the mosaics of Basilica San 
Marco, two Venetian tribunes named Buono da Malamocco and Rustico da Torcello 
whose names can only attest to their honest intentions acquired the body from the 
Christians, who, according to Venetian sources, feared that the relics could be in danger 
from Muslim violence.83 They spirited the saint’s relics to Venice, employing their 
knowledge of local customs to evade the Muslim port authorities by wrapping the body in 
pork.  

The journey of St. Mark’s body from Alexandria to Venice, known as the 
translatio, or translation, moved his relics from one place and context into another. The 
relics of the foreign saint who had never set foot in his chosen city became local. The 
physical journey becomes a metaphoric act of appropriation. As textual translation 
renders the incomprehensible native, so too the act of relic translation transforms the 
foreign object possessed by others into one’s own natural belonging. 

Considering Venetian resistance to the naturalization of foreign peoples that their 
own patron saint was patriated by journey across sea, by translatio, posed a problem. 
Materially, that the translatio should be permanent and the Alexandrian Christians not 
repossess the body was of paramount concern to the Venetians as they transitioned from a 
small outpost of the Byzantine empire under the protection of the minor Byzantine St. 
Theodore, whose image still stands upon one of the two columns set at the entrance of the 
Piazzetta and claims patronage of one of Venice’s scuole grandi, to a major international 
entrepôt that could rival Genoa.  

Clearly the Venetian theft precipitating the translatio required justification; 
necessity invented the praedestinatio legend, which as David Rosand wrote, 
“retroactively sanctioned” the illegal activity.84 Suffering from the factual inconvenience 
that the city of Venice did not exist during St. Mark’s lifetime. Even its mythical 
founding date of 421CE on the Feast Day of the Annunciation postdated St. Mark’s life. 
Venice invented a legend presaging St. Mark’s eventual return to the lagoon. The episode 
which appears in the Capella Zen in the Basilica San Marco (fig. 2.13) and was later 
painted by Domenico Tintoretto for the Scuola Grande di San Marco held that one night 
while traveling through the Adriatic, St. Mark’s boat was blown into what would become 
the Venetian lagoon where he had a dream in which an angel appeared to him saying 
“Pax tibi, Marce, evangelista meus, hic requiescet tuus corpus,” words that would be 
repeated across official state imagery as in the book held by the powerful lion astride 
both sea and land in Carpaccio’s painting (fig. 17). 
 The translatio not only functioned as a rendering of the foreign local but was  
was framed by Stringa as an act of amor Dei, charity, the stated raison d’être of the 
scuole. When the Egyptian custodians demurred to lose their relics, Stringa rhetorically 
asks his reader: “Che cosa per l'amor di Dio dite voi?,” ‘What thing for the love of God 
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83 Giorgio Dolfin, Cronica di Venezia dall’origine sua fino all’anno 1458 Biblioteca 
Marciana, MS Italiao VII, 794 (8503) cited in Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance 
Venice (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1986), 81.  
84 Rosand, Myths of Venice, 54-55.  
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do you say?,’ to participate in that amor di Dio. 85 Though he admits St. Mark had his 
followers in Alexandria, “noi sapiamo molto bene, che prima ch'egli in qu este parti à 
predicare venuto fosse, convertì, e ridusse alla fede di Christo la Città di Aquileia, già 
famosissima Città d'Italia, posta in quella provincia, che per antico nome si chiama 
Venetia,” Stringa makes the playground argument, ‘he was ours first.’86  
 In Stringa’s account the act of acquisition is not consensual. In a series of 
rhetorical questions he asks ‘voi,’ us, if we could imagine wanting any other outcome 
than the translation of the body to Venice where as “voi saper dovete,” ‘you should know’ 
that St. Mark had already been predestined to rest. 

One senses some insecurity in the Venetian claim on Mark in the ongoing efforts 
to justify possession of the relics. In order to establish the city as St. Mark’s shrine in the 
absence of praesentia during the saint’s lifetime, the Venetians had to create legitimizing 
miracles attached to the relic. Among the multiple posthumous miracles in which St. 
Mark reiterated his desire to stay in Venice, the inventio loomed largest in Venetian 
mythology in part because the miracle occurred within the Basilica San Marco itself. 
During the rebuilding of the Basilica San Marco, which had burnt in 976, the body of St. 
Mark was hidden to prevent theft by the Alexandrian Christians whose revenge the 
Venetians still feared. Unfortunately during the lengthy building process lasting over a 
century, the only person who knew of its location died and thus the body was lost. In 
1094 Doge Vitale Falier joined the bishop of Venice and the people to fast for three days 
in prayer after which they processed. Not for the only time in Venetian lore, a procession 
acts as catalyst for a miraculous event or evidence of St. Mark’s favor. Their great 
devotion provoked the miracle. Stones from a column fell and at last, the body of St. 
Mark was visible once more.87 St. Mark thereby affirmed his desire to reside in Venice 
once more. The episode is represented on the Pala Feriale (fig. 2.14) and in the Basilica 
San Marco mosaics (fig. 2.15) and would later be matched by a canvas of Domenico 
Tintoretto’s for the Scuola Grande di San Marco following the death of his father.  
 
  

Witnessing Truth 
 
 

Patricia Fortini Brown found that the paintings we have from Gentile and 
Giovanni Bellini, G. Mansueti, and Vittore Belliniano share a common approach she 
termed the “eyewitness” in Venetian Narrative Painting in the Age of Carpaccio (1988). 
She accounts for the presence of contemporary Venetians at historical events by 
connecting the paintings to the Venetian habit of recording details in letters and personal 
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85 Stringa, Vita Di S. Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con 
Una Breve Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco 
Rampazetto. 
86 ‘We know very well that he first came to preach in these parts, converted the city of 
Aquileia, already the most famous city in Italy, located in this province, that with the 
ancient name one calls Venice, into the faith of Christ’  
87 Silvio Tramontin, “Realtà E Leggenda Nei Racconti Marciani Veneti,” Studi Veneziani 
XII (1970): 35–52. 
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travel notebooks seeming to avoid editorializing to establish an unbiased eyewitness 
account. The record of events in great detail mimicked that of the cronaca, chronicle 
mode of writing history which survived in Venice long after humanist histories had 
appeared in Florence. I will first discuss a classic example according to Brown’s 
eyewitness theory and then attempt to complicate her model.  
  Gentile Bellini’s Procession in Piazza San Marco (fig. 20), completed in 1496 
for the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista, has a subject that appears ordinary: 
the yearly procession in Piazza San Marco in which the members of the confraternity 
processed with their doppieri, large candlesticks, and relic of the True Cross underneath a 
baldachin. 88 The procession is unmistakable, but for the viewer in the know, i.e., the 
confratello invested in the intersection of his scuola’s history with the city’s history, the 
painting’s miraculous content is legible and inclusive.   

Yes, the Procession in Piazza San Marco depicts a specific, historical miraculous 
occurrence. However, the painting actively ignores the miracle that it depicts in favor of 
dispersing attention evenly across the surface of the painting. The procession of the 
confratelli from the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista with their relic of the 
True Cross may occupy the foreground, but the members of the confraternity are 
surrounded by crowds of other Venetians. Women line the windows of the procuratorie 
on the left side of the painting as they do in the Pagan ducal procession woodcut. Men 
from the compagnie delle calze mingle in the piazza in colored tights. The minute figure 
of the doge himself processes in his golden cape on the right hand side of the painting. 
Behind the crowded piazza rises the Basilica San Marco, painted in such detail that 
Bellini’s rendition remains the best record of the outer portal mosaics that we have prior 
to the nineteenth-century ‘restoration.’ 
 To the right of the baldachin in red, partially concealed by the processing 
confratelli bearing doppieri candlesticks, kneels Jacopo de’ Brescia, a visiting merchant 
who received news while on business in Venice that his son had been taken ill in Brescia 
and was not expected to survive. Prior to hurrying home, Jacopo paid homage to the relic 
of the True Cross and upon his return, discovered his son in good health, his miraculous 
recovery coinciding with the time he had paid his respects in Venice. 

Again and again in the records, we find that narrative paintings were treated as 
equivalent to documentary evidence and written histories. Along with chronicles and 
book length studies, painted istorie provided truthful testimony about historical events to 
viewers.89 Stringa’s readers were encouraged to seek out visual representations to 
augment his text. Fortini Brown’s argues that the veracity of the event was guaranteed in 
the “eyewitness mode” by a plethora of observed, often seemingly extraneous detail that 
collectively form a sense of a detached, reliable account. Her argument is that specificity, 
and particularly the familiarity of the details, created security in the historicity of the 
portrayed event.  
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88 The Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista received a relic of the True Cross from 
Philippe de Mézières, the Grand Chancellor of Cyprus in the fourteenth century. 
89 "Venetian istoria was ideally an element of continuity in the faithful transmission of 
historical truth." Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting, 83.  
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 The familiarity of the event allowed Gentile to make an unobtrusive but 
 immediately recognizable reference to the miracle. He could thus retain the 
 unpremeditated quality that made an istoria look credible and truthful to a 
 Venetian viewer.90    

 
I would like to go further and argue that the mode of these fifteenth-century 

narrative paintings not only acts as guarantor of historical truth, but also functions as a 
guarantor of the Venetian truths of repetitive ritual and the nature of the city as 
expectedly miraculous. As we have seen in the case of the inventio, processions in Venice 
often provoked a miracle and in the city of Venice processions occurred quite frequently. 
The scene in Bellini’s Procession in Piazza San Marco is one of ritual time, a repeated 
procession that occurred before, is occurring now, and will occur next year even as it also 
describes a specific instance of a procession that led to this particular miracle. The 
procession, the public enactment of the hierarchy of Venice, during which the members 
of the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista carried their relic of the True Cross, 
provides the means for a miracle to occur. The public act of devotion enables the city of 
Venice to perform its miraculous character. As the Venetian republic is stable and 
endures so too are its rituals.   

It is a peculiarity of Venetian narrative painting to invoke a temporality bounding 
both the eternal and the momentary. Despite its stake in the cyclical time of ritual, 
Bellini’s Procession in Piazza San Marco maintains a sense of the ordinary and of 
repetition while staking out a particular moment, the moment of the miracle – for 
miracles cannot be repeated by their very nature; they must indicate a particular, specific 
moment. For this particular telero, it is the small kneeling figure of Jacopo de’ Brescia. 
Yet specific, contingent details are susceptible to anachronism. The specificity of the 
painter’s mode roots an inevitable obsolescence into the canvas. Perhaps the terms of the 
miraculous are drawn in the characteristics of the eyewitness mode. The authenticity of 
the miracle could be guaranteed by the numerous familiar details of Venetian life that 
were authenticated by the viewer’s own lived experience. The striped stockings of the 
compagnia della calze, the pink and white lozenge brickwork on the Palazzo Ducale all 
attest to a real, inhabited Venice. Therefore the argument presented is that Venice, 
ordinary everyday Venice, is a site of miracles and more, those miracles are so very 
expected and ordinary, they can occur without anyone noticing. There is inherent 
instability in such paintings that rely on contemporary detail to evoke eternal truths, 
especially as rapid political and economic misfortune in the early sixteenth century 
fractured prosperity hitherto taken for granted.  

Narrative painting authenticated not only the episodes portrayed, but also the 
rituals still enacted that in turn justified the state. Processions were efficacious. As prayer 
from all three estates and a procession led to the apparitio, the rediscovery of St. Mark’s 
relics, so contemporary processions guaranteed the continued miraculous nature of the 
city of Venice. They were acts of religious, but also civic caritas and were necessary to 
ensure the continuity of the miraculous character of Venice. These rituals and their 
repetition would lead to a city in which the miraculous could be banal, ordinary, and even 
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90 Ibid., 178.  
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obscured, like the partially visible figure of Jacopo de’ Brescia kneeling to the Relic of 
the True Cross behind confraternity members in the Piazza San Marco.   

The rhetorical stakes at the Scuola Grande di San Marco were even higher than at 
other confraternities, particularly with a Marcian cycle entirely dedicated to the city’s 
protector. Their paintings would authenticate as true the miracles of St. Mark, his place as 
rightfully in Venice, his continued divine interaction with the city of Venice – no less 
than a justification for the state itself and a local identity originating in the foreign. 

 
 

The Albergo Paintings 
 
 

After the fire of 1485, rather than replacing the late paintings of the sala del 
capitolo generale the scuola decided to decorate the smaller albergo, a cheaper and faster 
project after the expensive task of rebuilding. His father’s, Jacopo Bellini’s, paintings 
destroyed, Gentile Bellini offered his services perhaps in a fit of familial tradition as well 
as self-promotion. Working at the city’s preeminent confraternity can be understood as 
second only to a major church or ducal palace commission. As the confraternal governing 
structure mimicked that of the government, so too the scuola’s artistic commissions. 

When the confraternity began the process of decorating anew, they declined to 
repeat the cycle of Old Testament subjects made before 1485 and embarked on a program 
exclusively devoted to their own patron saint and protector of the city. While it was not 
unusual for a confraternity to commission a cycle of episodes of the life of their patron 
saint (e.g. the Scola di San Orsola), it was by no means obligatory and while the earlier 
decorations at the Scuola Grande di San Marco contained some scenes of St. Mark, Old 
Testament scenes appear to have formed the majority of the program. After the fire, we 
see the scuola regrouping and commissioning a highly focused program of paintings. In 
fact, every single narrative painting commissioned after the 1485 fire treats an episode 
from the St. Mark hagiography.  

There is much about the legend of St. Mark that is “untidy” as Fortini Brown 
would say and much about political events in Venice that were messy as the centuries 
passed. The gradual loss of shipping routes as foreign control of the Adriatic increased 
and the rise of alternative shipping routes after Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape of 
Good Hope in 1498 caused a loss of confidence. The thorough defeat militarily and 
financially at the Battle of Agnadello in 1509 to the League of Cambrai destabilized the 
myth of Venice as an eternally constant prosperous peaceful place. The history paintings 
at the Scuola Grande di San Marco predate and postdate the disaster of Agnadello and 
because narratives of the patron saint so habitually conflated him with the city, the 
paintings deal with the active creation of history and civic identity. 
 The four earlier paintings made for the albergo by the city’s leading painters 
Giovanni Mansueti, Vittore Belliniano, and Gentile and Giovanni Bellini produced from 
the end of the fifteenth century through the first quarter of the sixteenth share similar 
solutions to the same confraternity narrative painting problem.91 Abundant detail in 
Venetianizing settings create paintings that function similarly to Bellini’s Procession in 
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Piazza San Marco. The Bellinis enjoyed the highest of reputations, partially because of 
their work at the Ducal Palace while Mansueti and Belliniano – whose nickname says as 
much (he was not related to the Bellinis) – were understood to be working in a 
belliniesque mode. Consequently, the albergo possesses some visual coherence. 
 Let us begin with Giovanni Mansueti, a mid-tier artist working in the same 
additive mode as Carpaccio and other ‘eyewitness’ painters, whose work was most 
frequently described as “copiose.” 92 Carlo Ridolfi used the term several times in his life 
of Mansueti in the Le Maraviglie, the Venetian equivalent to Giorgio Vasari’s Lives of 
the Artists.93 With Mansueti’s Arrest of St. Mark (1499) (fig. 2.16) painted for the 
Silkweavers’ confraternity St. Mark cycle, the artist had already demonstrated familiarity 
with Marcian hagiography.94 Like his paintings for the Scuola Grande di San Marco (the 
Healing of Anianus, Baptism of Anianus, and Episodes of the Life of St. Mark), it 
polytopically adds Venice to the Orient with colored stone inlays harkening to the 
contemporaneous Santa Maria dei Miracoli (1481-1489) (fig. 2.17). 
 Others concurred with Ridolfi’s assessment of Mansueti’s work; Zanetti’s Della 
pittura Venezia published in Venice in 1771 describes Mansueti’s paintings as “tutte 
copiose e belle, ornate di nobili architetture, e di figure vestite in varie fogge 
graziosamente.”95 Zanetti’s description contains a measure of praise, but also a sense of 
excess characteristic of later generations’ view of the eyewitness narrative paintings.96 
Each painting brims with overlapping figures and animals teeming around multi-colored 
architecture. St. Mark can be readily located in each composition by his blue and red 
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92 Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco, 159. The year of Mansueti’s death is not 
precisely known, but probably occurred slightly before 1530. This is determined from a 
notary record in which the confratelli settle with his widow. ASV. Scuola Grande di San 
Marco. Not. N. 48a c. 63t.  
93 "in gran quadro il Santo Evangelista che guarisce s. Aniano calzolajo feritosi in una 
mano, con molti Turchi concorsi al miracolo, che mostrano di maravigliarsi, e vi 
apparisce ancora un edifizio nel mezzo del quale siede il Governatore a cui viene riferito 
il miracolo; ma troppo tedio apporterebbe il raccontare minutamente i fregi e gl'intagli 
molti di che non ..." Carlo Ridolfi, Le Maraviglie dell’arte: overo le vite de gl’illustri 
pittori veneti, e dello stato, 1648, 33. 
94 Also includes Cima da Conegliano’s St. Mark Healing the Cobbler Anianus 
Gemaldegalerie Berlin;  
95 GIOVANNI MANSUETI 
Nella Scuola di S. Marco 
in Albergo sonovi tre opere del Mansueti tutte copiose e belle, ornate di nobili 
architetture, e di figure vestite in varie fogge graziosamente. 
 La prima dimostra S. marco, che guarisce Sant'Aniano dalla puntura della lesina. 
 Nella seconda il Santo Evangelista battezza l'istesso Sant'Aniano. 
 La terza ch'è fra le finestre, contiene tre aziioni della vita di S. Marco medesimo." 
* [* E' quivi scritto il nome del Pittore così: Joannes de Mansuetis faciebat]  
Zanetti, Della Pittura Veneziana E Delle Opere Pubbliche de Veneziani Maestri Libri V 
(Venezia: Giambatista Albrizzi, 1771), 43-44.  
96 Vasari found the subject matter of the paintings at the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni 
Evangelista when he visited Venice for material for the second edition of the Lives. 
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imitatio Christi garb and the Eastern foreigners by their headgear, mostly Mamluk 
turbans, and the contemporary, temporally disjunctive Venetian citizens and senators by 
their black and red robes to be sure, but more so by their disinterested countenance. They 
are not the eyewitnesses. They make contact with us, the intended eyewitnesses, 
verifying and affirming our belief in the depicted events.  
  Mansueti’s Healing of Anianus (fig. 2.18) depicts that first miraculous encounter 
between the evangelist and the shoemaker. A minor figure, Anianus only appears in 
Christian art in any significant way in Venice. A lame shoemaker healed by St. Mark and 
his first convert, Anianus, patron saint of cobblers can be found in a sculptural relief (fig. 
2.19) over the lintel of the shoemaker’s confraternity house, the Scuola dei Camerlenghi, 
a stone’s throw from Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari.  
 Mansueti places the event of the healing in a single architectural setting but the 
building is constructed of many components to show off his perspectival skills with the 
seven receding barrel vaults that splash laterally against the picture plane. Each segment 
is populated by a group of foreign turbaned men, with some veiled women standing in a 
balconette above the center, like women in Pagan’s woodcut at the Correr, observing, 
watching, but not a part of the action. Most figures are not concerned with the saint on 
the pavement below. St. Mark grasps lame Anianus’ hand – shoes and instruments lie 
scattered around the cobbler’s feet – and raises his right hand in a gesture of benediction 
witnessed by a small group of locals in Alexandria.97 Even though St. Mark wears his 
characteristic imitatio christi robes, the blue and red is repeated in so many of the 
foreigners’ sleeves and the red in their robes, he becomes a little lost in the taller crowd. 
Bellini will avoid this mistake in the Preaching in Alexandria. Still, Mansueti tries to 
focus the composition busy with a multiplicity of detail and incidental aspects.  
 Mansueti’s Baptism of Anianus (fig. 2.20) is a long thin canvas originally placed 
to the left of the Episodes of St. Mark between a window and the corner of the wall 
holding the St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria (fig. 2.21). It is similar is composition to 
his own Miraculous Healing of the Daughter of Benvegnudo of San Polo c. 1505 (fig. 
2.22) painted for the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista in composition. 
Working on an additive principle like the Healing of Anianus, it lodges the main event in 
a chaotic disorganized mess of bodies within a vertically oriented interior with gilding, 
and a highly patterned floor.  
 St. Mark wearing a light halo baptizes an emaciated, humble Anianus clad only in 
a red loincloth. Two turbaned men stand behind observing the baptism as part of a semi-
circle of observers while another man stands directly between the two holy figures’ legs. 
Contemporary Venetians in the foreground gaze out at the viewer, truncated at the knees 
by the edge of the canvas. A dog and a man in orange fill the rest of the foyer space. In 
this way Mansueti embeds the main event within activity, hustle and bustle, with figures 
smaller than the architecture they inhabit. Many of the figures watch St Mark baptize 
Anianus, his first convert, with interested curiosity. The humility Anianus displays 
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97 Jacobus de Voragine’s account of St. Mark healing Anianus is quite brief; Stringa’s is 
quite longer. Voragine, The Golden Legend, 59. Stringa’s is much longer. Stringa, Vita 
Di S. Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di Venetia...con Una Breve 
Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per Francesco Rampazetto, 15r-
15v.  
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coupled with his supplicant gesture and St. Mark’s outstretched hand mark the scene as 
one of amor proximi, and St. Mark’s healing as an act of caritas.  
 The Episodes from the Life of St. Mark (fig. 2.23) hung on the albergo wall facing 
campo SS Giovanni e Paolo between two windows. Mansueti has crowded three large 
buildings into the picture plane with still others visible in the background through the 
loggias. It is a multi-episodic work – one hesitates to call it continuous narrative – an 
unusual, but not unheard of approach. It conveniently compresses three events into one 
painting and provides enough to fit into a large painting without changing the dimensions 
of the human figures who remain consistent throughout the room, even in Paris Bordone 
and Palma Vecchio’s works from the 1530s which otherwise differ in background and 
tenor.  
 The paintings hum with the copious detail, busy city scenes, and the odd 
familiarity of what would be foreign.  Scenes set in an ostensible foreign Alexandria are 
blended with local Italianate arches and inlaid floors, and, of course, Venetians 
themselves. Sitting on a bench centrally in Mansueti’s Baptism of Anianus are two 
contemporary Venetian men, one in red senatorial garb, and the other in the black of the 
cittadino. The details no matter how numerous, incidental, or familiar cannot provide a 
truthful historical record in the mode of a chronicle. While the confraternity narrative 
paintings do employ some of the chronicle’s strategies to better establish reliability, their 
goals are quite different.  
 
 

The Failure of the Eyewitness  
 
 

 I will discuss Bordone and Palma’s forwarding-looking works of the 1530s in the 
next chapter, but first let us consider the retrograde stylings of Vittore Belliniano’s 1526 
Martyrdom of St. Mark (fig. 2.24). In this painting, the artist who had built his career on 
producing belliniesque works attempted to recreate art of the prior thirty years. However 
skillful the recreation, by the 1520s the style had become outmoded; the details betray an 
obsolescence. 
 So similar is Belliniano’s Martyrdom of St. Mark to paintings from the Bellini 
workshop that many have suggested the painting was begun by Gentile Bellini himself 
and only completed by Belliniano after Gentile’s death. In fact, the commission was 
originally Giovanni Bellini’s. Occupied with work at the Palazzo Ducale and finishing 
paintings left by the “defunto,” deceased, Alvise Vivarini, Giovanni was unable to finish 
the Martyrdom, which he may not even have begun when the subject of “un teller de tela 
con la historia de miser S. Marco che in Alessandria venne strassinato per terra da quelli 
mori infideli” was entrusted to Belliniano.98  
 In either case, the Martyrdom of St. Mark also participates in the characteristics of 
the eyewitness. The setting is the Venetianized orient, and we can see how Belliniano 
shares Mansueti’s love of copiousness. Like the horror vacui of the Basilica San Marco’s 
façade, the painting adopts an additive approach. Whereas Mansueti enumerates the 
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98 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Quadri, Elenchi d’Inventari. Quadri scelti. No. 4 as 
cited in Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco, 141.  
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architecture details, Belliniano elaborates the fabric of the sumptuous garments. St. 
Mark’s robes, previously plain matte blue and red, become an embroidered red chasuble 
with an embroidered blue cross over a simple white alb. The assassin who pulls on the 
rope at his feet sports stripes. Behind him men wear rich gilded midnight blue velvet. The 
regular surface pattern found in eyewitness painting becomes even more variegated in 
Belliniano’s handling to give the eye a choice of places to wander.  
 The doorway located in the middle of the painting separates the crowd onto either 
side of the opening. Belliniano unifies the fictive space as if the doorway did not exist 
with an even spatial recession; figures diminish in size equally on both sides of the 
doorway. Because the foreground canvas that would have occupied the doorway is 
missing, the veiled women and men on horseback travelling the road above the doorway 
are much smaller than the foregrounded figures on either side. While the painter spatially 
disregards the doorway, he acknowledged its lintel by using its straight horizontal form as 
a path for movement uniting the two halves of the painting. The solution surmounts the 
irregular canvas shape caused by the doorway by means of an elevated roadway that 
creates the momentariness sought by eyewitness painters to guarantee the veracity of the 
moment. The format of a painting bisected by a door would seem to call out for a 
continuous narrative, but its use in Mansueti’s Episodes of St. Mark was less than 
effective since it creates two centers of focus in a painting that does not want to center on 
a single point and artificially impose a focal point lest it detract from a sense of the 
momentary. Belliniano unifies the space across the doorway by directing many of those 
assembled to gaze across the doorway to the martyrdom happening on the right hand side. 
Even the figures in the balcony lean towards the right, peering, craning for a glimpse. 
One man’s red stockinged legs dangle over the side of the building as he rests on his 
elbow.   
 Ultimately Vittore’s moniker “Belliniano” refers to what he wished to create: the 
paintings of foreign history rendered Venetian in the mode of Bellini and the other 
“eyewitness” painters of his generation. But by 1526, the technique was faltering. 
References had changed. Economic upheaval and major naval loss at the Battle of 
Agnadello had left the maritime empire shaken and less confident in the easiness of the 
miraculous, the calm placidity of the understandable world portrayed in the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco’s large albergo painting, the Bellini St. Mark Preaching in 
Alexandria. Time had moved on. 
 
 

Bellini’s St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria 
 
  
The mode to which Belliniano aspired was the authoritative utilization of local 

knowledge and invocation of familiar foreign forms that Gentile Bellini employed to 
great effect in the St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria hung on the long wall of the albergo. 
One of the earlier examples in a long history of painter-diplomats, Gentile Bellini was a 
literal eyewitness to the East, the Other. The resultant painting, however, uses specificity 
in detail to create a believable narrative of a moment in sacred history, but deploys the 
simultaneous invocation of multiple times and places to create an image that spans past 
and present, foreign and local. 
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 Gentile Bellini initially offered to make a painting for the albergo in 1492 after 
construction had finished on the new meeting house and the ornate ceiling (fig. 2.25) had 
been finished. 99 Though his offer was not accepted then and appears to have been quietly 
shelved, in 1504 while serving in the banca, Gentile was able to leverage his leadership 
position into a contract on the first of May of that year and in 1504 he began work on the 
canvas covering the entirety of the eastern wall.100 A delivery date was not discussed in 
the notary records, but it was stipulated that the final cost was not to exceed 200 ducats. 
Gentile promised to donate any further costs he might incur to the scuola, but Gentile 
died that year before he was able to complete the painting. In his will be requested his 
brother Giovanni finish the canvas and by unanimous vote Giovanni was approved to 
finish the work.101  

In his contract Gentile promised “it will be of more perfection and goodness than 
that of the albergo of San Giovanni Evangelista that is above its door.”102 In other words, 
Gentile Bellini’s promised painting St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria would outshine at 
his own confraternity his masterpiece created in the last decade of the fifteenth century 
for the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista, the triumphant Procession in Piazza 
San Marco. The language echoes Gentile’s earlier contract with the Scuola Grande di San 
Giovanni Evangelista that promised to exceed his father Jacopo’s work, but now he 
himself has become the master to surpass. He hews the line between parity and the need 
to best the other confraternities. 

The painting, St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria, aims for the epic. The scope of 
the painting covers an entire piazza. A grand mosque faces the viewer across a large 
piazza flanked by buildings. Beside the mosque, minarets, an obelisk, and a column rise 
above the city’s rooftops. A giraffe strolls across the piazza. Camels rest in small areas of 
shade on the sides of the piazza. Turbans, fezs, veiled women form the crowd in front of 
St. Mark and they defined more by the specificity of their attire than their bodies or 
faces.103 Various men in headgear rivaling the specificity of Cesare Vecellio’s costume 
book occupy the piazza. As in the precedent set in the Basilica San Marco mosaics, St. 
Mark appears bearded, in the generic biblical robes, and makes a gesture of oratory while 
carrying text. St. Mark, his hand lifted in a classical gesture of oratory, preaches on a dais 
resembling nothing so much as a Venetian banda style bridge and holds forth to an 
assembled crowd of veiled women and attentive men in the foreground. A group of 
Venetian men lined in neat rows, wearing senatorial and civic costume, flank him 
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supportively from behind. The episode is described through enumeration, accumulation 
and detail.  

As an artist who had worked as a special delegate of the doge to the Sultan 
Mehmet II in Constantinople, Gentile Bellini could lay especial claim to authority of the 
Orient as a literal eyewitness to the foreign.104 His travels, though, were not particularly 
unusual among Venetians merchants and government diplomats who frequently travelled 
to Egypt and elsewhere with the somewhat peculiar habit of recording what they saw in 
great detail. The chronicle in Venice was a rather populist form, not only the province of 
learned clergy, and persisted as a written form far into the sixteenth century. Personal 
works such as the diaries of Marin Sanudo blend the perspective of a single 
author/witness with a purported ability to account for the totality of events. Observant 
with a pretense of disinterested objectivity, the notebooks record details in great 
specificity rather than outlines.105  

Perhaps a merchant culture was in particular need of being able to trust the 
accounts of others. In any case, the assumption that a guaranteed truth could be 
established by a plethora of detail, mostly banal, carried over into the painting tradition. 
The terms of truth are never simple, though. In my opinion the truth that the paintings 
depicted is no mere literal recording of a historical event or observed event the way 
merchants wrote chronicles and letters home. The extraordinary level of detail in St. 
Mark Preaching in Alexandria, the patterned tile on the risers of St. Mark’s dais, 
guarantee and even legitimate that the scene can be relied upon as vera historia.106 That 
truth, characteristic of the religious thinking that blended Old Testament stories into 
parallel myths or harbingers of New Testament events, settled not into one narrow 
moment.  
 For all of the ‘authentic’ Alexandrian elements of the East, St. Mark of the first-
century stands backed by four rows of contemporary fifteenth-century Venetians dressed 
in either black cittadino robes or red senatorial ones. The temporal disjunction is joined 
by a spatial one. Many scholars have noted that the strangely shaped mosque can be 
superimposed on Bellini’s own rendition of the Basilica San Marco in his Procession in 
Piazza San Marco, the very painting he promised to surpass, and nearly match it. The 
form upon which eastern details rest is that of the Basilica San Marco. St. Mark’s dais, 
stepped, curved, bridged, more closely resembles one of the innumerable bande style 
bridges connecting the 118 discrete islands that make up what we know as the city center 
of Venice. However the details we have in St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria are thus 
highly suspicious by twenty-first century standards of authenticity. 
 This mosque for example bears no relation to any mosque known to have existed 
in Alexandria. In fact, its tripartite façade topped with Byzantine domes resembles more 
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the Basilica San Marco (fig. 2.26) itself, the resting place of St. Mark’s relics once stolen 
from Alexandria and translated to Venice. The regular inclusion of contemporaneous 
Venetian figures and topographical features in foreign historical scenes has led me to 
consider what happens beyond the preliminary guarantees of authenticity created by the 
eyewitness mode. Repeatedly confraternity narrative paintings in Venice combine the 
local and the foreign, not just in disparate elements but together, occupying the same 
spatial realm.  
 Bellini assembles a collection of Alexandrian elements to signal the city rather 
than describe it for a topography book. He planted ‘Pompey’s Pillar,’ the misnamed Pillar 
of Diocletian, a column topped by a Corinthian capital with a round casket said to be 
Pompey’s atop to the right of the mosque. The pillar’s height and placement at the 
highest point of the city meant Venetian visitors to the city saw it at the first and last 
moments of their voyages.107 ‘Cleopatra’s Needle,’ the obelisk the ancient Romans had 
moved to Alexandria, stands to the left. Bellini accumulates elements of Alexandria with 
general Eastern motifs to assure the witness-viewer that the scene has been observed.  
  Even while he preaches in Alexandria, St. Mark’s destiny is to rest in Venice. 
Venice plays the key term in this exchange. The praedestinatio origin myth of ‘pax tibi 
marce evangelista meus’ decrees Venice a holy site prior even to St. Mark’s martyrdom. 
Here in Alexandria as he preaches between obelisk and pillar, Venice hovers as a 
transparent ghost over the proceedings. The forms of Basilica San Marco faintly shimmer 
behind the mosque’s façade and the Venetian attendants bear witness to their own 
foundational history as it occurs. The viewer hesitates between the cities. There is a 
strange familiarity to the piazza, but not an uncanny one. The viewer cannot positively 
identify the space as a specific Alexandrian, one that merely resembles Piazza San Marco, 
anymore than the piazza can be the one in Venice named for the saint preaching in the 
painting. The future miracle of the translation of St. Mark’s relics is implicitly guaranteed 
in the visual ambiguity between the two cities, two locations established not by 
movement, not by Albertian significant bodies, but through the accumulation of visual 
details and particular identifiable forms.  
 As mentioned above, the first-century St. Mark and his listeners occupy the same 
piazza as a number of contemporary Venetians. Their temporal disjunction from the 
historical events portrayed would make the confratelli odd, even untrustworthy 
eyewitnesses according to the mode of the chronicle. We cannot understand them as 
reporters, authenticators of the veracity of the scene as it historically unfolded.  
 Many narrative paintings in Venice ostensibly treat historical subjects but 
contemporary Venetian figures appear throughout the work of many different artists. 
They stand in Carpaccio’s Lecture of Santo Stefano, populate Mansueti’s work in the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco albergo paintings, and perhaps more understandably appear 
as protagonists in the Scuola Grande di San Giovanni Evangelista Relic of the True Cross 
cycle. Yet even scenes of recent history, like the Miracle of the Relic of the True Cross 
on San Lorenzo Bridge (fig. 2.27) in which we see the Guardian Grande of the scuola, 
Andrea Vendramin, swim in a canal of Venice, Queen Caterina Cornaro, Venetian 
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patrician and political fob, watches from the quai. She was not yet born at the time of the 
events portrayed.   
 Like the piazza in the Bellini’s Preaching in Alexandria, the fifteenth-century 
narrative paintings refuse to occupy any one zone. They combine, they blur, they create a 
unity in which disparate parts can coexist in an uncertain modality. In this way they 
recreate the same anachronic experience of time that occurs during a ritual. "If familiar to 
the viewer, any ritual action transcends the particular occasion, for it recalls like actions 
of the past, present and future."108 Ritual actions are cyclical by nature and create a 
connection to the past and the future through inhabitation of the ritual form in the present 
– by which one can also inhabit the past and future as well.  
 The Preaching in Alexandria exploits the uncertainty of the spatial realm and also 
the temporal. Fantastically, St. Mark who lived in the first century preaches not only to 
Alexandrians, but also to citizens of a city that would not exist in his lifetime. Rather than 
labeling either the first-century figures of the fifteenth-century figures anachronistic, we 
can understand them as anachronic.  
 No doubt paintings of the Scuola Grande di San Marco participate in this conceit, 
reaching anachronically towards multiple moments in time, allowing a layering effect of 
both time and place polytopically. Bellini’s St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria straddles 
Venice and Alexandria, first century and sixteenth. The anachronic aspect goes beyond 
the visual/artistic depiction. The remarkable quality of the St. Mark legend in Venice is 
that it too has been made anachronic – and made so out of necessity. St. Mark’s passio 
cannot be confined to its time and place of actual occurrence in first-century Alexandria. 
To serve as the founding legend of a seafaring city across the Mediterranean, the story 
itself had to become multi-locational. We can consider, then, the anachronic and 
polytopic defining features of venezianità and critical to the successful confraternity 
narrative painting. 

 
 

The Fantastic 
 
 

 What we have in this “eyewitness” narrative painting is a truthful historical 
document, but not in the mode of a chronicle that records events as witnessed by the 
author. Neither definitively Alexandria nor Venice, neither first-century or sixteenth, the 
Preaching in Alexandria occupies an undefined zone, what we can call the fantastic.109 I 
propose an additional term to lay out yet another aspect of the Venetian painting tradition 
not covered by “polytopic” and “anachronic.” The extraordinary quality of the quotidian 
and vice versa characterized Venetian understanding of the myth of Venice and colored 
local identity. Renditions of miracles related the exceptional through local experiential 
knowledge. Therefore, the narrative paintings of miracles could not definitively occupy 
the marvelous, a realm of certain supernatural occurrences, nor the uncanny, ordinary 
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moments that only at first seem to be unusual. When a narrative is neither marvelous nor 
uncanny, the viewer hesitates and that indeterminate pause is called the fantastic.110 
 The painting exploits the hesitation and demands that the moment of uncertainty, 
the fantastic, endures indefinitely. A painting allows for more prolonged ambiguity than 
literature, which Todorov claims eventually must decide if the fantastic events described 
are uncanny, explicable, or marvelous, in fact supernatural. The fantastic is the duration 
of the hesitation between the uncanny and the marvelous. The modern skeptic may wish 
to relegate flying saints and miraculous healings to the realm of the supernatural, but 
without ascribing religious belief to people of the fifteenth century, I would say that the 
myth of Venice as it functioned during the Early Modern period required that the life and 
miracles of St. Mark be natural. 
 The fantastic is used to render the foreign local, to possess that which was 
originally other and allow, in fact, ownership of both spatial realms by choosing neither. 
As figures originating in different historical moments, occupy the same temporal realm 
pictorially, the realm itself, a polytopos, is occupied by more than one location. Truth can 
be found in location rather than in action, in multiplicity rather than singularity. The 
possession of St. Mark’s relics makes the foreign saint local, Venetian. The mingling of 
the present day in the local city with the foreign historic past abroad creates an ownership 
of the myth, otherwise impossible. 
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Chapter Three: S. Marco, che vola per aria 
 

Qui sono quattro gran quadri, che veramente si possono dire quattro meraviglie, in 
particolare quel che è in testa di detta Scuola con S. Marco, che vola per aria, tutti quattro 
rappresentano miracoli del sudetto Santo, opere del furiosissimo Tintoretto. 
      - Giacomo Barri, Viaggio Pittoresco111  
 
 In 1548 Tintoretto produced the Miracle of the Slave (fig. 6) that shocked its 
viewers at the Scuola Grande di San Marco with its explicitly supernatural miracle and 
Tuscan approach to narrative.  The artist’s desire to attract critical attention resulted in a 
painting widely divergent from the established mode. Rejected at first but ultimately 
accepted by the confratelli, the painting’s tumultuous reception points to a deep 
ambivalence as to how miracles were to be defined. 
 Tintoretto was not the first artist to attempt pictorial modernization at the scuola. 
After Belliniano’s Martyrdom of St. Mark (fig. 2.24) was placed over the albergo 
doorway, Jacopo Palma il Vecchio and Paris Bordone produced the Storm at Sea (fig. 4) 
and Donation of the Ring (fig. 5) in the 1530s completing the albergo decorations. As 
they began to decorate the sala capitolare, the confraternity continued the theme of 
Marcian hagiography and miracles. Hung between two windows on the short wall facing 
the campo, Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave (1548) was the first painting for the larger 
meeting room and Tintoretto’s first at the scuola.   
 St. Mark hovers above the tortured slave in a semi-outdoor courtyard space 
populated with a large, moving crowd. Feet over head, the upturned saint rushes to the 
rescue. More so than any of the previous paintings, the miraculous, disruptive nature of 
the event is plainly evident. For the first time at the Scuola Grande di San Marco, St. 
Mark flies. From 1548 to 1568 Tintoretto produced a total of four large narrative 
paintings for sala capitolare that “si possono dire quattro meraviglie,” “that could be 
called four marvels,” according to Giacomo Barri, writer of the art guidebook Viaggio 
Pittoresco (1671). The slippage between “meraviglia” and “miracolo” cannot failure to 
occur to the reader. Wonders indeed, the paintings introduce a radical new conception of 
the miraculous by presenting the miracles of St. Mark as active interventions into the 
quotidian.  
 The painting’s unified, active scene differentiates it from the fifteenth-century 
albergo paintings and Belliniano’s late 1526 Martyrdom. Tintoretto’s Miracle of the 
Slave resembles more the modernizing Storm at Sea begun by Palma il Vecchio and 
completed by Paris Bordone after Palma’s death in 1528 and Donation of the Ring by 
Paris Bordone. Both paintings, vertical rather than horizontal, clarified narrative by 
reducing extraneous figures and background. All three attempt to update the staid rigidity 
of the previous paintings of Bellini’s generation to find a convincing mode of 
representation, a more contemporary idiom, for the sixteenth-century viewer. Bordone, 
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Palma, and Tintoretto no longer hid the significant in a screen of perfectly even 
brushstrokes. Bordone and Palma’s paintings employ a modernity that respects the 
anachronic and polytopic strategies of the previous generation, while Tintoretto’s 
inverted St. Mark “che vola per aria” surpasses previous miracle narratives in its sheer 
audacity forswearing its predecessors in the Venetian painting tradition. 
 
 

  Bordone & Palma in the Albergo: Local Modernity (1530s) 
 
 

 Spatially the Bordone and Palma’s paintings complete the albergo cycle, but they 
also narratologically push the notion of a miracle outside the realm of quotidian life into a 
significant and notable moment. The paintings can be read as a single moment in a 
narrative but they retain the anachronic possibilities that allow a Venetian narrative 
painting to embed itself in the ritual life and performance of its viewers. The paintings 
impart a Florentine perspective and Albertian istoria through Venetian idiom and thus 
retain their local efficacy. 
 To make a painting look cutting edge became a commodity in and of itself. By 
1526, Belliniano’s Martyrdom of St. Mark looked tired; the enumerated details 
succumbed to the passage of time and changes in narrative paintings. They narrate less 
than they recall Bellini’s generation. The stylistic mode could not help but refer to its 
own moment of origin, its period style. To avoid the use of classicizing forms or 
Florentine pictorial development, however, was to relegate the works to a retrograde and 
anachronistic mode, one that increasingly wore its year of origin on its sleeve. Florentine 
one point perspective and the use of archaeological findings signaled a new freshness to 
art, a new kind of value in art beyond that of material or skill. Belliniano’s preservation 
of an outdated mode added a gloss commenting on the history of painting that distracted 
from the narrative goals of the painting itself. Once a style is recognizable as such it 
becomes a subject in its own right. 
 Modernization was required if confraternity narrative paintings were to 
successfully negotiate the sort of temporal, anachronic and polytopic arrangement they 
previously had done. However, a painting that failed to fix classical forms within certain 
structures of meaning risked an insufficiency of venezianità bordering on the anti-
patriotic. Classical forms by their very nature stretched towards the mythical past of 
political glory and towards the present. However, it was a dangerous strategy that could 
backfire in politically delicate spaces like the interior of the Scuola Grande di San Marco. 
To hang such an unusual painting like Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave designed, clearly, 
to be avant garde, to push the envelope, to bring Michelangelo into Venice, into the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco and into the heart of St. Mark civic identity was to risk 
subsuming the local within foreign idioms. Once more we see an organization conflicted 
in its artistic statements, a tension which recalls the façade’s mediation of modernity and 
traditional Venetian forms. 
 Reception for Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave in 1548 was quite a bit bumpier 
than that for Palma and Bordone’s Storm at Sea and Donation of the Ring. The earlier 
two paintings had been accepted uncontroversially even though all three paintings 
attempted modernization of an established art form for a conservative patron. Despite 
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their deviations, the Storm at Sea and Donation of the Ring do not stand out as radically 
dissimilar than the other albergo paintings because they are not. The difference lies in 
semantic import rather than visual style. 
 Palma and Bordone’s solution updates confraternity narrative painting stylistically 
without forgoing or changing the Venetian values of anachronically invoking ritual time 
and polytopically conjuring an eternal Venice. Phenomenologically, the paintings call to 
the experience of sea and walking through Piazza San Marco to include the viewer in 
Venetian foundational history. Like St. Mark whose foreignness had to be naturalized 
with Venetian stories at sea, the modern pictorial strategies imported from Rome and 
Florence required a thorough translation through venezianità in order to incorporate 
themselves within the utterly Venetian space of the Scuola Grande di San Marco.  
 The Storm at Sea and Donation of the Ring sought to correct some of the 
weaknesses in Belliniano’s Martyrdom of St. Mark. The painting loses the saint amid 
dissembling chaos that obscures the narrative. Belliniano merely mashed contemporary 
Venetians together with foreign peoples rather than creating the disjunction of time and 
space that creates the unsettling effect of the fantastic, that time of doubt. The linearly 
incompatible temporal zones present the viewer with a conundrum: is the image 
marvelous, truly bending the laws of human space and time, or uncanny, merely giving 
the impression of an unsettling vague familiarity? To sustain the viewer’s indecision 
between these two modes is the fantastic, the traditional scuole narrative strategy. 
Venetian confraternity narrative paintings were expected to be fantastic; it was the way in 
which they guaranteed the special, miraculous quality of everyday Venice. To depict the 
miraculous in a contemporary mode while still invoking a timeless Venice would be their 
task.  
 The Storm at Sea begun by Jacopo Palma, a member of the scuola, and completed 
by Paris Bordone treats one of many ‘rescues from sea storm’ stories of which the 
Venetians were so fond. 112 The theme of civic salvation obscured the saint’s actions and 
other aspects of the narrative; Boschini describes the painting as “liberar la fatta di 
Venetia dalli demonij.” Time and time again we find liberations on or from water in 
Venetian pictorial imagery. The Scuola Grande di San Marco had already commissioned 
a Drowning of Pharoah and his Army from Gentile Bellini in 1466 that had burnt in the 
Good Friday 1485 fire.113 The Ducal Palace had the Pala Feriale, the ceremonial cover to 
the Pala d’Oro, the golden jeweled enameled altarpiece atop the high altar at Basilica San 
Marco contains a couple of water scenes painted by Paolo Veneziano. No one has ever 
thought the Venetian obsession with water and its dangers unfounded; the water themed 
narratives were simply yet another way in which Venetians surrounded themselves with 
familiar and local idioms.  
 The legend belongs to the group of myths in which St. Mark reiterates his special 
protection of Venice. This story takes place within the Venetian lagoon. The night of 
February 25, 1341, when returning to land from a storm an old fisherman was approached 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
112 The attribution of the painting has been further complicated by multiple additions to 
the painting. Giovanna Nepi Sciré et al., Accademia Galleries in Venice (Milano: Electa, 
1998), 238-239.  
113 David Rosand, Myths of Venice: The Figuration of a State (Chapel Hill: University of 
North Carolina Press, 2001), 81.  
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by a stranger coming from the direction of Basilica San Marco came towards him and 
demanded to be rowed across the bacino, which Venetians know to be some of the 
choppiest water in the entire lagoon. Once they arrived at the island of San Giorgio 
Maggiore, they were joined by a second stranger who insisted on being ferried to San 
Nicolò al Lido, still in the middle of a storm, an idiocy apparent to anyone who has ever 
boated. At the Lido they were joined by a third unknown man. Together the three at last 
revealed themselves to be St. Mark, St. George, and St. Nicholas, and jointly commanded 
the old barcaruolo to take them out even further, to the sea. To the fisherman’s great 
surprise, out in the mare they encountered a boat full of demons causing a storm that 
threatened Venice. St. Mark’s prayers and sign of the cross caused the demons’ boat to 
sink, thus saving Venice once again and proving St. Mark’s especial protection of the 
city.114 The fisherman deposited each saint back to their church/islands, retracing his 
journey back to San Nicolò al Lido, San Giorgio Maggiore, and finally Piazza San Marco 
where St. Mark handed him a gold ring upon disembarking and told him to give it to the 
doge.  
 Boschini’s pictorial guidebook leads the reader walking through the albergo: 
“Entrando nell'albergo, à mano sinistra vi si vede un temporale… Segue di Paris Bordone 
il bellissimo quadro…,” ‘entering the albergo, on the left hand side, one sees a storm [the 
Storm at Sea], followed by a most beautiful painting by Paris Bordone [Donation of the 
Ring].’115 The Storm at Sea’s darkened sky meets into vertical waves in the center of the 
canvas where the nude bodies of ‘demoniij infernali’ swarm a large boat tilted off its axis 
in the unstable sea. The vessel occupies the center of the composition while a second 
smaller rowboat manned by four demons crowds the foreground closer to the viewer (fig. 
3.2) – or rather the viewer’s head, for the painting was hung with the bottom edge slightly 
below eye level.  
 The Storm at Sea has an immediately comprehensible ostensible subject: a storm 
at sea. However, other semantic aspects of the painting require a viewer educated in 
Venetian stories and Venetian modes of viewing. Once found by the viewer with 
knowledge of the story, St. Mark can be seen lifting his hand in Christian benediction 
towards the left side of the canvas where calm skies appear over a castle citadel 
reminiscent of those in the Veneto, like Castelfranco. Blue mountains appear in the calm 
between citadel and boat like the Dolomites can be seen across the water from the city of 
Venice on clear days. The painting requires prior knowledge of St. Mark’s hagiography 
and particularly of his history in Venice to connect experientially to the viewer.  
 Demonic bodies in the foreground rowboat and saintly ones in the fisherman’s 
small vessel move backwards and forwards carrying the legend through movement. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
114 Ibid., 80. 
115 “Entrando nell'albergo, à mano sinistra vi si vede un temporale, che segui per opera 
diabolica al Lito, quando per miracolo di San Marco fù disafatto; opera belissima di 
Giorgione. Segue di Paris Bordone il bellissimo quadro, & evvi figurata l'historia del 
Vecchio Barcaruolo, quando portò nei Collegio al Serenissimo Principe l'Anello datogli 
da S. Marco.” Marco Boschini, Le ricche minere della pittura veneziana; seconda 
impressione con nove aggiunte. Compendiosa informazione di Marco Boschini, non solo 
delle pitture publiche di VENEZIA: ma dell’Isole ancora circonvincine (Venezia: 
Francesco Nicolini, 1674), 70.  
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Bordone’s canvas rouses far more than the group lineups of staid standing figures we see 
in the older paintings. Christ’s appearance to St. Mark in prison in Mansueti’s Episodes 
of the Life of St. Mark is drained of any sense of chaos. The two stand quietly next to 
each other with heads gently inclined. No movement or material change accompanies the 
apparition of Christ. Conversely, the Storm at Sea tips all the figures. No one aligns 
vertically or horizontally with the canvas. The sea crests, the boats buck, the bodies strain 
against the forces that would throw them into the water, reenacting an experience familiar 
to Venetians who travel by boat. The phenomenological experience of Venice activates 
awareness of spatial orientation and its lack of fixity.116 Venice is present as an 
experience rather than an amalgam made of small visual elements like bridges or inlaid 
stone. 
 Palma and Bordone’s Storm at Sea reinvents the language of the miracle. Paolo 
Veneziano’s Storm at Sea on the Pala Feriale (1345) Basilica San Marco altar cover 
features a proportionally larger St. Mark hand outstretched across an essentially placid 
sea (fig. 3.3). The sea in Palma and Bordone’s Storm at Sea roils, tipping boats and 
toppling bodies. Like a communal ex-voto, the Pala Feriale panels shows gratitude for 
saintly salvation. The storms vary in strength. The danger of a truly terrifying storm in 
Palma and Bordone’s threatens the city whereas St. Mark in Veneziano’s Pala Feriale 
panel calms what was already calm. The fourteenth-century assumption is that the city is 
already stable, the sixteenth requires saintly intervention for stability. 
 Bordone retains a Venetian sense of embedded in the miracle into the experience 
of lived Venice while pushing the miracle into a space that includes action and disruption. 
The Storm at Sea, like its fifteenth-century predecessors, embeds the heroic protagonist 
figures and their miraculous actions within a larger Venetianizing milieu. Here amidst a 
choppy sea, a small boat of three clothed saints ferried by an old fisherman. However, the 
detail Bordone provides in the Storm at Sea does not extend to material specificity. 
Objects have only a general texture and neither are they particularly numerous. Instead, 
the overwhelming plethora here is composed of action, movement, and a general disorder. 
The important characteristic of a Venetian miracle, that venezianità quality, appears to be 
the embedding of the notable event within a larger civic context – the ritual. Every year 
on the Feast day of the Ascension, Venetians row into the bacino, the area in front of 
Piazza San Marco where Grand Canal, Giudecca Canal, and lagoon meet, to watch the 
doge ‘marry’ the sea by dropping a gold ring into the water.  
 The painting registers the slow creep of central Italian pictorial developments into 
the lagoon. Boschini draws attention to the architecture as ‘excellent and rare’:  
 
 Dove se vede in forme degne, e pure 
 Le più ecelente, e rare Architeture, 
 Che fusse mai da chi se sia formà.117 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
116 “Travel by boat reawakens awareness of balance that on terra firma is readily taken for 
granted (here is one source of those figures by Tintoretto that wheel and tip in balletic 
postures.” Hills speaks to Tintoretto’s work here, but the argument applies to much of 
Venetian painting. Paul Hills, Venetian Colour: Marble, Mosaic, Painting and Glass, 
1250-1550 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1999). 
117 E che per premio el dona a quel Vechieto, 
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A diagonal sequence of figures creates a line across the very deep perspectival space. The 
genuflecting statesman introduces the senator who presents the fisherman to the doge at 
the top of the staircase. Reminiscent of a Serlian theatrical set quite similar to the trompe 
l’oeil deep spaces of the Teatro Olimpico located in nearby Vicenza, the paved piazza, 
which in Venice always recalled the one paved space in the city, the Piazza San Marco, 
stretches through at least one peristyle court, towards a staircase and second building with 
water just visible to the left through the thick columns. The pavement in red and white 
stone invokes the Palazzo Ducale coloristically and in rectangular pattern the pavement 
of the Piazza San Marco. The open arches, the colonnade of the indicated Palazzo Ducale, 
notably not the exact building on the Piazetta, consciously invoke through recollection of 
the actual buildings, a dream-like Venice. To create a specific Venice subjects the scene 
to time and obsolescence.  Instead, the Donation of the Ring appeals to the idea of Venice, 
not a temporally bound specific iteration on a Piazza where renovations had begun, but 
had not yet been completed when Palma and Bordone were painting.  
 Bordone plays the same game anachronically that he does polytopically with the 
Ducal Palace and piazza. The Doge on the throne is not Bartolomeo Gradenigo, doge in 
1341, but rather a portrait of the reigning Doge Andrea Gritti who was at that very time 
employing Jacopo Sansovino to create a Piazza San Marco of rounded arches and 
engaged columns. 118 The fisherman is presented to the doge by a senator in lush red 
velvet robes who assists the humble man by lifting his wrist and removing his hat in the 
august presence of the cornaro-topped official. Lower on the steps, the senator behind the 
fisherman echoes his pose (fig. 3.4). The everyday experience binds the viewer to their 
civic history. The young popolano boy lounging by a docked boat at the quay steps is a 
scene familiar all over Venice. Compositionally the popolani are connected by the 
oligarchic class, the Senate, to the doge who relies upon the popolano fisherman to bring 
him the gold ring of St. Mark.  
 The Donation of the Ring by Paris Bordone completed in 1535 occupies its own 
canvas, continuing a Venetian tradition of narrativizing and visualizing ambassadorial 
and ceremonial interactions.119 The fisherman slightly genuflects as he presents St. 
Mark’s gold ring to the doge. Without prior knowledge of the story, the painting would 
be inaccessible. Palma does use bodies to advance the rather thin narrative, but these 
bodies signal a relationship and are descriptive terms of things in Venice. Their costumes 
and setting create Venice and the interaction more than gesture or action. It is a relational 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Che l'haveva vogà là verso el Mar, 
 uel'anel precioso, che bear 
 Ghe [sic] puol seguramente el cuor in peto. 
Serenissima pompa, e maestà; 
 Dove se vede in forme degne, e pure 
 Le più ecelente, e rare Architeture, 
 Che fusse mai da chi se sia formà. 
Marco Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo (Venezia: Per li Baba, 1690), 
254.  
118 Andrea Da Mosto, I dogi di Venezia (Firenze: Giunti, 2003), 110-112.  
119 Nearly all of Carpaccio’s St. Ursula cycle is composed of such scenes. 
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painting of the city to the people of Venice more so than a narrative painting. Bordone 
represents each estate moving in conjunction because of the miracle St. Mark enacted in 
the piazza named for him. Popolani, cittadini, nobili, and doge comprise a serene city of 
marble archways. All elements of the Venice are accounted for; even the lunettes above 
the doge are the gold mosaic of Basilica San Marco. The habitude of looking at 
environments for authenticity and caring far more about place than person inhabiting 
place perhaps can explain the uneasy reaction the Scuola Grande di San Marco had to 
Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave in 1548. 
 Edward Muir among others has read the story of the storm as an “obvious 
allegory” as protection of the city by its select saints (St. Mark, St. George, and St. 
Nicholas, known for his protection of sailors), of course, but also the “ecclesiastical 
prerogatives of Mark,” “descending authority.”120 Muir calls the presentation of a newly 
elected doge to the people for their approval a fictive pantomime of consensual rule. He 
calls it “contradictory”, but I would argue the blending of classes is completely Venetian: 
St. Mark, protector of the city, referred to as “nostro protettor” in the Scuola Grande di 
San Marco archives, interacts directly with the people, who in turn hand over the saint’s 
sign of favor to the governmental figurehead. Non-governmental Venetians are an 
integral part of the miracle, actors, just as they are in the state spectacle.  They form the 
watery procession and witness the commemorative Festa della Sensa. In the painting, the 
popolano participates in the miracle and the doge who accepts the symbol, the ring, of its 
legitimation. The painting itself, however, attests to the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s 
role in maintaining the hierarchy and legitimacy of the dogal system for it was 
commissioned by those who had no pathway to a government position. 

 
 

The Commission of Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave 
 
 

 The circumstances of the Miracle of the Slave’s commission were as unusual as 
the painting.121 In 1542 the albergo boasted paintings torno a torno, but the sala 
capitolare, used by the majority of the brotherhood, remained undressed. Because the 
departing Guardian Grande, Bonifatio Solian loaned a painting that had initially been 
decoration for the Festival of St. Mark the year prior to be used as a provisional altar in 
the sala grande on the sixteenth of April in 1542, we can infer that the room must have 
been sparsely decorated indeed for festival decoration to serve as an altarpiece.122 In his 
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120 Edward Muir, Civic Ritual in Renaissance Venice (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton 
University Press, 1986), 88-89.  
121 Apart from Paoletti’s initial archival overview of all the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s 
decorations, the Miracle of the Slave has received surprisingly little attention. Roland 
Krischel’s subsequently published dissertation is an exception. His account of the 
commission, however, lacks citations for some of its claims. Roland Krischel, “Jacopo 
Tintorettos ‘Sklavenwunder’” (Scaneg, 1991). 
122 a di 16. ditto [1542 a di xi april written above] 
Se fa nota come Il m.co [magnifico] M bonifatio solian v. g.do [vardian grande] et sui 
com.i dalla bancha. Laßano nella scuola per impustido fino a suo beneplavio de loro, lo 
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dissertation, Roland Krischel believes the shame of festival decoration serving as an 
altarpiece acted as the catalyst for the pictorial cycle that approved by the banca on the 
30th of November, 1542. The scuola articulated their embarrassment at their failure to 
maintain parity with the other scuole in 1548 complaining that their cross is in “gra’[nde] 
bisogno de reparatione” and “similiter” the confraternities of S. Vio, Santa Margarita, and 
S. Pietro have already renovated their meetings houses “per amor de Dio.”123  
 The notary records from the outset speak to a concern about subject matter. 
Guardian Grande Stefano Bontempo insisted that at the outside “prinzipio alla pitura 
della salla nostra…” that they should “depenza le istorie del protettor nostro.”124 
Although the albergo was already entirely dedicated to the stories of St Mark, extension 
was of great enough importance to Guardian Grande Bontempo that is be especially 
mentioned in the notary record.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Telleri depento co[n] la figura de M S. Marco, et sue prospettive, posto davanti lo altar 
grande della scuola, per oseregllo sta fatto el pagato de sue borse di loro al tempo dela 
sua fista de m S. Marco che so adi xxv. april 1541. Loqual teller tia a beneglacio del ditto 
m.co guardian et compagni, segondo de' sue ratti delle spese per loro pagade farni la sua 
volunta in ogni caso, si guarda a loro pangßi del Tuorla via come in caso che alcuno altro 
della scuola lo voleße rimoner per haver loro desiderio del stia in la scuola per sua 
devotion// 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.19, 76v. 
123 Adi dittj [luio 1548] 
Ritrova'dosi le case nostre da sta crose in gra'[nde] bisogno de reparatione: Et similiter le 
case da S. Vio, et la casa e ver case da Sta Margarita et a S. Pietro da Castello quale se 
han[n]o datte et dan[n]o per amor de Dio. Il che sel non si provede in reparara et reconzar 
dittj case, in paco spatio di tempo quelle rinimera con dan[n]o et spesa grandissima dilla 
scuola nostra Perbo. 
L'andera parte che mette Il sopa.spto sp vardian che co[n] sintevento et opinion del suo 
spetabel avichario el possi essi istabili reparara et conzar co[n] quel pui sparagno che 
meglio il potra per beneffitio della scuola nostra: 12 reconzar el pozzo della case da sta 
crose qual è modo mal condicionato 
Della parte n.o 20 
dal non no 9 
presa 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco, Reg. 20, 68r 
124 Landera partte che mette Il mag.co messer steffono bonttempo vardian gra[n]do et 
pro.tor [procurator] sopra la fabricha che cu el nome del spiritto santto se dngi [d'ogni] 
prinzipio alla pitura della salla nostra fabedo ala protte in piui telleri 9 quello fardene che 
da per sone parite sara consellgitta instodo depeneza le istorie del prottetor nostro messer 
s. marco et allttre cosse che sara convenie[n]tte al lorho quelle pture [piture] siamo datte 
asar a quelli et 9 li medi et patti et 9 di zio che pevera guardian gra[n]do pette et quelli 
che se troaro pro tempora in siemo 9 li per i sop. la fabricha della schuolla nostra et sia 
spexo delli danari gia deputtadi alla fabricha della pittura quelle obligasse habia 
argotriniar  fino alla profegio della opera si della pittura della salla come per cossa dita 
isimo obligatti alla et.v nossa fabricha della scholla nostra.  
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.19, 30 Nov. 79 
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 Tintoretto may have received the commission for the Miracle of the Slave at any 
point between 1542 and 1547. The importance of continuing the Marcian cycle from the 
Martyrdom over the doorway into the sala capitolare suggests the Miracle of the Slave, 
St. Mark’s first posthumous miracle, as the natural subsequent commission. Roland 
Krischel believes that the banca intended to commission paintings chronologically in 
sequence to the posthumous stories.125 Roland Krischel suggests that Andrea Calmo 
alerted Tintoretto to the decorative project in 1542 at which point Tintoretto pledged a 
free painting in the expectation of future work. Krischel proposes a small modello (fig. 
3.5) of the subject found in the Brussels Musées Royaux de Bruxelles to be that 
painting.126 A 1542 document mentions some paintings with the figure of St. Mark “et sue 
prospettive;” but it is uncertain what these could be.127 I know of no document that 
suggests Tintoretto was offered a commission or pledged a painting in 1542. We do know 
that the painting was not made by October 1544 when Zuan Modenin was ordered to fill 
the empty spaces between paintings with lions in stucco, which would indicate 
Tintoretto’s finished product dates from after Episcopi’s election. 128 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
125 He proposes that the a modello found in the Musées Royaux de Bruxelles 
which shares a wide rectangular format with the subsequent Miracle of the Slave was in 
fact made for the same wall between the two windows in 1542. This hypothesis however 
ignores the posthumous subject matter of the Storm at Sea and Donation of the Ring in 
the albergo both prior to the early 1542 date Krischel suggests. Moreover, St. Mark’s 
first posthumous miracle was the storm occurring immediately after St. Mark’s death to 
prevent the infidel from cremating the body thus allowing the Christians to carry it to 
safety. This is Mark’s first posthumous miracle even in pictorial guidebooks. “Il Signore 
libera miracolosamente il Corpo di S. Marco dall'incendio, che preparato gli era, per 
abbruciarlo. Cap. XI.” Boschini, Le ricche minere della pittura veneziana; seconda 
impressione con nove aggiunte. Compendiosa informazione di Marco Boschini, non solo 
delle pitture publiche di VENEZIA: ma dell’Isole ancora circonvincine, 23. 
The Brussels painting is a small modello, but fairly well-finished, which suggests it was a 
presentation piece for a donor rather than a preparatory work. It shares with the Miracle 
of the Slave a single-point perspectival space and classical architecture in white lead paint 
behind a focused group of central protagonists flanked by repoussoir figures. Whatever 
similarities the Brussels Modello bears to the Miracle of the Slave, the subject of the 
Stealing was not to be treated again until Tintoretto’s version of the 1560s. The 
similarities do make a compelling case that the Brussels modello was an initial sketch for 
the space later occupied by the Miracle of the Slave. Krischel’s proposal for the specific 
commission circumstances, however, are deeply unsubstantiated. Roland Krischel, 
“Jacopo Tintorettos ‘Sklavenwunder’” (Scaneg, 1991), 23. More information on the 
study can be found in Rodolfo Pallucchini and Paola Rossi, Tintoretto: le opere sacre e 
profane ([Venezia]; Milano: Alfieri!; Electa, 1982), 154-155.  
126 Krischel, “Jacopo Tintorettos ‘Sklavenwunder,’” 23. 
127 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 19 1542, 16 April. 
128 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 19, 79, 145. cited in Pietro Paoletti, La 
Scuola grande di San Marco: lavoro premiato dal R. Istituto veneto di scienze lettere, ed 
arti col premio Vanna Arrigoni degli Oddi (Venezia: Comune di Venezia, 1929), 171. 
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 I found in the archival records that Andrea Calmo was also elected to the board in 
1546.129 It is known that in 1547 Tintoretto’s future father-in-law, Marco Episcopi, who 
had been scrivan for the scuola in 1542, became guardian grande at which point it is 
fairly safe to infer that he wielded some influence over the commission. 130 There may 
have been some paintings at some point; the 1546 archival record mentions that some 
paintings were left ‘imperfect’ by a Meser Zua[ne]Paulo Boninsegna.131 Krischel assumes 
that they already had a Stealing of the Body by 1547, so the subject became the miracle 
of the slave.132 Events after Tintoretto delivered the Miracle of the Slave are slightly 
obscured probably out of embarrassment on the part of both artist and patron. Most 
sources agree the painting returned to Tintoretto’s workshop for a period and finally was 
rehung in the sala capitolare between the two windows by April of 1548 in time for the 
new banca. It remained in situ until Napleon removed it to Paris in 1797. Carlo Ridolfi, 
Tintoretto’s first biographer, wrote that virtue always meets with difficulty, “la Virtù 
incontrò sempre nelle difficoltà,” and when some of the brothers wanted to keep the 
painting and others did not, Tintoretto removed the painting to his home. When at last the 
furor died down and the painting was “acclamata dall’universale per maravigliosa,” 
‘declared a marvel by all,’ it was reaccepted.133 Marco Boschini scathingly critiqued the 
scuola’s reaction, blaming it ignorance, envy, and perfidy.134 David Rosand attributed the 
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129 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg.19 and Notatorio 20, 8 January 1546.  
130 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 19, 78v. Tintoretto would marry his daughter 
Faustina in 1550.  
131 1546 adi viij Janus [at top of page] 
Si vedi eser sta da prinzipio far diversj lavorj dela shuola come fu la partta dela ditta 
come sono li telerj indorar del sufittado ett far dela capela ett niune cosae sta conpitta con 
dano non mediochri dela shuola ett con marmora cio' non pocha in che proziede perche 
ogni vardian che vuol in sta vol far qualche cosa da nuovo lasando che cosa prinzipiatj 
inperfetteett essendo convenientte cosa proveder che lopera dela capela gia cominciatta: 
del tomata operi in povear che con di sentte enaorato dela Shuola mostra: sia ridutta con 
desideratto esenzial fine ett non si lasj tal operainperfetta col prinzipiar una alttra, 
pero_______________________________ 
Landera partte che mette che mag.co ser mario vardian grande con il consueletto del 
mag.co ......  
1546. 8 January. ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 20. The same document 
complains each new guardian grande starts something new without finishing what had 
already been started. 
132 Unfortunately Krischel does not explain the basis for his assumption. I do not know of 
painting cycle commissions that required the chronology of the fabrication to follow the 
chronology of narrative. 
133 Carlo Ridolfi, Le Maraviglie dell’arte: overo le vite de gl’illustri pittori veneti, e dello 
stato, Volume 2, 1648, 14. 
134 …cusì ignorante, 
 Che se lasè persuader da l’invidia 
 A refudar sta zogia; e con perfidia, 
 Ghe ‘l fè portar a casa int’ 
 un istante’ 
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controversy to “internal politics” and Tom Nichols suggested “deep-seated causes 
relating to the Scuola’s special position within Venetian culture,” but in the end 
Tintoretto made an additional three paintings for the sala capitolare, as Ridolfi notes “in 
questa maniera” that ‘softened the blow of the initial rejection.135 He does not mention 
that it was to be twenty years before Tintoretto continued work in the sala capitolare of 
the Scuola Grande di San Marco.136 
 
 

The Miracle of the Slave 
 
 

  The painting Tintoretto delivered could easily compete with the light entering the 
sala capitolare from the two windows on either side of the canvas due to its focused 
composition.137 An organized crowd forms one visual mass around the protagonists. St. 
Mark in the air, the slave on the ground, and Michelangelesque repoussoir figures direct 
attention to the central act. Strong tenebrism silhouettes the figures who carry the 
narrative: St. Mark, the slave, the torturer, and the master. The viewer’s eyes need not 
search for saint nor miracle.  
 The nude slave lays abject on the ground, his eyes closed, rope around his wrists. 
The softness of the body contrasts with the hard pavement beneath him. Broken tools lie 
scattered around him and one piece even rests across his face emphasizing the slave’s 
utter vulnerability. The crowd gathered in a semi-circle gawks at the strange, inexplicable 
event. St. Mark, inverted, flies vertiginously into the painting above the slave, gospel in 
left hand, right outstretched in aid. His right foot is truncated by the canvas edge, his left, 
upturned, reveals the bottom sole. A deep shadow ensures St. Mark’s form is visible 
against the blue sky and a brilliant bursting halo marks his head (fig. 3.6). The torturer, 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo (Venezia: Per li Baba, 1690) 
135 “Raddolcirono poi il di lui disgust, assegnadogli tre quadri in oltre per quelle Sale, 
ch’egli divisò in questa maniera.” Ridolfi and Manno, Vite dei Tintoretto, 24.  
136 Nichols understates, saying the gap in commissions “may reflect lingering suspicions 
over Tintoretto’s suitability,” and notes Tintoretto was not admitted to the confraternity 
like other painters who had worked there. Nichols, Tintoretto: Tradition and Identity, 142. 
I hope to explain those lingering suspicions of Tintoretto’s suitability. 
137 Weddigen has examined the physical painting. It "is made of four horizontal twill 
lengths, whose uppermost one again fills a remnant. The reconstruction of four strangely 
curved spandrels (due to a wooden paneling) accounts for the original measures of 12.5 x 
16 piedi veneziani. There is a close network linking the relations of size, seams, divisions, 
perspective and the position of the figures: everything is directed towards the miracle 
happening in the middle.” Erasmus Weddigen, “The Works of Tintoretto: Sewn, 
Designed, Patched and Cut: The Uncertainty of Canvas Measurements,” in Congreso 
Internacional Jacopo Tintoretto, and Miguel Falomir Faus. 2009. Jacopo Tintoretto 
Actas Del Congreso Internacional Jacopo Tintoretto, Madrid, Museo Nacional Del 
Prado, 26 Y 27 de Febrero de 2007 = Jacopo Tintoretto!: Proceedings of the 
International Symposium Jacopo Tintoretto. Madrid: Museo Nacional Del Prado., ed. 
Miguel Falomir (Museo Nacional del Prado, 2009), 157. 
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whose head begins at St. Mark’s outstretched hand, similarly loses half of his body to a 
deep shadow (fig. 3.7) immediately contrasted with the bright light illuminating his right 
side and arms holding the broken hammer out towards the master whose open position 
allows a precise outline to be traced around his arms, head, and torso. Lest his form be 
lost, Tintoretto has delineated the lower half of his red velvet sleeves with a thin line of 
white paint. 
 The fairly well-known episode can be found in both Venetian and non-Venetian 
sources such as Jacopo Voragine’s Golden Legend and Tintoretto’s portrayal hews to the 
standard telling. Ostensibly the scene takes place in the provinces away from Venice 
where a slave or servant had returned from a pledged pilgrimage to visit the relics of St. 
Mark at the Basilica San Marco though he had been refused permission by his master. 
Recognizing Mark as the greater master, the slave nevertheless undertook the pilgrimage. 
Upon his return, the master ordered he be punished by torture for his lack of obedience. 
Miraculously the sticks and metal tools broke one by one, causing the master not to 
repent but also to join his servant on another pilgrimage to St. Mark’s relics in Venice.138  
 Even in a non-Venetian text the pilgrimage to the city of Venice plays an 
important role. Loyalty towards St. Mark is expressed through a journey to Venice and in 
the tale, that journey occurs twice, first by slave and then by master. The primacy of 
Venice and the invocation of St. Mark in Voragine’s text is only implied, whereas in 
Giovanni Stringa’s text Venice is “without a doubt this stupefying most great of miracles 
of all the cities in all of Italy to all the world”:  
 

Apportò senza dubbio questo miracolo stupore grandissimo à tutta la Città à tutta 
Italia, à tutto il Mondo; poi che la fama sua per tutto sisparse: onde anco per 
memoria di quello non solo è stato in Bronzo nel Coro di S. Marco scolpito, & 
nella Sagrestia ne' Banchi con bellissime intersiature rappresentato; ma ancora nel 
Salone della Schola maggiore di S. Marco in faccia all'Altare dall'Eccellentissimo 
Tintoretto depinto ad honor, & gloria di Dio, & di questo nostro Beatissimo, & 
Gloriosissimo Evangelista.139  
 

 Stringa dedicates the fourth book of the Vita di San Marco entirely to “Di alcuni 
stupendi miracoli di S. Marco – avenuti dopò la Sacra Apparitione” and the miracle of the 
slave appears as “S. Marco libera un suo Divoto dalla morte miracolosissimamente 
[sic].”140 In Stringa’s account, the visit to Basilica San Marco takes place in sequential 
individual actions, describing in detail each devotion the slave performs:  
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138 Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, Vol. 1, trans. 
William Granger Ryan, First Edition edition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1995), 246-247. tale about man who forgot to thank Mark and then after he realized his 
error after an apparition of Mark, pilgrimage to Venice.  
139 Giovanni Stringa, Vita Di S. Marco Evangelista protettore...della...Repubblica Di 
Venetia...con Una Breve Descrittione Della Chiesa [di S. Marco]... In Venetia, per 
Francesco Rampazetto (Venezia, 1610), 90. 
140 Ibid., 89-91. 
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cosi entrato in viaggio se ne venne finalmente à Venetia. Dove giunto, subito 
alla Chiesa di S. Marco si trasferì, & in quella entrato adempì il voto fatto, 
visitandola con somma devotione. Ma innanti che di Venetia si partisse, si gettò 
in ginocchioni avanti l'Altar Maggiore, & quivi dedicando tutto se stesso à Dio, 
& à S. Marco, à lui tutti i suoi membri racomandò: & cosi, tutto à S. Marco per 
voto commesso ritornò à casa sua.141 
 

The master’s anger upon his return only increases until he declares blasphemously, “che 
S. Marco non lo haverebbe mai patuto dalle sue mani liberare. E subito co'mandò à 
Ministri, che alla sua presenza gli cavassero con gran cruccio gli occhi.” Denying St. 
Mark’s powers of liberation, the master attempts torture but is unable to do so because 
“he could not continue more because the help of St. Mark, as it was made, was invoked,” 
“acciò non potesse più l'aiuto di S. Marco, come faceva, invocare.” At last the master is 
forced to recognize St. Mark’s authority due to the undeniable effects of the miracle.  
 Stringa kindly mentions that the visitor – should he wish to imitate the master’s 
visit to Venice – can see a “memoria di quello,” “a memory of this,” not only in 
Sansovino’s bronze iteration in the Basilica San Marco choir (fig. 3.8), but also in the 
painting at the Scuola Grande di San Marco  “faccia all’Altare,” ‘facing the altar,’ by the 
“most excellent Tintoretto, painted for the honor and glory of God and our most beatified 
and glorious evangelist” and in Sansovino’s bronzes. Other episodes of St. Mark’s life, 
particularly the ones involving the translatio and especially aspects of the praedestinatio, 
appear more frequently around Venice and its environs than the story of the slave, but an 
example can be found centrally in the Basilica San Marco where Jacopo Sansovino made 
six bronzes for the choir.  
 The Basilica San Marco bronze reliefs were placed in the coro maggiore, a 
section of the church set aside for the doge and other state officials. As such, it was (and 
is) not very accessible. Moreover, the deep church interior was quite dark, so only a 
determined viewer would have had a chance to examine them. They were completed in 
two sets, the first finished in 1537 consisted of the Baptism of Anianus, the Healing, and 
the Martyrdom of St. Mark, and the second made from 1541-1544 dealt with posthumous 
miracles namely, the Miracle of Rain in Apulia, the Healing of Knight of Lombardy’s 
Hand, and the Miracle of the Slave.  None of these episodes occurred in Venice nor does 
Sansovino provide Venetianizing cues like the confraternity narrative painting.  
 Sansovino presents a Miracle of the Slave in which the large crowd projects out of 
the picture plane. The torturer, bent over the slave, attempting to gouge an eye out with a 
nail, protrudes head, shoulder, knee, back, and arm into the viewer’s space. Above a 
sharply perspectival architectural space that is insistently classical with its Doric capitals, 
architraves, and pyramid borrowed from Titian’s Presentation of the Virgin (fig. 3.9), St. 
Mark flies in from above, arms outstretched, a hybrid of the benevolent God up above the 
Virgin in Titian’s Frari Assumption (fig. 3.10) and the more active Christ gesticulating in 
Michelangelo’s Cappella Paolina Conversion of Saul (fig. 3.11). Sansovino’s work owes 
much to his Florentine predecessor Ghiberti’s Gates of Paradise, which also alternated 
high and low relief to create action in narratives.  
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 A flying saint, and a flying St. Mark in particular was new to Venice. The city’s 
patron does not fly in the panels of the Pala Feriale in Basilica San Marco nor in the 
mosaics. St. Mark stands earthbound, subject to the laws of our human world in Bellini’s 
St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria and all of the scuola albergo paintings. That Tintoretto 
should levitate St. Mark, hoist him in the air above the human crowd subject to gravity 
makes the evangelist not just an imitatio Michelangeli, but an imitatio Christi in a way 
only mildly indicated before. In Mansueti’s Episodes of St. Mark, the saint stands in red 
and blue robes in front of a painted Crucifixion scene on the same axis as Christ’s body 
(fig. 3.12). St. Mark has been elevated out of the quotidian and human into the 
supernatural. The miracle, now disruptive and extraordinary, shifts the narrative into the 
marvelous away from the ambiguity of the fantastic. The active moment adheres to the 
Albertian dictum that istoria should be conveyed through movement, which further 
connects removes the painting from the world of Venetian repetitive ritual because the 
painting is so insistently momentary. 142 The painting does not account for the Venetian 
anachronic tradition which folds historic miracles into the present day. St. Mark is now 
subject to time though he transcends gravity.    
 Jacopo Sansovino, born a Florentine, came to Venice by way of the Sack of Rome 
in 1527. Unusually for a foreigner, he was quickly put in charge of a major renovation 
and thorough rethinking of the Piazza San Marco, the center of the city’s expression of 
venezianità. The unusual appointment and speed at which the projects were carried out 
attests to the fervor with which Doge Andrea Gritti (dogate 1523-1538) sought to reorient 
the Republic towards a Romanizing mode that would lay claim to the glory of the ancient 
Roman empire.  

 Tintoretto appropriated Sansovino’s crowd’s movement, focus around central 
action, and flying saint. The bronze medium of the Basilica San Marco reliefs privileges 
bodily articulation and a narrative conveyed through large action instead of through 
minor or coloristic detail. In a monochromatic medium, protagonists must be isolated 
compositionally from their surroundings – in the case of the Miracle of the Slave, the 
witnessing crowd. Bronze materially suggests movement in the molten metal that has 
been arrested at a specific moment. In temporal conception, Tintoretto borrows the halted 
undulation of bronze for the Miracle of the Slave. 
  Figurally, the painting draws on from Michelangelo’s Conversion of Saul 
completed only a few years prior 1542-1545 for the Capella Paolina and available to him 
in Nicholas Beatrizet’s faithful 1547 engraving (fig. 3.13). Tintoretto’s affinity for 
incorporating Michelangelo’s work into paintings one would hesitate to call 
Michelangelesque is well-documented. The phrase ‘il colore di Tiziano e il disegno di 
Michelangelo’ was first used by Paolo Pino in his Dialogo di Pittura published the same 
year as Tintoretto delivered the Miracle of the Slave; Pino declared that the artist who 
could achieve the combination of these two great masters would be the ‘supreme god of 
painting.’143 Carlo Ridolfi reports that Tintoretto had the motto written on his studio wall 
to serve as a reminder of his artistic goals. Whether or not Ridolfi’s claim is true, 
Tintoretto’s work bears the results of someone who has deeply engaged with 
Michelangelo’s oeuvre. Ridolfi tells us that the artist collected lead figurines of 
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Michelangelos sculptures cast by Daniele da Volterra. Tintoretto would position a candle 
at different angles, studying the figurine as he rotated it to gain a full understanding of the 
figure in the round.144  
 Beyond adopting pure visual formal qualities, the invocation of Michelangelo 
could not fail to arouse a number of (occasionally conflicting) associations. To define 
‘the supreme god of painting’ as half il disegno di Michelangelo meant that any 
ambitious sixteenth-century artist would be required to reference the master, so 
thoroughly was he established as the pinnacle of artistic achievement even prior to 
Vasari’s Lives of the Artists (1550).  
 In Venice, however, like the classical architectural forms blended into the Piazza 
San Marco under Sansovino’s renovations, the forms of Michelangelo signified 
prestigious artistic modernity while causing anxiety by referencing Florentine and 
especially Roman decoration. He signed the Basilica San Marco bronzes “Florentinus;” 
artistic innovations to Venice were imported. Simultaneously Sansovino ushered in 
progress in the form artistic modernity, the new, but problematically those same forms 
signaled places far away, anything but the local. 
 The torture of the slave does not want for witnesses inside or outside the painting. 
Tintoretto invites the viewer to gawk at the disturbing details. The broken tool lying on 
the slave’s face threatens to puncture him with its jagged splinters (fig. 3.14). His 
thoroughly passive body mirrors St. Mark’s active one. Miracles in earlier paintings were 
ignored by their painted spectators in the Procession in Piazza San Marco or passively 
witnessed as in the Miracle at the Bridge of San Lorenzo. Tintoretto engages neither 
approach. St. Mark is seen by no one. Michael Levey has suggested that only the slave 
sees his rescuer, but because the slave’s eyes are closed, I propose that in this painting St. 
Mark is an efficacious presence whose effects can be witnessed though his bodily 
presence is not.145 The intense bursting halo with which Tintoretto has crowned St. Mark 
illuminates the body of the slave, who gleams in reflected heavenly light.  
 
 

Reception: Prestezza, Economic Practice 
 
 

 By 1548 Tintoretto had failed to establish himself as a major figure in the 
Venetian art scene. He needed the Miracle of the Slave to be received as a serious 
painting and entrée into better commissions. Tintoretto’s birthdate is not precisely 
recorded though a document in the San Marziale parish records his age as seventy-five 
years and eight months at his death in May 1594, which would place his birth around 
1518.146 We can assume he was an independent master by the time he witnessed a will as 
“mistro Giacomo depentor” in 1539 in the parish of San Cassiano, but by 1545 he had 
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failed to secure prestigious commissions or achieve a notable position. He sent two small 
mythological paintings to the notable and influential critic Pietro Aretino as an attempt to 
generate some visibility within the crowded Venetian art market and received a positive, 
if moderate response thanking him for the quick work. 147 
 Pietro Aretino had also arrived in Venice after the Sack of Rome in 1527 and 
swiftly had established himself as the most important art critic in Venice. He wrote his 
second public letter to Tintoretto in April of 1548 on the occasion of the completion of 
the Miracle of the Slave. After some obligatory-sounding praise and also the self-praising 
“I rejoice not only for my judgment which was so foresighted, but for your art which so 
far surpasses it,” it reads: 
 

Ma non insuperbite se bene è cosíche ciò sarebbe un non voler salire in maggior 
grado di perfezione. E beato il nome vostro, se reduceste la prestezza del fatto in 
la pazienzia del fare. Benché a poco a poco a ciò provederanno gli anni. Conciosia 
ch’essi, e non altri, sono bastanti a raffrenare il corso de la trascuratezza, di che 
tanto si prevale la gioventú volonterosa e veloce.148 
 

Prestezza, speed, that appearance of haste Aretino cautions against became the undying 
complaint in nearly all subsequent Tintoretto criticism. Francesco Sansovino, son of 
Jacopo Sansovino, called him “tutto spirito, tutto prontezza” in Delle cose notabili della 
Città di Venetia (1596), his guidebook to the city.149 The technical – and occasionally 
acknowledged intellectual – achievement was undeniable, but the seeming rush of 
prestezza brushwork caused non-finito, which made the paintings look unfinished. 
Viewers who were conscious of style and manner as part of the painting’s value as a 
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147 The subjects were an Apollo and Marsyas and Argus and Mercury. “You did them in 
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commodity could not ignore Tintoretto’s “wild” facture. Just as Belliniano’s outmoded 
approach distracted from the painting’s miraculous narration, Tintoretto’s prestezza 
risked disturbing consideration of the message. 
 The Miracle of the Slave entered the Venetian art scene in 1548, a year during 
which Titian was painting in Augsburg at the court of Charles V. In effect, Tintoretto 
painted a sampler of his abilities in a bid to finally win the prestigious commissions so 
easily won by Titian who had arrived in Venice as a foreigner from Pieve di Cadore. The 
date of the painting and Aretino’s letter also quite serendipitous. January 1549 Aretino 
wrote Titian saying that he should not be blamed is “Tintorello, out of wickedness or 
folly, has broken his promise.”150 Many have interpreted this to be that Titian and Aretino 
had some sort of agreement that Aretino would no longer praise Tintoretto publically and 
certainly the record bears this out: Aretino was to remain silent on Tintoretto thereafter. 
Mark Roskill has questioned the truth of this generally accepted explanation, but I believe 
very little else could account for a silence from such a prolific critic who had proven 
himself engaged with Tintoretto’s career.151 
 Titian’s animosity to Tintoretto can be tracked along a series of commissions, but 
Aretino’s prestezza complaint would bedevil Tintoretto throughout his career and it is not 
an unwarranted criticism. Of what we know of Tintoretto’s studio practice, which 
produced over 650 known works if one includes workshop production, he did work 
quickly. There were things he did to save money – scraping palette to boil down to a dark 
ground – that legitimately saved time, but such an aesthetic choice left Tintoretto 
vulnerable to the charge that he had dashed off the painting without thinking and without 
care. Titian’s brushwork with fictively feigned speed garnered praise, but Tintoretto’s 
actual velocity undercut the competition, which exacerbated by lowering prices in an 
already saturated market.152 Painters in Venice earned far less than their counterparts in 
Florence. The Miracle of the Slave looks quite finished to modern eyes and certainly in 
comparison to later works from Robusti, but one can see the apparent hastiness in the flat 
architecture of the garden gate or in the obviously painted highlights on St. Mark’s robe. 
Such visuals negate the painstaking authoritative approach of Bellini, Carpaccio the 
‘eyewitness painters.’ Even the broken hammer held towards the master declares its 
material paint-ness as a series of vertical brushstrokes of different shades of gray (fig. 
3.15).  
 For all of the complaints of prestezza, hurry, non-finito, etc. it is hard to think 
Tintoretto would have given anything less than full consideration to his major 
presentation piece, his entrée into the high commission tier. Modern scholars like David 
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Rosand have been able to see the deliberation apparent in the painting.153 Preparatory 
drawings survive.154 
 For the painting is a deliberate painting, a composed painting that registers the 
professional anxieties of its creator. Though the miracle and the crowd’s reaction may be 
chaotic, it is a planned chaos created through syncopated pairings of figures. Heads 
gather together; then torsos bend away from each other.  A semicircular arrangement of 
the crowd around the supine slave whose nude body is twinned by St. Mark’s clothed, 
mirrored one. St. Mark’s right arm gestures downwards, the torturer’s arms upwards. 
Tenebristic effects stipple across the surface selectively illuminating the important 
narrative carriers, yet each figure is distinct.  
 David Rosand in Painting in Sixteenth-Century Venice makes the argument that 
Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave is a form of “religious theater,” in which the narrative is 
carried by the figures with the architecture serving as a “scaffold to support the 
figures.”155 The architecture is not conceived of as the major environmental player it was 
in polytopic paintings like Bellini’s Preaching in Alexandria. The architecture in 
Tintoretto’s Miracle of St. Mark makes no reference to the city in which the slave and 
eventually the master will find salvation in their pilgrimages not even Provence. In the 
Miracle of the Slave, Tintoretto employs theatrical action, gesture, and staging but in a 
way that fails to make use of painting’s ability to supersede the constraints of time that 
theater, as a temporal medium, must obey.  In the rush to artistic innovation and claiming 
the avant-garde with Michelangelesque figures, and unified time and space, Tintoretto 
bypassed the very features that made the prior generation’s narrative painting so potent. 
 
 

My Theory of Rejection 
 
 
 The viewer may have difficulty connecting the scene to Venice. Tintoretto 
structures his narrative in an Albertian fashion: heroic figures engage in significant action 
with a focused clarity. Here the components are ostensibly clear: abject slave, 
confounded torturer, gaping crowd, astonished master, and salvific saint. This direct 
approach to narrative implicitly repudiated the well-established Venetian narrative 
painting tradition represented by some of the city’s most lauded artists at the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco. Tintoretto lacked an establishment resume. He was somebody’s 
friend and somebody’s future son-in-law; who could fault the confraternity members for 
thinking the nepotistic commission had gone horribly wrong? 
 But perhaps the painting itself is at fault. The entire gathered crowd of 
Tintoretto’s 1548 Miracle of the Slave watches the failed torture. Two figures hang off 
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columns in search of a better view referencing late quattrocento theater representations.156 
Tintoretto turns from the miracle that occurs as part of the fabric of everyday life to a 
miracle that disrupts the quotidian. There is no sense of past or future in the intense 
momentariness of St. Mark’s upturned foot.  
 Tintoretto’s solution solves the potential weakness of the hidden, quiet embedded 
miracle. The narrative is clear rather than confused and excitement is palpable. When a 
miracle is depicted in terms so disruptive, the painting insists on the momentary quality 
of linear time – a snatch, an instant – that is the hallmark of the Albertian ‘window on the 
world’ conception of painting. The miracle has become obvious to both painted witness 
and confratello viewer. To depict an instant is to lose in timelessness what is gained 
immediacy. The painting fails to participate in the spectacle. As a native cittadino, 
Tintoretto could be expected to exhibit greater fidelity to Venetian tradition.  
 A disruptive moment cannot reference the past and the future for it is entirely 
bound up in the present. The references to ritual, processional and spiritual, in the earlier  
paintings reinforce the permanence of the city of Venice. The anachronic aspects to 
Bellini’s St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria are lost in a crowd composed only of 
historically contemporaneous bystanders.  
 The St. Mark of The Miracle of the Slave, flies, head downwards instead of 
standing on a dais grounded by the gravity that operates the same way on the Muslims 
and Venetian senators must in Bellini’s Preaching in Alexandria. He is unequivocally not 
of the human world. When the viewer first approached the painting, that brightly lit foot 
and body half obscured by shadow could be seen against the strong backlighting. Because 
there is no familiarity to this body that is clearly otherworldly, we do not hesitate between 
the uncanny and the marvelous. The miracle conducted by a flying, inverted St. Mark is 
clearly marvelous. This event is bound by rules beyond those of our natural world. In the 
marvelous and lack of hesitation Tintoretto forswears the fantastic that characterized the 
paintings of the albergo. 
 Michelangelo’s Conversion of Saul (fig. 3.11) for the Capella Paolina provided 
another example of a marvelous miracle enacted by a flying figure. Christ enters the 
composition hand outstretched blinding Saul across the distance separating the two 
figures. Though Beatrizet’s engraving available to Tintoretto lacks the coloristic light 
effects of the fresco, especially the channeled yellow beam emanating from Christ to 
blind Saul, Beatrizet employs a wavy channel negative white space to suggest directed 
force. Tintoretto adds the light implied in the engraving and absent in Sansovino’s bronze 
relief while importing an istoria told through gesture, action, and bodies. Michelangelo’s 
Conversion of Saul gives the viewer the instant of Saul’s blinding as he lifts his hand in a 
vain attempt to shield his eyes. Temporally narrow, this miracle can conveys the power of 
the supernatural world, its ability to interrupt the petty activities of human life. One can 
hardly imagine a model more divergent from Bellini’s calm miracles.  
 Tintoretto has upended Venetian mores because he has not respected the Venetian 
painting tradition, its continuity, sameness, decorum, and even scale of figures to 
environment. Instead of a large city populated with many small figures, he presents the 
viewer with large figures occupying most of the canvas. By eschewing the fantastic and 
the anachronic, Tintoretto has made an immediate, action-oriented miracle that 
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overwhelms the viewer. With the force of the immediate miracle, cyclical time and a 
sense of the city of Venice as eternal disappears. Thus, it is not terribly surprising that the 
painting was initially rejected. 
 

**** 
 

 Why was the Miracle of the Slave reclaimed by the confraternity not long after its 
rejection like a pictorial translatio? Unfortunately the reasons are not found in the notary 
records at the Archivio di Stato di Venezia. However, in one sense the painting works: St. 
Mark effects a miracle even though the painting fails to register Venice as party to the 
miracle. 
 A man is saved due to his fealty to St. Mark and due to a pilgrimage to the city, 
the miraculous locus that Venetians claimed their city to be. The chaos is restricted to the 
foreign; St. Mark’s inverted intervention occurs in the provinces. Because of the foreign 
siting of the miracle and its instantaneous quality that disrupts and disturbs, it would be 
difficult for the sixteenth-century confratello to accept the painting as part of his 
experienced life. It lacks that familiarity that causes the viewer to question what he sees 
with a sense of the uncanny. In the questioning, the pause, in the duration lies the 
fantastic. It cannot be uncanny, unsettling in its odd ordinariness, because it is not 
familiar, so the puzzlement that causes hesitation does not even occur. Tintoretto includes 
no reference to the cyclical time that made up the performative aspect of the city. Even 
the true redemption – and the true miracle perhaps – occurs not in the painting– it will 
happen after the shock of the present miracle catalyzes a conversion in the master who 
will then pledge fealty to St. Mark and then undertake a pilgrimage to Venice. 
 The story of the Miracle of the Slave implicates Venice as a site of the miraculous, 
a good means of venezianità, but Tintoretto’s painting shifts the pictorial depiction of the 
miraculous away from the fantastic and to the supernatural marvelous. To declare a 
miracle extraordinary, unusual, and an exception is to deny the established definition of 
the city of Venice as a site of the expected, ordinary miraculous i.e., Venice’s 
fundamental self-conception as a city of the ordinary miracle. 
 The miracle of the slave suggests drawing the narrative into a polytopic 
relationship with the city of Venice. The slave undertakes a pilgrimage to Venice like so 
many others to visit the relics of St. Mark and that pilgrimage prompts a second one after 
the miracle. Tintoretto ignores Venice as a narrative location twice and denies the city a 
polytopic presence in the background or across water or any of the other pictorial 
strategies that could have been used to invoke Venice. And St. Mark, who can so easily 
stand in for Venice – he appears as a foot and a book.  
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Chapter Four: non est vivere extra Venetiis 
 

"non est vivere extra Venetiis"  
  - Giromamo Priuli, i Diarii157  
 
 Despite its ambitions, the Miracle of the Slave was a missed opportunity. 
Employing neither anachronic or polytopic strategies, the Miracle of the Slave renders St. 
Mark stateless, as efficacious as any saint, but not particularly effective for Venetians.  
Though the power of the miracle unmistakably comes through the upturned saint 
suspended in air, the narrative lacks qualities of venezianità to connect the patron saint to 
his city. The painting shows what Tintoretto could do, not what St. Mark could. 
 Compositionally, coloristically, and otherwise, Tintoretto positioned the painting 
as an entrée into more prestigious commissions and in one sense the painting did gain 
him commissions at a higher level, but not at the level to which he aspired. During the 
next twenty years he would work mostly in smaller parish churches and at scuole piccole 
while Titian pursued a career painting for the Hapsburgs. In the interim he had 
established himself as a prolific artist working at a pace unmatchable by his 
contemporaries. He was at last working at the Ducal Palace, a venue that had earlier 
eluded him, producing two large narrative paintings, the Pope Alexander III 
Excommunicating Frederick Barbarossa (c. 1553) and the Coronation of Frederick 
Barbarossa (1562), both destroyed in the great fire of 1577.  
  Perhaps the rushed prestezza or non-finito appearance of the painting that Pietro 
Aretino had criticized resulted in the lack of a second commission for Tintoretto at the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco and the waffling rejection then eventually acceptance of the 
Miracle of the Slave. Yet, given the enthusiastic reception Titian’s similar brushwork had 
garnered, I suggest instead that it was Tintoretto’s failure to establish the miracle as 
Venetian at a site dedicated to the city’s saint and spectacle that rendered his work 
unsuitable for the organization. 
 
 

The Rangone Commission 
 
 

 Tintoretto did work at the Scuola Grande di San Marco again, albeit twenty years 
later. In the meantime he had won the commission to decorate both upstairs and 
downstairs at the rival confraternity, the Scuola Grande di San Rocco, subject of 
Caravia’s sarcastic poem criticizing excessive confraternity spending. Once again in the 
competitive environment of confraternity decoration the Scuola Grande di San Marco 
chose an artist with an establishment resume. However, Tintoretto had had a series of 
problematic commissions and after the Miracle of the Slave, he would not have been an 
obvious first choice to continue the pictorial cycle in the sala capitolo despite his work at 
the Ducal Palace. Intervention on his behalf came from Tommaso Rangone, recent 
immigrant to Venice, who had set upon a project of not mere assimilation, but embedding 
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157 Girolamo Priuli I Diarii, ed. Arturo Segre and Roberto Cessi in Rerum Italicarum 
Scriptores, n.s. 24 (Bologna, 1924-1931). 
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himself within the urban landscape. Never one for subtlety, Rangone chose Tintoretto, 
cittadino and thus indisputably Venetian, and an artist with an ability to draw great 
attention. After all, his ongoing commission at the Scuola Grande di San Rocco had 
started with flouting the rules of the competition by bribing the night porter and installing 
a finished ceiling painting instead of submitting a proposal drawing.158 Nonetheless, the 
stunt resulted in prestigious largescale work at the city’s showiest confraternity. By the 
1560s Tintoretto had acquired an establishment resumé, however unorthodox the pursuit 
of it.  
 Self-styled a physician and philologist, Rangone had adopted his surname as a 
self-aggrandizing move covering his low birth and fashioned himself a learned man in 
Venice. He acquired a number of positions on varied boards, obtained procuratorships, 
and by 1562, his name, “M Tomaso del Ravenna” (fig. 4.1) can be found listed on the 
banca at the Scuola Grande di San Marco.159 Additionally, while only Andrea Calmo, 
playwright and Tintoretto’s childhood friend, had been on the banca in the 1540s for the 
Miracle of the Slave commission, by the 1560s his father-in-law Marco Episcopi had 
joined the board and could advocate for the artist. 160 
 A scuola grande, led by cittadini, supplied a means of assimilation for a 
determined foreigner and the confraternity dedicated to St. Mark suggested an extra level 
of patriotic fealty. As Rangone inserted himself into the social fabric, he sought to 
literally incorporate himself into the physical milieu by placing his portrait in various 
places. There was the stymied attempt to have a portrait bust of himself placed on the 
front of the façade of San Geminiano (fig. 4.2), a church located nowhere less significant 
than Piazza San Marco directly facing the Basilica.161 He even offered to pay with “li 
proprij mij danari” for an image of himself, presumably sculpted, in the campo in front 
of the scuola.162  
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158 Tintoretto would have been aware that the confraternity’s mariegola compelled them 
to accept all donations. Ridolfi’s account reads “il Tintoretto, che ottenuta secretamente 
la misura dello sptaio da’ serventi, mentre gli altri si affaticavano nel condurre I loro 
disegni, con mirabile prestezza ne fece la Pittura con San Rocco nel mezzo d’un Cielo, 
incontrato da Dio Padre con Angeli, che stanno al corteggio e tengono leinsegne del suo 
pellegrinaggio; & senza farne motto ad alcuno al luogo suo l’affisse.” Carlo Ridolfi and 
Antonio Manno, Vite dei Tintoretto: da Le maraviglie dell’arte, overo, Le vite 
degl’illustri pittori veneti e dello stato (Venezia: Filippi Editore, 1994), 30. 
159 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 22. Inside cover marginalia. 
160 Marco di Episcopi held various positions on the banca over the years and was 
involved in various financial decisions as in records for processional regalia ASV. Scuola 
Grande di San Marco. Reg. 2, 52, 18 March 1564.  
161 The sculpture of Bartolomeo Colleoni by Verrochio itself standing in front of the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco in the Campo SS. Giovanni e Paolo after the Senate’s 
refusal to honor the Colleoni’s will stipulating the sculpture should be on the Piazza San 
Marco should have notified Rangone his project was not to win approval. The episode 
illustrates that the scuola could stand in a substitute for the basilica, albeit as an inferior 
one.  
162 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 22, 12v. Interestingly there are mentions of 
other painters and paintings today of which no trace exist, which indicates a chaotic 
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 So contrary to mediocritas were his efforts that they were mostly rejected. 
However, in 1562 with the absence of abundant funds for pictorial decoration, the 
confraternity members of the Scuola Grande di San Marco accepted Rangone’s offer to 
furnish three paintings for the sala capitolare at his entirely his own expense. Suffering 
from budgetary constraints, the confraternity sought sources of alternative funding. In the 
years 1552 and 1568, one hundred additional confraternity members were admitted 
precisely for the explicit purpose of membership dues that came with them.163 The vote to 
have Rangone pay for the works “ne dimondare ne fare dimodere mai per temo alcuno 
cosa niuna de ditta spexa ala scuolla nostra,” “with no additional expenses to our scuola,” 
was voted 144 to 6 and thus “fu presa.”164 
 Like the Miracle of the Slave, the three canvases completed in 1566 were 
temporarily rejected. This did not occur, however, until 1573 when the confratelli 
ordered all three paintings removed and sent to Rangone who refused to accept them. 
When they arrived at Tintoretto’s house, the painter offered “to finish them perfectly, 
removing the figure of Rangone and replacing him with another.”165 Finish, prestezza and 
its attendant effect of non-finito, may have played a role in the confraternity’s distress, 
but Tintoretto’s pledge to remove the portrait of Tommaso Rangone indicates the 
arrogance of the former guardian grande had eventually irritated the confraternity to the 
point of removing the large paintings.  
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commission history prior to the Rangone offer. Tommaso Rangone proposed a monument 
“sul campo dj san zuanepolo” in stone with the inscription: THOMAS PHILOLOGUS 
RAVENASPHXSICUS EQUES G MAG AN M•D•LXII.” It actually passed 31 yes to 24 
no, but in the margin, large letters are written ANVULADA.  
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Notatorio. 22 c. 12. For more information on the 
commission cf. Pietro Paoletti, La scuola grande di San Marco: lavoro premiato dal R. 
Istituto veneto di scienze lettere, ed arti col premio Vanna Arrigoni degli Oddi (Venezia: 
Comune di Venezia, 1929).  
163 “D: Tomaso Ravena Dotto, e Kavalier Guardian Grando, e Compagni della Scuola di 
battudi di San Marco Evangelista Protettor nostro sia concesso per questa volta solamente 
possano accetar per li bisogni della Scuola predetta fratelli n.o centro con quella 
elemosina…” Copia tratta dal Notatorio 7.0 à c.3 131”  
“C.o Tomaso Ravena Dotto Guardian Mazor della Scuola di San Marco sia concesso di 
poter accessar in essa Scuola sino ad’homeni cento estraordinarij con alli necessarij 
bisogni di essa Scuola, li quali homeni cento s’intentidevanno sopranumerarij, et si come 
essi andevanno mancando, non si possa elezer altri in luocho suo, mà debbino estinguersi, 
et come esso Guardiano hà umilit.te supplicate. 
In Coleggio X = 20 Zener 1568 
Ill.mi Consigij X decevettaviij” 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Registro 73 Luminarii. 
164 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 22, f4r. 
165 Tintoretto offered to paint a fourth canvas for free and “finish perfectly.” David 
Rosand and David Rosand, Painting in Sixteenth-Century Venice: Titian, Veronese, 
Tintoretto (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 85-87. 
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The Paintings 
 
 

 Tintoretto produced three paintings for the Rangone commission for the Scuola 
Grande di San Marco between 1562 and 1566.166 Together the Stealing of the Body (fig. 
8), the Miracles of St. Mark (fig. 9), and the Rescue of a Saracen at Sea (fig. 7) present a 
unified hagiography of ‘nostro protettor misser San Marcho.’ St. Mark’s body escapes a 
heretical pyre to eventually rest in that preordained city where he performs a number of 
miracles both inside ecclesiastical space and outdoors al mare. All three of the paintings 
are oriented vertically, aligning them compositionally with the last paintings of the 
albergo made just before Tintoretto’s Miracle of the Slave: Palma and Bordone’s the 
Storm at Sea and the Donation of the Ring.   
 The three paintings prominently feature a portrait figure: Rangone. He does not 
stand and witness the historical events as his banca counterparts did in the fifteenth-
century paintings, but participates in the events. 167 Gentile Bellini’s Miracle of the Cross 
at the Bridge of San Lorenzo (fig 2.27) in which the historical Andrea Vendramin who 
rescued the relic of the True Cross after it had fallen into a canal is a rare precedent for an 
active portrait.168 However, the guardian grande in the canal is joined by confratelli in 
the water and on land; Rangone appears in the sala capitolo paintings as an individual.   
 Each of the paintings depicts a miracle, not only a hagiographic episode. The 
confraternity notary record of 21 of June 1562 reads “il mag.co thomaso Ravenna D. il 
guardian grande che li far datto liberate deputer far dipingiere atute sue spexe li tre quadri 
con i miracoli del nostro sanctiss.mo protetor messer San Marco,” “to paint at entirely his 
expense three paintings with the miracles of our most holy protector, mister saint 
Mark.”169 To conceive of the paintings’ subjects as miracles requires the paintings to also 
project the ordinary. Miracles define the quotidian, often through its disruption. Like 
carnival, they delineate the limits of the ordinary through transgression. The previous 
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166 After the three paintings Tintoretto delivered in the mid 1560s Rangone commissioned 
an Arrival of the Relics of St. Mark in Venice. Elaine Banks claims this painting was 
never completed, but Domenico Tintoretto delivered an Arrival of the Relics to the 
confraternity in the years after his father’s death. Elaine Banks, “Tintoretto’s Religious 
Imagery of the 1560s” (Princeton University, 1978), 8. 
167 Rangone’s role as witness and participant in the paintings following the Miracle of the 
Slave has been noticed by Michael Levey, “Tintoretto and the Theme of Miraculous 
Intervention,” Journal of the Royal Society of Arts CXIII (1965): 714.  
168 Other portraits include Caterina Cornaro depicted as a grown adult though she would 
have been a child at the time of the miracle. It has been suggested that Gentile and 
Giovanni Bellini also appear. Patricia Fortini Brown, Venetian Narrative Painting in the 
Age of Carpaccio (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1988), 150. 
169 “Rangone asks dato libertà de poder far dipingier a tutte sue spese li tre quadri con i 
miracoli del nostro Santissimo protetor mess. S. Marco …- Dichiarando però che tutte 
quello che spenderà iesso Mag.co messer Tomaxo ravena... in far far ditta pitura et opere 
jn la sala... sua mag.tia ne fa uno prexente alla scuola... Proposta accolta con 144 voti 
favorevoli contro soli 6.” ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Reg. 22 fol 4r-4v. Cited in 
Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco, 173-174.  
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painting tradition had incorporated the miraculous in the ordinary through quietly 
blending space polytopically and folding time anachronically. Venetians often guaranteed 
the nature of a phenomenon through incorporation of its antithesis. Like Venetians 
seemingly contradictorily implanted the foreign within the local, they defined the 
extraordinary as ordinary life within pictorial narrative cycles. Bellini’s generation 
framed the miraculous as noteworthy because of its lack of disruption to the quotidian. 
The claim secures a privileged identity for Venice, a place in which miracles could be 
expected. After the political and economic declines of the first half of the sixteenth-
century, arguments for easy prosperity and unobstrusive miracles were less convincing. 
The loss at the Battle of Agnadello in 1509 which resulted in a forfeiture of large parts of 
the terra firma empire and war reparations to Charles V was followed by defeat at 
Prevesa in 1538 against Sultan Suleiman I. By the 1530s Ottoman control of Egypt and 
Syria blocked Venice from the spice route. In 1548, St. Mark flew; by the 1560s the 
world had come apart. 
 
 

Rescue of a Saracen at Sea  
 
 

 Tintoretto’s Rescue of a Saracen at Sea (fig. 7) poses little iconographic difficulty. 
The Inquisitori di Stato report lists the painting with no difficulty, “Il secondo ha il S. che 
libera un Saracino in una tempest di Mare.”170 The narrative details may require prior 
knowledge, but the configuration of saint, rescue, and storm is clear to the casual viewer.  
Even Giorgio Vasari, who faced great difficulty with the Venetian confraternity narrative 
paintings, could see “St. Mark, who likewise in the air, delivering another of his 
votaries…”171  
 The rescue of the Saracen resembles several other episodes in Marcian 
hagiography. Originating in Alexandria like the relics of St. Mark in the translatio, the 
tale of the Saracen is another travel story and another translation. A small number of 
Venetian merchants were sailing with Saracens when a storm occurred. The Venetians, 
predicting the demise of the ship, escaped on a small rowboat, but all of the Saracens who 
remained aboard sank underneath what Jacobus de Voragine called “a voracious wave.” 

172 One Saracen, however, called upon St. Mark, pledging to be baptized a Christian and 
make a pilgrimage to his church in Venice, rather like the master in the miracle of the 
slave. At the moment of the pledge, St. Mark immediately appeared, drew him out of the 
water, and placed him safely in the boat with the Venetians. ‘Saracino,’ a casual word for 
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170 “nela Scola di S. Marco” ASV. Inquisitori Stato 47.  
171 Giorgio Vasari, Lives of the Painters, Sculptors, and Architects, trans. Gaston Du C. 
de Vere, vol. 2, (Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1996), 513. 
172 The story, oddly enough, continues after the rescue. The Saracen at first fails to fulfill 
his vow of conversion and pilgrimage until St. Mark appears to him a second time at 
which point, the Saracen converts, goes to Venice, and lives a life of Christian devotion 
ever after. Jacobus de Voragine, The Golden Legend: Readings on the Saints, Vol. 1, 
trans. William Granger Ryan, First Edition (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 
1995). 246. 
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‘Arab’ or ‘Muslim,’ conflated foreignness from the east with religious difference. The 
interaction with Saracini held an element of danger for Venetians, politically, culturally, 
and religiously. The episode, in which a Saracen converted to Christianity through a 
pledge to St. Mark and to his city where he will undertake a pilgrimage, neutralizes the 
threat.  
 Tintoretto’s storm refuses a horizon line, ground, or any marker of stability. The 
storm has upset ship, boat, rowers, wind and wave. St. Mark clothed in a flapping rosy 
pink flies in from the upper right hand corner, head oriented frontally towards the viewer 
and the picture plane. His arms bracket the dangling body of the Saracen, his own 
disheveled clothes blowing in the tempest and saintly bluster. The man’s feet flex above 
the tipping boat spilling men both port and starboard at the stern (fig. 4.3). He looks 
down to where he will land in the Venetian boat. Aft, Tommaso Rangone, in the golden 
robes of a cavalier, reaches into the sea to fish out a turbaned man submerged almost 
entirely beneath the rippling waters (fig. 4.4).173 The storm continues behind the 
Venetians while the doomed larger vessel at the left edge of the canvas sinks beneath the 
waters.  
 Unlike the Miracle of the Slave, the Rescue of a Saracen attends to precedent. 
Like Palma and Bordone’s Storm at Sea, the storm is demonstrably demonic embodied 
by the muscular repoussoir-style figures who frame the lower corners of the painting. The 
one on the left grabs the side of the boat to overturn it (fig. 4.5). Tintoretto has inverted 
the size relationship between the heroic protagonists St. Mark, Saracen, and Tommaso 
Rangone and the nude storm demons who had commanded the sea in the Palma and 
Bordone example. Tintoretto’s storm demons are relegated to cut off corners, mere arms 
and heads rather than whole bodies. 
 White lead swirls signify the storm around the sinking ship. The wave next to the 
ship seems to be recoiling, receding readying for a second assault. Only a salvific rescue 
could evade a storm of this strength. The dry brushstrokes leave broken, ‘atmospheric’ 
lines, refusing solid form; like the water is depicts it cannot have a material, graspable 
tactility. The water hits the figures with force. The brushstrokes dissipate on contact and 
reabsorb into the whole like a rainstorm (fig. 4.6). Rather than bravura technique for 
virtuosic demonstration, prestezza brushwork expresses the experience of water. 
 Narratively, the sea in the Saracen legend is elsewhere, far from Venice. But 
water, as I have argued, frequently denoted the term ‘Venice,’ and its polytopic 
occupation of legends abroad. Carpaccio’s St. Ursula cycle had placed the British 
princess in a city of canals and stone bridges. Experience with water pervaded the 
Venetian experience and its imagery reinforced the connection. However, this water’s 
buckling torrid action differs from Venice’s habitually smooth canals. The active water 
upsets both ship and rowboat with a force greater than Palma and Bordone’s storm. Both 
canvases tip, plunge, and push their protagonists over, but Tintoretto ejects the figures 
from the boat. The force of the storm has intensified like the outside forces assailing 
Venice. Any semblance of vertical or horizontal orientation has been lost. The sea had 
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173 Once again, Rangone’s arrogance astounds. The turban signals Muslim identity and 
thus, Rangone behaves as an imitatio Marci. St. Mark rescues the Saracen, Venetianizing 
the foreign peril, and Tommaso Rangone from Ravenna who would fashion himself 
Venetian imitates the city’s patron by rescuing another dangerous element. 
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become more disorienting and more threatening in the years following the defeat at 
Agnadello and thus the need for a miracle, stronger. 
  Pictorially Tintoretto incorporates the foreign into the local and polytopically 
melds the foreign sea into Venice. St. Mark’s actions will quell the storm that resembles 
Bordone and Palma’s Storm at Sea, hanging in the albergo the next room over. Unlike 
the Miracle of the Slave, the Rescue of a Saracen acknowledges the Venetian painting 
tradition and the precedent at the Scuola Grande di San Marco. Modernizing form can be 
left to the flying, tumbling, and gesticulating figures without extending it to a horizontal 
one point perspectival space with classical garden architecture seen in the Miracle of the 
Slave.   
  In the Saracen held safely aloft by St. Mark lies the vain hope that the Muslim 
threat from the orient could be neutralized. St. Mark plucks the foreigner from the chaotic 
sea, and places him in a boat, embedding him within the Venetians to whom he is now 
joined in fealty to St. Mark. The Saracen retraces St. Mark’s journey from Alexandria to 
Venice.  
 
 

Miracles of St. Mark 
 
 

 From the beginning, the subject matter of Tintoretto’s Miracles of St. Mark (fig. 
9), confused viewers and still defies easy iconographic reading although the painting is 
not especially unclear visually. A stone barrel vault covers a long corridor of square 
pilasters on one side and structures that look like wall tombs on the other. St. Mark in 
customary red and blue garb stands on the left side of the foreground with arm 
outstretched into the interior. On the checked floor, however, things become a bit woolier. 
A very light body lies heavily on a small rug at St. Mark’s feet. Tommaso Rangone, once 
again clad in heavy gold robes, kneels on the pavement hands outstretched, one towards 
the nude, supine body on the carpet, the other towards a trio of figures spiraling around 
white vaporous emanations. Behind Rangone a smallish dark figure kneels while leaning 
on a staff and pointing to his eyes. Another body, nude save for a small loincloth like the 
supine body on the floor, is being lowered by a band of three men. They use a cloth to 
pull him down, their task is illuminated by a man on his toes, arms outstretched holding a 
candle aloft. Further down the deep perspectival space at the dark end of the aisle, a 
bright light from the rectangular floor tomb silhouettes two quite small figures. Two dark 
figures help pry open the floor slab to the tomb, which also marks the painting’s 
vanishing point. From it white lead streaks of light draw orthogonals reaching up towards 
the vaults.  
 The exact subject has eluded commentators for centuries. The painting appeared 
and still appears in the literature alternatively as the apparitio, the reappearance of St. 
Mark’s relics in the Basilica San Marco, or as the finding of St. Mark’s body in 
Alexandria by Christians. The painting hung near the altar area to the right on the side of 
the great staircase’s doorway in the sala capitolare.174 The viewer’s eye level would have 
been in the bottom third of the painting. Many of the earlier references to the Brera 
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174 ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Registro 46, 62v.  
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canvas call the painting  “l’elevatione” or “l’ellevatione” of St. Mark’s body, i.e., 
“elevation” or the finding of it. The Inquisitori records at the Archivio di Stato di Venezia 
lists it as the “lifting” of the body – “quando fù levato il Corpo di S. Marco che stà sopra 
un Tapeto.” 175 The description prevents confusion with the Stealing of the Body painting 
by specifying the carpet and later inventorying the “translacione del corpo.” The scuola’s 
own records in the group of records under “quadri” list a “l’elevatione del corpo” among 
the other paintings in the Sala Grande.  
 
  L’altro l’ellevatione del corpo del qued.o santo dalli monumenti di Alesandria 
 con il ritratto del R.v [reverendissimo] et d.o [dignitassimo] Tomaso di Ravenna 
 fù G. G. d’questa v.da [veneranda] Scola in forma d’Senatore ingenocchiato 
 accanti etto corpo steso s.a [sopra] un tapetto del Tintoretto Vechi.”176  
 
Boschini’s art travelogue in the form of a poem, La carta del navegar (1660) recognizes 
the floor opening as a “sepoltura,” furthering connotations with the grave. 
 
 Dove a lusor de lume se procura 
 De trovar quela degna sepoltura, 
 Che'l corpo de San Marco ghe fù messo. 177 
 
  
In 1929 Pietro Paoletti followed Boschini’s direction, that the Brera canvas is a ‘Finding 
of the Body’- the section he titles “La scoperta del corpo di S. Marco in Alexandria.” In a 
lightly comedic tone, Paoletti describes “impulse del Tintoretto verso il sempre più 
grandioso sviluppo dell’inesauribile sua fantasia,” ‘Tintoretto’s impulse for the always 
grander advancement of his inexhaustible fantasy.’178 
 These interpretations, however, fail to account for two pictorial aspects that 
negate the interpretation of the painting as an apparitio. While the scuola did not possess 
a painting of the apparitio in the 1560s, they would by the end of the 1580s when 
Domenico Tintoretto completed the painting cycle begun by the Bellinis and continued 
by his father. A second painting of the same subject commissioned for the same room, 
the capitolo generale, is unlikely. Secondly, iconographically, neither the figure lowered 
from the wall tomb nor the recumbent man wear St. Mark’s red and blue robes nor are 
they bearded. In Venetian imagery dating at least to the Pala Feriale, St. Mark invariably 
appears bearded (fig. 3.3) and almost inevitably in red and blue robes.  
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175 ASV. Inquisitori 47. 
176 ‘The other [is] a raising of the body of the aforementioned saint from the monuments 
in Alexandria with the portrait of the reverend and very dignified Tomaso di Ravenna 
who was Guardian Grande of this honorable scuola in the form of a kneeling senator next 
to the same corpse on a small rug by Tintoretto the elder.’ ASV. Scuola Grande di San 
Marco. Quadri. 
177 Marco Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo (Venezia: Per li Baba, 1690), 
247. 
178 Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San Marco, 179.  
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    The uncertainty of the bodies’ identities in the Brera canvas points to a deliberate 
resistance to narrative. Tintoretto often employed iconographic slippage. Where Paoletti 
points to “inesauribile sua fantasia,” Frederich Ilchman collects examples of Tintoretto’s 
tweaking of “traditional iconography” such as the San Rocco Baptism of Christ and Last 
Supper as attempts to force the viewer to attend to the painting. Ilchman argues that in a 
stable painting tradition such as Venice’s, “viewing habits may become complacent,” and 
thus Tintoretto “ceaselessly attempted to find new ways to tell the stories more 
effectively.”179 When the viewer has become inured to the painting, the effective 
narration surprises through invention. Resistance to immediate comprehension ultimately 
leads to greater viewer attention. I suggest that the Brera Miracles of St. Mark employs 
the same diversionary strategy not only to connect the painting to other narratives, linking 
this instance of St. Mark with the apparitio, but to generally attest to efficacy of St. Mark 
and his capacity for the miraculous.  
 The Tuscan Vasari saw only an exorcism: “In the fourth, wherein an evil spirit is 
being exorcised, he counterfeited in perspective a great loggia, and at the end of it a fire 
that illumines it with many reflections” but some descriptions of the painting’s subject 
join the finding of St. Mark’s body with other miraculous occurrences. Borghini’s 
description in Il Riposo (1584) lists a number of ‘miracles of said saint’ in Tintoretto’s 
four paintings at the Scuola Grande di San Marco, but two of the actions – resurrecting 
the dead, exorcism - appear only in the Miracles of St. Mark.  
 
 Nella Scuola di san Marco quttro quadri de’ miracoli di detto Santo, dove si 

veggono diverse belle attitudini, risuscitar morti, liberare spiritati, fuggire i mori, 
venir pioggia dal Cielo, e spegnere il fuoco in cui dovea esser abbruciato un 
martire, e spaventosi effetti d’una fortuna di mare.”180  

 
Boschini’s description also suggests revivication of the dead, “Quelo xè morto, e sì sè più 
che vivo:/Perche d'eterna vita el xè per viver.”181  
 Sergio Marinelli, writing on the painting’s restoration in the 1990s, draws upon 
Borghini’s report of an exorcism and thus interprets the white lead miasma emanating 
from the foreground trio as demonic. He even claims that Tintoretto had a fascination 
with indicating demonic presence with white wisps.182 Certainly the presence of white 
lead vapor occurs in other paintings in the San Marco cycle, but I argue that their 
presence is not uniformly demonic. The traced putti heads lit by the light reflected in the 
vault from St. Mark and the floor tomb, seem to blow downwards into the space. In form 
the Miracles of St. Mark heads are similar to the putti heads of the Stealing of the Body 
who aid the miracle by blowing the infidel away from the body of St. Mark. Likelier than 
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179 Frederick Ilchman, “Tintoretto as a Painter of Religious Narrative,” in Tintoretto, ed. 
Miguel Falomir, 2008, 64. 
180 Raffaello Borghini, Il Riposo in cui cella pittura e della scultura si Savella, de’ piu 
illustri pittori, e scultori, e delle piu famose opere loro si fa mentione; e le cose principali 
appartenenti à dette arti s’integnano (Fiorenza: Giorgio Marescotti, 1584), 27. 
181 Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo, 247.  
182 Sergio Marinelli, Il ritrovamento del corpo di San Marco di Jacopo Tintoretto, vol. 3, 
Saper Vedere I Capolavori (Milano: Tascabili degli Editori Associati, 1996), 46-47.  
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a demonic presence, the putti heads aid the sense of the miraculous. It seems that 
Tintoretto began using white lead paint to signal otherworldly occurrences.183 
 Tintoretto’s first biographer, Carlo Ridolfi, thought the painting contained St. 
Mark’s corpse, but in the presence of many other bodies and demons. 
 

Nel primo si vede il modo tenuto nel levare il corpo di S. Marco in Alessandria, 
che ottenero Buono da Malamocco e Rustico da Torcello, Mercatanti Venetiani, 
da Sacerdoti Greci, e vi appaiono in lungo porticale molti sepolcri appesi à muri, 
tirati in bella prospettiva, da' quali si cavano molti corpi, e nel pavimento è quello 
di San Marco, in tale positura accommodato, che segue l'occhio dovunque si gira. 
Finsevi di più ingegnosamente un'indemoniato ivi condotto, come suole avvenire 
nella motioni de'corpi Santi, in cui si veggono le agitationi, che fà il Demonio ne' 
corpi humani.184  

 
Ridolfi claims that Tintoretto has ‘ingeniously’ used the possessed man to identify the 
body of St. Mark as authentic, apotropaic relics. The material presence of St. Mark’s 
body causes miracles on any occasion in any location: either the church in Alexandria or 
the apparitio in Venice.  
 The painting’s “bela porspetiva maestola” Boschini praises could resemble the 
church at Boucolis, a parish of Alexandria, which would have been unfamiliar to 
Venetians, but does not resemble the golden mosaic walls of the Basilica San Marco.185 
Instead, the barrel vault above a checked floor with an architrave articulating its form 
resembles the chapel at the far end of the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s sala capitolare 
where the altar stood (fig. 2.6, 4.7). Construction on the chapel had begun in 1523, but 
dragged on until 1546 when Jacopo Sansovino was put in charge of extending the chapel 
northwards toward the lagoon by 22 piedi. He elevated the podium and added windows in 
a direct copy of the Sala del Maggior Consiglio in the Ducal Palace.186 The chapel, site of 
masses on Sundays and Feast days, connected the confraternity to the government 
architecturally in the same way the painting connects the miracles of St. Mark to the 
confraternity.  
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183 Cf. Tintoretto’s Miracle of St. Augustine c. 1549, oil on canvas, 255 x 175cm. Vicenza, 
Museo Civico. 
184 ‘In the first one sees how the body of St. Mark is lifted in Alexandria, that Buona da 
Malamocco and Rustica da Torcello, Venetian merchants, obtained it from the Greek 
priests, and you see in a long colonnade, there are many tombs attached to the walls - in 
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more ingeniously, [Tintoretto] places a possessed man there and how it moves in the 
motion of holy saints. One can see the agitations that the Devil makes in human bodies.’ 
Carlo Ridolfi, Le maraviglie dell’arte: overo le vite de gl’illustri pittori veneti, e dello 
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185 Boschini, La carta del navegar pitoresco dialogo, 247.  
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 The perspective opens the space for St. Mark to effect miracles within it.187 
Though the orthogonal golden lines actually originate from the floor tomb and not from 
St. Mark’s gesture, the argument that has been made that the space appears to be 
constructed magically from his hand can be convincing.188 Rather, the glow emanating 
from the saint’s body enters the figure into the realm of the efficacious miracle. In this 
way, Tintoretto adheres to the Pala Feriale example from Basilica San Marco in which 
both St. Mark’s relics and self appear. Only the haloed head of his body can be seen from 
the casket, while the apparition of St. Mark appearing on the stern is surrounded in gold 
rays of an aureole stark against the reddish mountains. 
 Neither the visual forms or temporal narrative are intended to be believed as if the 
painting were an actuality occurring behind an Albertian window; rather they describe the 
miraculous as it occurs for Venetians. Tintoretto presents a particular argument of how 
Venetian identity and history is to be understood and in combination. Tintoretto 
polytopically elides places with the presence of St. Mark with the altar dedicated to him 
inside his confraternity. The space of the painting gives the impression of the 
confraternity’s sala capitolare chapel. In the painting St. Mark performs a number of acts 
of caritas, of charity. He oversees the care of the dying in the form of the man lying on 
the carpet, the burial of bodies, exorcism, and the blind. The narrative failure of the 
Miracles of St. Mark permits the scuola to polytopically occupy St. Mark’s miracles as 
acts of charity through metonymic possession of the material relics of St. Mark actually 
housed at the Basilica San Marco.189 The anachronic inclusion of Tommaso Rangone, 
“nelle veste di Cavaliere aureate” as Pietro Paoletti wrote, eliminates an Albertian 
singular temporal moment. The Venetian potency of St. Mark’s miracles transcends a 
single instance or a single miracle. The difficulty of the painting is its triumph of 
venezianità.    
 
 

Prestezza 
 
 

 Prestezza may have begun as a brash way of asserting a young artist’s presence 
with the Miracle of the Slave (1548) prompting Aretino to caution haste, but by the 1560s 
Tintoretto had developed a painting practice based in prestezza. Speed enabled large 
output, allowing Tintoretto to accept more commissions and undercut his competition’s 
prices. Also, the gestural, dry brushwork became a hallmark of the Tintoretto bottega.190  
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187 Marinelli, Il ritrovamento del dorpo di San Marco di Jacopo Tintoretto, 42-43.  
188 Ibid. 
189 Marcia Hall’s idea that three unrelated miracles – resurrection, the healing of a blind 
man, and an exorcism – happening at the church in Boucolis makes the painting one in 
which St. Mark proves his power once again, but does not relate the painting to the 
confraternity or to Venice. Marcia B. Hall, The Sacred Image in the Age of Art: Titian, 
Tintoretto, Barocci, El Greco, Caravaggio (Yale University Press, 2011), 185. 
190 Many artists who painted at Tintoretto’s workshop have had their paintings 
misattributed due to the quasi-imprimatur of prestezza effects. Robert Echols, 
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Though the early criticism levied against Tintoretto’s appearance of speed continues to be 
repeated, multiple indicators demonstrate the deliberateness with which Tintoretto 
created material and immaterial effects.  
 In 1568 Giorgio Vasari wrote, “These works…have been executed by Tintoretto 
with such rapidity, that when it was thought that he had scarcely begun, he had 
finished…” He continued to complain, “he has always work to do, for the reason that 
when his friendships and other means are not enough to obtain for him any particular 
work, even if he had to do it, I do not say at a low price, but without payment or by force, 
in one way or another, do it he would.”191 Indeed, Tintoretto’s bottega produced 
approximately twice as many paintings as Titian’s at a rate of ten to twelve large works a 
year.192 Some of Tintoretto’s methods did speed production, but others slowed them. The 
visible brushstrokes connect Tintoretto’s practice to Michelangelo’s disegno and contrary 
to Vasari’s rhetoric and his own protestations, Tintoretto did draw and not only 
preparatory drawings on paper. Jill Dunkerton’s investigations show extensive under 
drawings on his canvases.193 
 Nevertheless, all of Tintoretto’s practices produce pictorial effects in the service 
of miraculous dematerialization. He was known to cut canvases, matching rougher 
weaves to areas of the composition treating less substantial forms. A drier brush would 
skip across the weave, creating a broken line much like the atmospheric fresco by 
Giorgione and Titian on the exterior walls of the Fondaco dei Tedeschi (fig. 4.8, 4.9).194 
Artists used a rougher grain of intonaco in Venice which produced a shimmering effect 
not unlike the gold mosaics in Basilica San Marco that refused stasis. By the 1560s 
Tintoretto had established an efficient working method. The dark ground of the previous 
day’s boiled palette scrapings allowed Tintoretto to build forms more rapidly in oil paint 
that over a customary white ground would require more layers.195 The dark ground also 
allowed Tintoretto outline forms in white lead, a refractive pigment that flattens form. 
The unstable, flat, and insubstantial effects of prestezza signal a disintegration of the 
material world. Much more than an economic dodge, prestezza is a technique, or better 
yet, a strategy that when employed produces semantic effects. Tintoretto employs it to 
produce the attendant “reduction of the physical world.”196 
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192 Tom Nichols, Tintoretto: Tradition and Identity (Reaktion Books, 1999). Appendix A. 
193 Jill Dunkerton, “Tintoretto’s Painting Technique,” in Tintoretto, ed. Miguel Falomir 
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Grimani in Venice.  
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"non est vivere extra Venetiis" 
 
 
 Tintoretto’s Stealing of the Body is frequently mistaken for the translatio. Yet 
camel, corpse, and spirit of St. Mark attach the subject to another episode immediately 
after the martyrdom, the rescue of St. Mark’s body from the pagan funeral pyre by the 
sudden appearance of a miraculous storm that allowed Christians to steal the body to 
safety in the church of Boucolis, a parish in Alexandria, where it rested intact and whole 
until the translatio. Despite its rather non-Alexandrian looking setting and Deposition-
style figural group, the story communicated its subject clearly to Venetians who knew the 
history of their relics, though the painting was often mistaken for the subsequent 
translatio, the movement of the relics from Alexandria to Venice.197  
 Tintoretto’s favorable biographer, Ridolfi misinterprets the painting as the 
translatio when he assumes the group carrying the body of the saint are the merchants 
moving towards their boat. Nevertheless, he describes a storm of “mysterious air” and 
“ruinous rain” the Alexandrians, “blurry” from the “fragrance;” traditionally associated 
with a saint’s incorruptible body: 
 

Nel secondo è portato il corpo del Santo da Mercatanti detti alle nave; e di lontano 
scorgesi l'aria tenebrosa, con fulmini cadenti misti con rovinosa pioggia e lo 
spirito di San Marco, che preso forma di nube le precorre il camino; da che 
spaventati gli Alessandrini, mossi dalla fragranza sparsa per impedirlo, si fuggono 
ne' porticali vicini…198 

 
Describing the effects of incorruptibility and the perfume that will be masked by 
wrapping the body in pork, prestezza has a narrative and miraculous function. Not only 
the self-confident gesture of the younger artist’s Miracle of the Slave, Tintoretto’s 
prestezza is pressed into the service of venezianità. 
 Down a piazza flanked by a two story loggia resembling the procuratorie offices 
of Piazza San Marco on the left and backed by a structure with an ecclesiastical facade, a 
group of three men including the omnipresent Tommaso Rangone in gold and ermine 
robes carry the body of St. Mark. A dark and wet cloud of a funeral pyre haloes 
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“Tintoretto’s Poverty,” in New Interpretations of Venetian Renaissance Painting, ed. 
Francis Ames-Lewis (London: Birkbeck College, University of London, Dept. of History 
of Art, 1994), 109. 
197 The painting eluded the foreigner however. Vasari was unable to identify the body as 
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Rangone’s head on the picture plane (fig. 4.10). Along the colonnade, a line of fleeing 
pagans duck into each of the arches along the colonnade (fig. 4.11). Blurry, as Ridolfi 
reported, they are painted in the same white, silver, gray, and medium brown palette of 
the building and the ecclesiastical structure behind in front of which three figures missing 
arms and the bare outline of an equestrian follow suit towards shelter from the miraculous 
storm (fig. 4.12).  
 The structure at the end of the piazza has often been connected to the church of 
San Geminiano which stood opposite the Basilica San Marco until Napleon razed it to 
build the ballroom that is now the Museo Correr (fig. 4.13).199 The church had undergone 
several permutations when in 1552 Rangone commissioned Jacopo Sansovino, who was 
also reimagining the piazza, to design a façade for the church with a statue of the patron 
on the front. The senate rejected the project.200 David Rosand has argued that Rangone 
did win his portrait on the façade in the painted Alexandria that polytopically grafts itself 
into the Piazza San Marco in Venice.201 Like other polytopic paintings, Tintoretto does 
not replicate the exact façade of San Geminiano as shown in various engravings. Actually, 
in its vertical orientation and stacked square front with a circular clock directly above an 
arched portal, the structure aligns itself also with the Torre dell’Orologio, the clocktower 
on the north side of the piazza perpendicular to the basilica (fig. 4.14). The Piazza San 
Marco centralized political symbols, government administration, religious practice and 
the time around the relics of St. Mark. 
 Inexplicably isolated due to an ill-advised nineteenth-century trimming, the 
twisted figure thrown on his back clutching a pink cloth in the lower left corner originally 
stared upwards at the departing soul of St. Mark surrounded by a vaporous mass of putti 
heads (fig. 4.15). Andrea Zucchi’s (1679-1740) print (fig 4.16) shows the saint’s soul 
spiraling in ascent out of the painting as his body approaches the viewer’s space. The 
etching implies a dramatic use of light highlighting the ascension no longer visible in the 
truncated painting. Presumably the contrast in the transparency of St. Mark’s soul and the 
two figures who cling to the pink robe would have been highly noticeable.  
 In the unaltered painting Tintoretto painted Mark’s soul and putti alike in 
transparent outlines. Though the outlines share the same palette as the buildings the 
loggia can be seen clearly through the putti and saint. Only the saint’s robe has an opacity 
commensurate with the Christians and “left-behind” body/relics to the right.202 St. Mark 
sheds his earthly robe, still solid, opaque, and as material as his relics. The young man 
left behind, thrown to the ground as the saint’s last material trace knocks him backwards 
onto the piazza pavement longs for what ultimately cannot be grasped. The pagans 
fleeing into the portico have lost their limbs. The figure closest to the picture plane 
possesses all his limbs, but the fifth figure has no arms and the sixth and seventh beyond 
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199  Rosand, Painting in Sixteenth-Century Venice, 85-88. 
200 Rangone eventually consoled himself with a bronze statue of himself on another 
Sansovino façade relatively near the Piazza San Marco at the church of San Zulian, near 
the Mercerie. (4.17) 
201 Rosand, Painting in Sixteenth-Century Venice, 86-87. 
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him are only notations of humans. The storm, the miraculous tempest enabling the safety 
of St. Mark’s relics, has fragmented those who would have dismembered the saint’s body. 
 Tintoretto had pushed prestezza to its limits of representation before. But in the 
Stealing of the Body, Tintoretto does not engage prestezza as merely virtuosic technique 
or signal of the presence of the artist’s hand, but the repercussions and results of a 
miracle.203 The orange and black storm sending zigzagging white lead emanations from 
the sky amputates the infidel, disintegrates the buildings, and floods the piazza (fig. 4.17). 
After the general prestezza in the Miracle of the Slave, Tintoretto began to utilize the 
technique in service of dematerialization occurring during miracles. In the 1550s, 
Tintoretto created a pair of very tall canvases for the apse of his parish church Madonna 
dell’Orto where he would eventually be buried. The long painting to the left of the altar 
depicts two scenes: the making of the Golden Calf from the Book of Exodus below, 
closer to the viewer’s eye level and Moses receiving the tablets of law from God on 
Mount Sinai above (fig. 4.19). Head lower than feet like St. Mark in the Miracle of the 
Slave and flying borne aloft by several muscular wingless angels, God clad in his own 
nude flesh save for a peach loin cloth presents brushy painterly stone tablets of law to a 
figure of Moses composed entirely of line (fig. 4.20). In a jocular gesture towards 
Michelangelo, Tintoretto has devised a corporeal God and a man conceived in disegno. 
God’s solid opacity contrasts with Moses’ transparent insubstantiality. In the force of 
God’s light, emanating in concentric circles from the very head of God the Father, Moses 
dematerializes. White lead short brushstrokes draw an abdomen, thin black lines arms. 
Two curved strokes over Moses’ right shoulder compose a mantle that has long ceased to 
exist. The glowing Moses adheres to the actual text of the Book of Exodus relating Moses 
descending Mount Sinai shining, rather than the medieval error placing horns on Moses’ 
head. No veil, however, could shroud the effect contact with the divine has had on Moses’ 
corporeality. His legs have washed away, evaporated into dry brushstroke, and the clouds 
and mountains behind him are visible through his legs. The Stealing of the Body likewise 
fractures wholeness, the intact structure of buildings, the non-Christian bodies, in order to 
emphasize the intact, incorruptible, efficacious body of St. Mark.  
 The dead body of St. Mark, its limp arm dangling in the classical gesture of death 
begs to be confused with the dead body of Christ in a Deposition. The central figural 
group struggles to lift the nude body on its cloth. The relics have weight; they are 
touchable, tangible, and real. The association with Christ adds efficacy to St. Mark’s 
body. Tintoretto often used iconographic slippage.204 Frederick Ilchman has argued that 
Tintoretto did this as a strategy to regain attention from viewers who had become 
complacent through “standard depictions” of subjects. Conventional iconography enables 
quick recognition, an immediate categorization of the narrative, and then abandonment as 
the viewer moves on to the next painting. The confusion Tintoretto makes with the 
Stealing iconographically connects Mark once again to Christ and his salvific powers. 
The Deposition moves Christ to the tomb, the resting place where he will then be 
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203 A strong argument can be made for the artist’s correlation with God in his role as 
material creator of form, but in the case of the Scuola Grande di San Marco, I suggest the 
miracles of St. Mark must conform more to communal venezianità identity rather than the 
individual artist-creator. 
204 Ilchman, “Tintoretto as a Painter of Religious Narrative,” 64.  
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resurrected; the Stealing moves St. Mark from pagans to Christian resting place, a story 
that will be repeated in the translatio when St. Mark moves from Alexandria to his final 
resting place in the Christian city of Venice.  
 The pavement strengthens the painting’s connection to the Piazza San Marco, the 
only paved space in Venice. 205 Contemporary sources recognized the polytopic layering 
of Venice and Alexandria. Boschini wrote of the painting “D’Alessandria sta Piazza xèl 
modelo.”206 Tintoretto portrays recognizable, even iconic, Venice, but that Venice was 
the very new product of Jacopo Sansovino’s renovations. Under Doge Andrea Gritti (r. 
1523-1538), the urban space of Venice saw a romanization effort to reorient the city 
away from its Byzantine past and towards claiming the mantle of ancient Rome. 207 After 
the Sack of Rome in 1527 that affirmation became easier, especially when Roman 
architect and refugee Jacopo Sansovino was hired for the renovatio Urbis in the position 
of proto to the Procurators of St. Mark. He cleared the mess in the piazza Giorgio Vasari 
complained about: “In the year 1529 there were butcher’s stalls between the two columns 
of the Piazza, with a number of small wooden booths, used for the vilest purposes, and a 
shame as well as deformity to the place, offending the dignity of the Palace and the 
Piazza.”208 Beginning in 1535 they rebuilt. Sansovino designed a new building to house 
procurators, two stories apartments with ground floor shops from Campanile to San 
Geminiano and the Biblioteca facing the Ducal Palace for Cardinal Bessarion's collection 
bequeathed to the city in the prior century.209  
 For Tintoretto to paint the space of the renovated piazza inserted him into a space 
from which he had been excluded. In 1556 Titian blocked Tintoretto from working on the 
ceiling paintings in Sansovino’s Libreria salone, a space decorated by almost every other 
major artist in Venice.210 Tintoretto claims the space for his own in the Stealing, a 
particularly resonant moment because, as Carlo Ridolfi tells us, he began his career 
selling small furniture paintings in a stall on the Piazza San Marco. 
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  The aggressive perspectival space separates Tintoretto’s Stealing of the Body 
from the majority of Venetian confraternity narrative paintings. Paintings that used one 
point perspective did not thematize it. In the Stealing, the white Istrian stone inserted into 
the pavement delineates the length of the space opened by the strong perspective. The 
travel story is told through its spatial practice.211 The enactment of Venetian life happens 
by movement through the city and the Venetian narrative painting has transposed that 
practice into the stories of historical miracles. The regular rectangles receding in pace 
with the arched colonnade supply an orderliness, regularity, and connection to the 
viewer’s space unavailable in the prestezza facture. The rationality of the space declares 
the orange sky, white lead atmosphere, and putti heads to be miraculous in its 
unpredictability. That rationality allows a space in which the viewer can imagine the 
miracle as part of the known urban space. Erwin Panofsky writes, 
 

Through this peculiar carrying over of artistic objectivity into the domain of the 
phenomenal, perspective seals off religious art from the realm of the magical, 
where the work of art itself works for the miracle, and from the realm of the 
dogmatic and symbolic where the work bears witness to, or foretells, the 
miraculous. But then it opens it to something entirely new: the realm of the 
visionary, where the miraculous becomes a direct experience of the beholder, in 
that the supernatural events in a sense erupt into his own, apparently natural, 
visual space so to permit him really to "internalize" their supernaturalness.212  

 
Applying Panofsky’s argument to Tintoretto’s Miracles of St. Mark, we can see how the 
rationalizing technology of perspective appeals to the phenomenological. Like the 
Venetianizing spaces of the albergo paintings, the believable perspectival space connects 
the miracle to the experience of the viewer. Traditional Venetian painting such as that in 
the Scuola Grande di San Marco’s albergo connected historical miracles to the 
experiential history of the viewer. Bordone’s Donation of the Ring begins to explore 
perspectival possibilities in a quasi-Piazza San Marco setting, but Tintoretto has pushed 
past the banality of common experience by inserting the marvelous into a rationalized 
space that polytopically is Venice. Within the measurable ordered space, the supernatural 
once again becomes part of the everyday, returning the viewer to the fantastic.  
 The saint’s journey, the immigrant’s translation from foreign to local, takes place 
along the length of the piazza. A figure midway grasps in vain at an errant camel’s leash. 
The camel’s determination to follow St. Mark has thrown its handler on the wet 
pavement. St. Mark has gained another covert, this time a camel like the camels walking 
across the piazza in Bellini’s painting St. Mark Preaching in Alexandria hanging in the 
albergo. Tintoretto fulfills the promise of Bellini’s canvas and pictorially concludes St. 
Mark’s voyage. The polytopic references to the procuratorie buildings, San Geminiano, 
and the Torre dell’Orologio successfully localize the body of St. Mark in Piazza San 
Marco. The perspective pushes the narrative into a journey. St. Mark’s relics travel first 
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211 Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1984), 115. 
212 Erwin Panofsky, Perspective as Symbolic Form (New York; Cambridge, Mass.: Zone 
Books; Distributed by the MIT Press, 1991), 72. 
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to Christian safety and eventually to their Venetian home. In the perambulation of the 
space, the travel of St. Mark’s body joins the city processions through Piazza San Marco 
that eventually end inside the basilica. 
 As Girolamo Priuli wrote in his diaries, “non est vivere extra Venetiis,” “one 
cannot live outside of Venice.” St. Mark will rest in Venice, preach in Venice, and 
become Venice. The foreign comes home. St. Mark travels the piazza to Basilica San 
Marco, fulfilling the praedestinatio of the Dream of St. Mark, a painting Tintoretto’s son 
will complete for the scuola in the 1580s.  
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Epilogue 
 

“Is History not simply that time when we were not born?” 
  - Roland Barthes213 
 
 In 1585, on the 28th of December, Jacopo Tintoretto offered to produce paintings 
and an altarpiece made in order to gain membership for two friends, his grandson, and 
son, Domenico.214  He may have furnished some disegni for the project, but by December 
14, 1586, Tintoretto had not yet begun the paintings. The second notary entry records his 
pledge that the paintings and altarpiece would be by “di sua mano,” his own hand, “ad 
ogni sua spesa,” at entirely his own expense. 
 Jacopo Tintoretto never made these paintings. In the 1580s, in his sixties, 
Tintoretto was occupied decorating the Scuola Grande di San Rocco’s sala terrena with 
large canvases. The Scuola Grande di San Marco’s desire to keep abreast of the 
confraternity next to the other major mendicant church in Venice, Santa Maria Gloriosa 
dei Frari, most likely encouraged the acceptance of Tintoretto’s offer in 1585 and 
renewed commitment one year later.  
 Apart from the Dream of St. Mark (1585) (fig. 10), completed by both Jacopo and 
Domenico, the other promised paintings were eventually delivered by Domenico after his 
father’s death. In his will, Jacopo instructed his son to ‘finish my works that have been 
left imperfect, in his hand, according to that manner and diligence that has always been 
used for [my] many works.’215 The conspicuous invocation of “diligentia” probably refers 
to criticism of Tintoretto’s prestezza. Domenico did continue the painting cycle for the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco in his father’s manner of the 1560s for the scuola: dry 
visible brushstrokes, conspicuous, radiating miraculous light, and inclusion of the city of 
Venice.   
 Domenico may have used too much diligence. As a painter, he lacked his father’s 
facility with a brush and consequently, his attempts at freehand gestural marks often 
appear cramped and hesitant. Faces are narrower and more triangular. Figurally and 
compositionally, he often relied on Tintoretto’s previous compositions and extensive 
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213 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard. 
Reprint edition (New York: Hill and Wang, 2010), 64. 
214 “di operar per beneficio di essa Schola per li quadri et Pala che se hano a far in quella, 
tutto quell’utile, e tutto quell’avantio che parerà ad esso M. Capitolo, in proposito di 
Lorenzo Sartor, Marco Augusta suo Genero, Z. Battista suo figluolo. Et Anzolo Girardi.” 
ASV. Scuola Grande di San Marco. Not. 23, 91, 161. Cited in Pietro Paoletti, La Scuola 
grande di San Marco: lavoro premiato dal R. Istituto veneto di scienze lettere, ed arti col 
premio Vanna Arrigoni degli Oddi (Venezia: Comune di Venezia, 1929). 184-186. 
Sandra Moschini Marconi, “Nuovi documenti sulla pala della Scuola Grande Di San 
Marco,” Atti dell’Istituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti 124 (66 1965): 85–96. 
Rosanna Tozzi Pedrazzi, “Le storie di Domenico Tintoretto per la scuola di S. Marco.” 
Arte veneta / Istituto di Storia dell’Arte, Università di Padova., 1965, 75.  
215 “Voglio che mio fio Dominicio finisca l’opere mie che restassero imperfetti, di sua 
mano, asando quella maniera e diligentia che ha sempri usata molti mie opere.” ASV. 
Notarile Testamenti. B. 157, n. 483.  
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workshop drawings. Therefore, some of Domenico’s paintings have a nostalgic pastiche 
quality to them. Despite their technical limitations, the paintings did not suffer rejection 
the way Tintoretto’s had. Domenico overtly underscored Venice as a place and as a 
phenomenological experience in the city’s foundational history while avoiding 
expressions of individual display.  
 Once the altarpiece was furnished and Domenico had painted the last remaining 
works, the confraternity’s pictorial decorations were complete. The Dream of St. Mark 
hung in the main space of the sala capitolare with Tintoretto’s other vertical narrative 
paintings on the long interior wall between staircase and albergo. In the center of the 
chapel area stood Palma Il Giovane’s St. Mark in Glory with Saints Peter and Paul 
altarpiece in a grand stone frame (fig. 5.1). Domenico’s Apparitio (fig. 13) “con quantità 
grande di Ritratti de’ Confrati della scuola,” “with a large quantity of portraits of 
confraternity members,” St. Mark Blessing the Foundation of the City (fig. 13), 
Translatio (fig. 11), and Arrival of the Body (fig. 12) flanked the altar.216  
 The paintings’ subject matter consolidated St. Mark and his presence in Venice at 
the meetinghouse’s ceremonial locus. Each painting including the extra-hagiographic 
scene in St. Mark Blessing the Foundation of the City places St. Mark explicitly in the 
city Venice (or imminently in the case of the translatio) as protector. By fixing St. Mark 
firmly in Venice, the final paintings for the Scuola Grande di San Marco deny any 
instability of St. Mark as a local term, both materially and spiritually. 
 Conjuring a predestined relationship between saint and city, the Dream of St. 
Mark as a subject dates to the period shortly after the arrival of St. Mark’s relics in 
Venice. An angel appears to a sleeping St. Mark on a boat in the Adriatic lagoon that 
would become Venice centuries later with the message, “hic requiescet tuus corpus,” 
“here will your body rest.” Domenico and Jacopo Tintoretto’s collaborative effort 
positions St. Mark and his companions in the boat in the foreground where the light of 
the visiting angel illuminates them and the marshy beginnings of a fishing village visible 
behind the boat. Eyes closed, recumbent, the figure St. Mark recalls the passive body of 
the slave in the Miracle of the Slave, as the foreshortened angel flies above him ‘bringing 
the vision.’217  
 Because the narrative justifies Venetian possession of St. Mark’s body and 
provides the saint’s consent, the Dream of St. Mark would have been an obligatory 
subject for the cycle. The particular conceptualization goes beyond the implied 
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216 “La Tavola dell Altare è di mano di Giacomo Palma, & cuui [sic] in aria Christo 
Redentore, e più à basso, sopra le nuuo le nel mezo San Marco Evangelista, da'canti li 
Santi Pietro, e Paolo. Dalle parti di esso Altare vi è in più comparti la Traslazione del 
Corpo di quel Santo, con diversi suoi miracoli; e sono di Domenico Tintoretto. 
Discendendo da'scalini [same apostrophe] di detto Altare, à mano sinistra, si vede 
rappresentata l'Apparizione di San Marco, nella Chiesa pure di San Marco…” Marco 
Boschini, Le ricche minere della pittura veneziana; seconda impressione con nove 
aggiunte. Compendiosa informazione di Marco Boschini, non solo delle pitture publiche 
di VENEZIA: ma dell’Isole ancora circonvincine (Venezia: Francesco Nicolini, 1674), 
68-69.  
217 “l'uno della visione di S. Marco di Sogno portata dall'Angelo” ASV. Scuola Grande di 
San Marco. Reg. 46, 62v. 
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connection between the praedestinatio and origins of the city by assembling preliminary 
docks, modest boats, and thatched huts along in a surface collage with the saint, his 
companions, and avatar lion on the picture plane (fig. 5.2). The thirteenth-century 
Basilica San Marco mosaic prototype (fig. 5.3) omits any signs of forthcoming 
civilization. The angel appears to the sleeping Mark on a boat on striated waves of water 
and on small rounded mound of green and sandy-colored tesserae. Land will appear out 
of the water in the thirteenth-century mosaics, more secure in their claim; the early 
seventeenth century dared not leave the city uncertain. Domenico and Jacopo convey 
miraculous content with the white lead rays of light issuing forth from the angel rather 
than through its effects; the political origin myth supersedes narrative. 
 Domenico reduces the Translatio to the two Venetians, Rustico and Buono, 
taking the body, two Greek priests witnessing, and the upright boat flying the gonfalone 
anachronistically imprinted with the Lion of St. Mark waiting across the water.218 All four 
figures face the body of St. Mark swathed in a voluminous white shroud (potentially 
irreverent inclusion of pork-packing from the mosaics now omitted). The textual 
narrative excludes saintly volition; the two Venetian merchants fulfill the praedestinatio, 
which also lacks an expression of St. Mark’s will to rest in Venice. In the hagiographies 
St. Mark first expresses desire to stay in Venice during the apparitio. Pictorially 
Domenico resolves St. Mark’s early passivity: the body appears to move, glowing head 
turning towards its bearers. St. Mark’s hand underneath the shroud begins to grasp at the 
merchant’s arm. 
 The departure of the glowing body of the Translatio materializes in Venice in the 
stone coffin familiar to Venetians from Basilica San Marco where the saint’s sarcophagus 
could be seen under a medieval alabaster baldachin (fig. 5.5). A large number of ghostly 
confratelli dressed in their ceremonial white hoods bearing doppieri, large ceremonial 
candlesticks, accompany the sarcophagus carried underneath a baldachin. Doge, bishop 
and senators meet the disembarking body “processionalmente fatto,” according to the 
scuola’s inventory.219 The same entry says this was accomplished “con l’assistenza del 
Doge e della Signoria,” ‘with the assistance of the Doge and the government.’ Like the 
Donation of the Ring, which connects the popolani to the doge and government through 
the ring of St. Mark, Domenico’s Translatio and Arrival of the Body transfer the saint’s 
remains from the ordinary merchants to the doge and government once again.  
 The Translatio and Arrival of the Body in Venice are early seventeenth-century 
renditions of the ongoing Venetian preoccupation with arrivals and departures, especially 
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218 The two priests appear in the garb of the “Religioso Greco” in Cesare Vecellio, The 
Clothing of the Renaissance World: Europe, Asia, Africa, the Americas: Cesare 
Vecellio’s Habiti Antichi et Moderni, ed. Margaret F. Rosenthal, trans. Ann Rosalind. 
Jones (London; New York: Thames & Hudson, 2008), 415. 
219 “Quadri n.o 2 dalla parte destra continente … viaggio d'esse Navi l'altro l'asporto 
processionalmente fatto di quel Corpo Santo dalle Navi, alla Chiesa in Venetia, con 
l'assistenza del Doge e della Sig.ria.” “Paintings no. 2 on the right side contain the 
voyage of ships that carried – done processionally – the body of the Saint from the ships 
to the Church in Venice, with the assistance of the Doge and the Signoria.” ASV. Scuola 
Grande di San Marco. Reg. 46, 62v. 
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those occurring by water. Like the tide, the regular comings and goings of foreigner and 
Venetian alike marked life in the city. Domenico duly notes the markers of Venice, boats, 
confratelli, doge, water, but at the same time he refers to venezianità, the experience and 
the processions. 
 The Apparitio features a massive group portrait aligned in neat rows parted at the 
center where the hand of St. Mark in a gesture of blessing emerges in a flash of light from 
a small iron box. Once again, Domenico took pains to secure the iconography.220 The 
mosaic depiction at the Basilica San Marco (fig. 2.15) only shows the open column and 
does not depict the relics of the saint. The act of opening witnessed by bishop, doge, and 
people of Venice was enough to demonstrate St. Mark’s praesentia. The economic 
damage of the sixteenth-century wars and loss of shipping routes to the Ottoman empire 
precipitated the flight of nobility to the countryside, further exacerbating financial decline. 
In Domenico’s painting, St. Mark left the city; he appears miraculously, materially 
existent in the Basilica San Marco. The church dedicated to St. Mark was often mingled 
with his confraternity and in Domenico’s Apparitio, the confraternity members register 
their presence with the body in pictorial fidelity.  
 Group portraits in confraternity painting had a long tradition by the time 
Domenico was painting for the Scuola Grande di San Marco, but never have the 
contemporary figures occupied the majority of the canvas, nor have they appeared 
uniformly disinterested in the event. The historical figures – one senator, the bishop, and 
the doge – gawk at the miracle, but the contemporary figures provide themselves as 
subject rather than witnesses to the subject. The combination of the confraternity 
members and material presence of St. Mark make up Venice.  
 Even though the contemporary figures appear distinct and separate from the 
historic miracle, the painting ought to be considered a group portrait within a narrative 
painting and not the inverse. Even though nineteenth-century Austrian art historian Alois 
Riegl drew a sharp distinction between history painting and group portraiture, some of 
the features he identified in Dutch group portraiture can be applied to the Venetian 
corporate portrait located within the narrative scene. Riegl’s assessment that “The sort of 
corporation that the group portraiture of Holland required could only have emerged from 
the kind of officially incorporated groups whose members were willing to give up some 
of their own individuality and freedom in order to work together toward some collective, 
practical, secular and public-spirited purpose."221 The practice of mediocritas and group 
identity continued to weaken in Venice after the Scuola Grande di San Marco returned 
Tintoretto’s paintings from the 1560s because of their prominent portraits of Tommaso 
Rangone, which were never removed as Tintoretto had promised to do.222 Domenico’s 
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220 The Apparitio never suffered the iconographic confusion of Tintoretto’s Miracles of 
St. Mark, now at the Pinacoteca di Brera. The existence of Domenico’s Apparitio 
definitely proves, in my opinion, that the Brera canvas is not an Apparitio. The 
confraternity would then have commissioned the same subject twice, first from the father 
and then from the son at the same workshop. 
221 Alois Riegl, The Group Portraiture of Holland (Los Angeles, CA: Getty Research 
Institute for the History of Art and the Humanities, 1999), 101. 
222 The paintings…”portato a casa de mess. Jac. Tentoretto le tre telle che erano nelli 
quadri della scuola quale forno tolte via… Et questo perche detto Mes. Jac. si offerse al 
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Apparitio puts forth an image of mediocritas correlating to a collective identity 
diminished by the increasing legal division between classes in the sixteenth century and 
the relocation of the nobility to the countryside.  
 Compositionally and thematically, St. Mark Blessing the Foundation of the City 
repeats much of Domenico and Jacopo’s Dream of St. Mark. A boat with four figures and 
the Lion of St. Mark blocks the foreground of the composition in front of a village scene 
set on water. The thatched houses share the same form as those in the Dream of St. Mark 
and appear in the same quadrant of the canvas. Replacing the prophesying angel, a ring of 
four putti surround the Holy Dove in its own golden aureole. The light shines on St. Mark 
as he raises his hand in benediction echoing the Miracles of St. Mark over the beginnings 
of Venetian civilization in the marshy lagoon.  
 The subject is unique. The praedestinatio shown in the Dream of St. Mark clearly 
depicts the origins of the city behind the slumbering saint to foretell the rise of St. Mark’s 
future place of special patronage. To invent a scene of St. Mark blessing the origins of 
Venice takes the painting firmly out of the narratological, as Domenico’s other paintings 
were progressing. Giovanni Stringa’s Vita di San Marco contains many other narrative 
episodes, miracles, occurrences even set in Venice that could have been used to finish the 
Scuola Grande di San Marco’s pictorial cycle. Instead narrative and miracle have given 
way to overt thematic meanings. The polytopic multiplicity has coalesced into a unitary 
Venice. The anachronic strategies of Tintoretto and Bellini’s generations relied on the 
fantastic. Multiple temporal zones had to inhabit the same moment for their unity to 
register to the viewer as unusual. When, as in the Apparitio, the contemporary figures 
eschew participation in the historic miracle, a divide opens between the temporal zones. 
When two moments in time cannot be reconciled in a painting, the narrative aspects of 
the work diminish in favor of its thematic content.  
 Palma il Giovane’s non-narrative altarpiece (fig. 5.6) plainly positions Venice as 
the site of the miraculous. St. Mark sits as if enthroned on clouds along with saints Peter 
and Paul, identifiable by their attributes. St. Mark’s lion sits at his feet. Above them, a 
circle of putti quoting Titian’s Assumption altarpiece swirl around Christ in flight. The 
opaque clouds float about a clear cityscape of the bacino and Piazza San Marco. The pink 
upper story of the Ducal Palace is clearly visible to the right of the Torre dell’Orologio, 
Campanile, and Sansovino’s new Zecca. Palma’s stratagem had been used before in 
Venice. Bonifacio de’ Pitati had placed the Piazza San Marco under God the Father 
accompanying the Holy Dove in between Gabriel and the Virgin in an Annunciation 
Triptych (fig. 5.7). To explicitly add a precise rendering of contemporary Venice so 
literalizes an implication present in the anachronic confraternity narrative paintings. Like 
the separation of time in Domenico’s Apparitio, the clear division of spatial realms 
prevents unity. While Bonifacio de’ Pitati’s Annunciation and Palma il Giovane’s St. 
Mark in Glory seek to explicate and reinforce the human city’s relationship to the divine, 
the paintings paradoxically remove the divine from the quotidian. They no longer 
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ditto guardian et al suo Vicario a finirle perfettamente levando la figura dell’Ex Ravena et 
in loco di essa mettendo altra accomodata et insieme di finir perfettamente la quarta tell 
ache van el quarto quadro della ditta Sala, il tutto gratis et per sua cortesia.” ASV. Scuola 
Grande di San Marco, No. 22, 203, 205. Cited in Paoletti, La Scuola grande di San 
Marco, 182. 
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integrate manifestations of the divine within the fabric of everyday life in Venice, the 
experience of the city, or venezianità.  
 In his contemplation on photography as a medium that can recall and mutate the 
past, Roland Barthes asked the twentieth century, “Is history not simply that time when 
we were not born?” Such a question would have been unfathomable to Venetians of the 
fifteenth and sixteenth-centuries. By the seventeenth, the answer might have been ‘yes.’ 
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